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After the city or town comes the world, which the philosophers
identify as the third level of human society. They begin with the
household, progress to the city, a.nd come finally to the world.
And the world, like a gathering of waters, is all the more full of
perils by reason of its greater size. First of all, the diversity of
tongues now divides man from man .... It is true that the Impe-
rial City has imposed on subject nations not only her yoke but
also her language, as a bond of peace and society, so that there
should be no lack of interpreters but a great abundance of them.
But how many great wars, what slaughter of men, what outpour-
ings of human blood have been necessary to bring this about!
Those wars arc now over; but the misery of these evils has not yet
come to an end.

eAlIgttSti1le)

----------~
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One _

Introduction: Enlightenment Political Thought
and the Age of Empire

IN THE late eighteenth centwy, a number of prominent European politi-
cal thinkers attacked imperialism, nor only defending non-European peo-
ples against the injustices of European imperial rule, as some earlier mod-
em thinkers had done, but also challenging the idea that Europeans had
any right to subjugate, colonize, and 'civilize' the rest of the world. This
book is a study of this historically anomalous and understudied episode ,/
of political thinking. It is an era unique in the history of modern political
thought: srrikingly, virtually every prominent and influential European
thinker in the three hundred ears before the eighteenth cen and
near y the centwy after it were either a nostie toward or enthusi-
astic y m vour of imperialism. In the context of the many p . osophi-
Gil and poliaca! questions raised by the emerging relationships between
the European and non-European worlds, Enlightenment anti-imperialist
thinkers crafted nuanced and intriguingly counter-intuitive arguments
about human nature, cultural diversity, cross-cultural moral judgements,
and political obligations. This study aims both to pluralize our under-
standing of the philosophical era known as 'the Enlightenment' and to
explore a set of arguments and intellectual dispositions thatfeorient con-
temporary assllm~tions about the relationship between human unity and
human diversity. )

Throughout this book, I use the term 'Enlighterunent' as a temporal
adjective; in this sense of the term, Enlightenment political theory simply
refers to the political thought of the long eighteenth century (that is, the
late seventeenth to the early nineteenth centuries). As I argue in the
concluding chapter, more substantive and conventional understandings
of 'the Enlightenment' usually occlude more than they illuminate the
writings about non-European peoples and empire byeigl1teenth-centuty
political thinkers. This study, then, is neither a defence of 'the' Enlight-
enment nor an attack upon it, for an investigation of the anti-imperialist
strand of eighteenth-century writings is meant to broaden our under-
standing of Enlightenment-era perspectives, rather than to redescribe
'the' Enlightenment or an overriding 'Enlightenment project' that osten-
sibly typified this age of philosophical thought. As with other historio-
graphic terms of convenience, 'the Enlightenment' groups together an
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di 'I di se set of authors texts, arguments, opinions, disposi-
/
extraor nan y ver '. L_' tho boo

'. 0' s institutions and practices. Thus, I ""gm 1$ knons, asswnp on , 1 • d di f
ith th mption that we should diversify our un «stan ng 0 En-WI e presu . . .

lightenment thought.' On this wlderStandl~gd' rathfer thagJn':'EtenJg~ghnZtng
'the' Enlightenment as such or construco.ng I cas 0 a ~n e I [(:~.

ment project' that one must defend or reject, J [a.k~ Enlightenrncnr ann-
imperialist arguments, which are ~lemse.lves nllllt~facc.ted, [0 represent
only some of many, often conflicting, discourses In eighteenth-century
moral and political thought. _ _ _
In the following chapters, I interpret the relationship among theories

about the constitutive features of humanity, explanati n of human diver-
sity and historical change, and political arguments about European impe-
rialism.' In exploring the rise of anti-imperialist arguments in Enlighten-
ment political thought, I concentrate upon the philo phieally robust
and distinctive strand of such arguments made by Denis Dideror (1713-
84), Immanuel Kant (1724-1804), and Johann Gottfried Herder (1744-
1803). These thinkers are not usually grouped together; indeed, they
could be viewed as fundarnenrally antithetical) as repr enting some of
the contrasting ideal-types of eighteenth-century political th ught: athe-
istic materialism, enlightened rationalism, and r mantic nationalism. To
begin with, such labels grossly distort their actual philosophi _More-
over, as I will argue, viewing these thinkers through the: lens of debates
about international relations that concerned them deeply, in particular
those abo~t the relationship between the European and n n-European
worlds, brings out the remarkable extent to which their political theori ,
though ~bvjously. unique to be sure, arc nonetheless cut from the: SIDle
cloth." Dlder~t)s Immense hilos hical influence in thi period with re-
gard to, quesoons 0 Imperialism explains in part the shared intellectual
diSposIoon about the Immorality of empire and the related philosophical
Ideas upon which th - di . - ft

.. IS sposmon 0 en rested: theories or human nature;
conceptualizatIons of human diversity; and the relation hip between uni-
vers.alall~Oraland political noons) On the one hand and a comrnitrnenr [0
mer mcommcnsurability tl th _ .
imperialj "..) on re 0 er. we WIll sec) Dideror's ann-pen st contnbuoons to Abbe Ra I' H" _ _ __
que des 't hi· e yna S tstmrc pbl/{JJopbIqUC a polllI-e a tssements et dtt C d E
[PU h' omlllercc es "ropE",. dallS ItOdrlL~ In/fa"osop teal and political h' t ,t" E
in the tlVO 1 d" ] IrS. Dry OJ /tropen'J settlements and t:J",unnu
works of th: ;~gSh'oneth°f the mOst Wid.ely read, ~undc:.rground' nonfiction

teen century ap h 1ft.Kant and Herde B I - ,pear to aVe e theIr mark on bothr. e 11l1d t11em aU I -II [_seau's writings in . ul ,WI. argue, Ie )C.a.n-J3 qucs Rous-
, pamc ar the two D - h- h thnegative and a pos" "Cl lSCOlirses, W IC. cxcrtt-d bo a

Enli lOve tnuuence upon tI d I f. ghtenment thought fo D- , le eve 0pl11enr f this aspect 0
allsm rested cruciall '--=1°tr;mnld:ellrr°:it~s~,~Kan@mr';;,'~an~d:;,H~e~r~d~e~r~'~an~ll~-.~i~mocri.< y UPO~l 0 >-

ap Opnao w as a reJero n of____--v--
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particular elements of Rousseau's philosophical anthropology and politi-
~ t. -------
In this chapter, I elaborate the historical and philosophical distinctive-

ness of Enlightenment anti-imperialist political thought. I also note briefly
some of the philosophical sources and legacies of Enlightenment anti-
imperi~sm, which I examine in more detail in the concluding chapter.
As I WIll contend, a number of the conventional distinctions that are
deployed by many contemporary political theorists-e-for instance, be-
tween universalism and relativism, or essential and constructed identi-
ties-fail to do justice to the arguments made by Enlightenment anti-
imperialists) who often treat such supposed opposites as interrelated
features of the human condition. A study of Enlightenment anti-imperi-
alism offers a richer and more accurate portrait of eighteenth-cennuy po-
litical thought and illuminates the underappreciated philosophical inter-
connections between human unity and human diversity, and between
moral universalism and moral incommensurability.

INTRODUCTION

Enlightenment anti-imperialist political theory has been the object of far
less study than the anti-slavery writings of the same period: Some of the
best contemporary scholarship on slavery details the rising tide of philo-
sophical opinion against it, and the emergence of a humanitarian ethic
that provided the concepts and languages that newly formed anti-slavery
societies and activists deployed in their controversial, lengthy, and ulti-
mately successful campaigns. In their studies about slavery, David Brion ~
Davis and Robin Blackburn attempt to discern why an institution that is
universal.ly decried today underwent no sustained opposition from a criti-
cal mass of thinkers and political actors until the eighteenth century.' The
same question can plausibly be asked with regard to imperialism, for it is
only in the latter half of the eighteenth century that a group of significant
European political thinkers began to attack the imperial and colonial en-
terprise as such. To be sure, in surveying the philosophical and political
debates that followed the European discovery of the New World, one
encounters discussions about the hypocrisy of European imperialists,"
humanitarian attacks upon the practice of Amerindian slavery and other
cruelties perpetrated by the conquistadors in the New World,' and ro-
manticized (though, as I argue in chapter 2, ultimately dehumanizing)
accounts of noble savages in travel, literary, and philosophical texts. Be-
fore the late eighteenth century, however, those who sympathized with
the plight of colonized peoples and those who launched explicit criti-
cisms of Europeans' relations with the non-European. world (including

Enlightenment Anti-imperialism as a Historical Anomaly
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all 0 passioned accounts uch as Bartolome de Las asas'the most mor y rrn '. . )
. the Castilian crown in the mid-sixteenth century gen-arguments agamst th 0 0 I 0 0

all decried th buses of imperial ower, but not e rrnpena mISSIOn
;/ er lEYI

ecoe
~: owever it may have been perceived and justifiedrtse . mpen, .' 'J' . .. fO

(inter alia, in light of religious conversion, the (WI IZIng miss: n 0 I~pe.
rialism, economic and other sommercial benefits, or the more: rational
use of otherwise supposedly wasted natural reso~rces), ~ WIdely en-

f
dorsed even by the most zealous critics of the VIolence perpetrated by

~ uropeans m e ew or d. "
?f' liilly anu-Imperialist political philosophy emerge In the lat<: eigh-

teenth century among a broad array of thinkers n-om different intellectual
and national contexts. A significant group of Eur pean political thinkers
rejected imperialism outright as unworkable, dangerous, or immoral-for
economic reasons of free trade, as a result of prin iples or elf-dctermina-
tion or cultural integrity, due to concerns about the effects of imperial
politics upon domestic political institutions and pra rices, Or OUt of con-
tempt over the ironic spectacle of ostensibly civilized nations engaging in
despotism, corruption, and lawlessness abc ad. In orr nring the stead-
ily expanding commercial and political power of uropean tares and im-
perial trading companies over the non-European world, [he diverse group
of thinkers who assailed the injustices and countered the d rninant justi-

(

fi~atiOnS of European imperialism include Ierem Bentham,. ndoreer,
Dideror, Herder, Kant) and Adam Smith.' M reover, uch denunciations
of what Herder liked to call "the grand European sponging enterprise"
were complemented by more specific attacks up n European imperial or
quasI-Imperial activities in particular regions. AI ng these Lines me most
notable efforts are Edmund Burke's legislative attempts to curtail and to
regulate otheacnvmes of the East India mpany and his lengthy, zealous
prosecuuon of the impeachment of Warren Hastings a scm r East India
Company OffiCial and the Governor-General of Be~"'I.· Burke argued
that the British had f: il d " e-' 0a e to respect the sovereignry of local Indian
powers, and had accordingly enriched themselves through iUe~1 and un-
Just means .b . e.....
I di the contn utmg not One iota) in hi view t the well-being of
n tans emselves. In makin ch J

voice in th wild g su arguments, Burke WOlS not a lone
number ofern erness; rather) he raised concerns that wert: shared bv a

s Contem . fa . •
incisive scholars h hotanes, a ct that has been neglected even by
political theo nd 0 ave ,~tudied the conne tion between modem
thi ry an empu-e Of course ch 0 " 0_"- ti "_.nkers fought an u hill b 0 , u antl-Impen.w>t po t1u>
were still prevalent" rh Enlatde, for defence f European imperial rule
absence of imperial'o e Ightenment era i unique n t because of the
- 1St arguments but th d 0Ited attacks unon th r 0' ra er ue to the prestn e of SPII"-
Eo c.; e ,oundauons of 0

nhghtenment anti-im eri' . cmpuc. _
p alism IS undcrsrudied most tike! because of

CHAPTER ONE



INTRODUCTION 5

its failure to take root both in the broader political cultures in which it
was presented and in the intellectual writings of later thinkers, including
thos~ WhO.lD .some sense saw themselves as heirs to the tradition of pro-
gressive thinking of the eighteenth century. Here the contrast with anti-
slavery writings is especially stark. Anti -slavery writings of the eighteenth
century, from Montesguieu onward, provided much of the political lan-
guage and principles that were used b anti-slave actiVISts and by newly
orme anti-s avery societies; accordingly, the immorality of slavery be-

came a common (though, of course, by no means a universal) presump-
tion of nineteenth-century European social and political thought. ~h-
tecum-century anti-imperialist arguments, on the other hand, almost
aIways went unheeded, not only by political, religious, and commercial
authorities (as one would expect), but also by later political thinkers,
including some of the most progressive social and political reformers of
the nineteenth century. Those who crusaded against the fraud and op-
pression of imperial rule and the activities of commercial trading com-
panies were generally ridiculed and ultimately defeated in their efforts.
Burke's efforts in the Hastings trial are particularly suggestive of the failed
political results of anti-imperialist crusades; Hastings was found innocent,
and Burke's refusal to compromise on the India issue damaged his stand-
ing not only with his parliamentary colleagues, but also with the press
and the general populace." And although the French Revolution gave
an impetus to eradicating slavery, revolutionary and post-revolutionary
France, as Benjamin Constant noted, was firmly committed to a form of
imperialism, one of conquest within Europe, in order to spread the ideals
and institutions of the revolution." Strikingly, with regard to intellectual
opinion, anti-imperialist sentiments largely fell by the wayside as the
eighteenth century came to a close. The anti-imperialist writings of the
latter half of the eighteenth century failed to rally later thinkers to the
cause of exposing imperialist injustices, defending non-European peoples
against imperial rule, and attacking the standard rationales for empire.
None of the most significant anti-imperialist thinkers of the eighteenth
century can be matched with any nineteenth-century anti-imperialist
thinker of a comparable stature. B"y the mid-nineteenth century, anti- ,./
imperialist political thinking was virtually absent from Western European
intellectual debates, surfacing only rarely by way of phlIosophlcally ob-
scUre and politically marginal figures." Indeed, the major European polit- ?
ical theon.·sts of the immediate post-Enlightenment period either were
ambivalent about European imperialism or were quite often explicitly ill

favour of it.
Thus, while imperialist arguments surface frequently in eighteenth-

century European political debates, this period is anomalous III the his-
tory of modem political philosophy in that it includes a significant anti-
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6 arcover that includes not simply marginal fig.
imperialist strand, one m . or and innovative thinkers of the age.
ures, but some of the most ~r~ml~e ry European political and philosophi-
In this respect, the runeteenk,deenr:Cum to the frequently held imperialist

di on empire mar ea. h d .
cal . scourse . hrenment political thought. While t t ormnance
sentiments ofpre-Enlt

g
d . , the nineteenth com \\'35 new, the

If race an nation 10 .
of an ages o. . . nail m among. a1 consensus about e necessi ' usn
virtu I' ' al tl inkers recalls the pre-Enlightenment d. curse onEuropean po JUe "11J r . aI

' It is perhaps by reading popular nineteenth- enrury po IDe
. empire, , liry and empire ba k into the t.ghlte. nth cen-views of progress, natrona J ) zed
tu that 'the Enlightenment' as a whole ha been eh.ara ttn as •
ry t that ultimately attempted to efface or marginalize dtlfercne<, apro)ec . . . , r d of

characterization that has hidden from view the ann-rrnpcna rst tran
Enlightenment-era political thought.

Synopsis

The following chapters proceed chronologically, and they are also I~nk<d
biographically. Rousseau and Dideror were, for 3 time, friends wh influ-
enced one another's political writings, in pam ular the texts under rudy
in this book, As Kant himself famously attested, his philosoph. al com.
rnitmenrs O!>d intellectual disposition were deepl shaped by R usseau's
writings, In addition, I will argue that Diderot's most radical political and
historical writings appear to have informed Kant's and Herder's anti-
imperialism, As is well known, Herder studied under Kant at K rugsberg,
and held him in great admi.ration even after Kant had written critical
book reviews of the first two installments of Herder' masterpiece, faun
eur Philosophic del' Geschichte del' Mmscbbcit (Ideas TOII'/lrd /l PllIlmopbyof
History of Humankind]. Approaching SOme of the phil h.call)' m t
incisive and innovative current of eighteenth-century polmcal thought
On human diversity and Eu.ropean imperialism reveals the overlapping
a.nd i~ters~ctingcharacter of such writings and debar . The rapidly pro-
liferating literature about human unity and di,ocrsiry I." the Enlighten-
ment. era reflects a cross-fertilization of conceptS, argumcn , and per.
spectlves from diverse intellectual contexts.'" \Vh3ttvcr the n lusions
and assess.ments that One draws from their diverse writings, It is lear that
many SOCialand political refomlers of the eighteenth century SO" their
efforts as part of a broad, though also a diffu e and conrenn us, multina-
tIonal effort Such 'R bl' f
I . a epublic 0 Letters' to usc::a phrase thu \\ em-poyed oft 't1 ' ,

, en 111 le tlghteenth century, aimed to identitY and to check
opprebss,onf not only within Europe, but often also in light f what a
nUn) er 0 elghteenth_ th' .,. '

century llueers Viewed as Europet ~Ta.nnyO\"er
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other continents. Hence, the specific grouping of thinkers in this book
illuminates both a cohesive set of arguments about international justice
and cultural pluralism as well as a set of influences, both negative and
positive, across national and ideological lines.

The rise of anti-imperialist political theory in the late eighteenth cen-
rury depended upon far more than a universal ethic that ascribed value or
dignity to evety human being. In addition to the fact that the indigenous
inhabitants of the New World had been considered by many Europeans,
from the fifteenth century onward, to be subhuman, it is crucial to note
that even when their humanity was accepted, they failed to win recogni- ~
tion as free and self-governing peoples. Within the modern natural right
and social contractarian traditions, Amerindians in particular were almost
always deployed as empirical examples of pure humans, that is, as beings
who inhabit a state of nature and who thus exhibit purely natural quali-
ties, such as natural sentiments or an unrnediated knowledge of natural
laws and rights. Ironically, however, for reasons that are philosophically
revealing and that I will later discuss, the profoundly influential natural
right theorists of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, such as Gro-
tius and Vartel, as well as the social critics who celebrated Amerindians as
noble savages, categorized Amerindians as the most purely human of hu-
mans, while also according them the weakest ossible (and sometimes
even a nonexistent) mor status in t e face of European imperial power.
The idea of what it meant fundamentally to be hlunan wen "throu h a V

ans ormation be ore an ann-unperialist po irical theory could emerge.
Human nature had sometimes been viewed as a stable category, one that
is unchanging and that serves as a foundational essence upon which more
ephemeral, particular features of human life (mores, institutions, social
practices) are layered. This account came to be replaced-at times, no
doubt, unwittingly, but largely in conscious opposition to naturalistic and
unitary understandings of human nature-by the view 'that humanity is)
marked fundamentally by culrural difference. This is what I will call the
view of bumenity as cuttu.rat agency, which in varying ways animates the
thinking of Diderot, Kant, and Herder.

By using the term 'cultural agency', I am not suggesting that Enlight-
enment anti-imperialists believed that there are different cultures, that
non-Europeans are members of distinct cultures, and that such cultures
are of worth equal to that of all other cultures. Enlightenment anti-impe-
rialism is not 'multiculruralisr' in this conventional (and contemporary)
sense because eighteenth-century thinkers did not write of culture in the
plural. This was a development that would occur in European writings of
the nineteenth century, when 'cultures' would begin to Sl~ (some-
times only certain) peoples. The Enlightenment anti-inlperialists under
srudy in this book, by contrast, believed that human beings are funda-
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all ul ral creatures that is they possess and exercise, imply byrnent y c tu , 1 • "

. f bci human a range of rational, em [Ive,' mea, and umg-VIrtue0 emg 1 ••

inative capacities that create, sustain, a.nd rransf nn diverse practices and
institutions over time. The fact that human arc culru~ agcnts~ accord-
. to these writers underlies the diverse mores, pra tI es, beliefs, and
tng , f th • 1-'-'"institutions of different peoples. My use 0 e term cu 'w", IS only
somewhat anachronistic, since the philosophical usc f the term 'culture'
itself, in particular to denote some a peer of the differcn es .01 ng hu-
mans, emerges in a number of late eighteenth- cntury erman writings,
Kultur, like the English 'culture' 1 derive "om the Larin ,,,I'IIra, which
referred to cultivation generally and often t agri ulrural pra ti , a facr
that (as we will see) is by no means unimportant for appreciating $Om<
imperial understandings of cultural devel pmenr. Even in i eariiesr usa,
'culture' was a highly ambiguous tern" f r it could refer to • pameubr
social or collective lifestyle (usually sedentary and agri ulrural) r to an
aesthetic sensibility that was posited either as an i eal r • rub!)' that
had been achieved by only some peoples r individual ." It ould also,
however, connote the constitutive features of humankind; in this book, I
use the term 'cultural agency' in this most expansive nsc, an order to
indicate those qualities that humans have in c rnrn n and Lh.1t also 2C.

count for many of their differences. The concept f' ulrural agency',
then, SIgnifies how Enlightenment anti-imperialists anthropolOgically em.
~loyed the term "culture' or its near equivalents and analogu . These
include the French mmurs, which both R u au and ideror employ in
~~ c~ntext of tl?eonzmg h.uman diversity1 and the: language or 'soda-
. ty, under which many e,ghteend,-century thinkers d d the var-
ied capacines, activities, and values that today w uld often be categonzed
by tJ:teword 'culture' and its variants.

Dideror Kant and H dse' ' , er er were all prof undly mOucn ed 1». RDus-
au s ac~ount of hurnan !UStory .nd social life of his on epa n ofhu-

mans as Iree seLf-maki '
. ' ng creatures, whose "ety &eedom C1'C;lt >lid ... ,.peUlates diverse psych I _ r-

. 0 og'C31 nee s s I inequ tI· 'ftd ticalconstra.lnts whil al 1 t ....t-. -- ,eso servmg potenti:rtl :lust
socIety. But mey ar ued uree J
social and di g, COntta Rousse.u, th.t hum:lOS ;\J'l: osat\lo'c1\'verse c eatlires .

HAPTER. ONE



natural) as free from artifice. For them, the art (or culture) that consti-
tutes human practices) beliefs) and institutions is necessarily diverse and
also) import~tly) ~1many respects) incommensurable. Consequently, non-
Europeans) including nomadic peoples who were often viewed as exot-
ically uncultivated and purely natural) were members of societies that
were artful) or cultural; they were simply artful in a different manner one
that could not be judged as intrinsically superior or inferior. At certain
moments of Enlightenment thought) as cultural differences came to be
viewed as the results produced by interactions of human freedom and
reason with diverse environments-rather than as pathological aberra-
tions from a single true way of life as represented by some set of Euro-
pean mores) practices) and institutions-Europeans) brutal treatment of
foreign peoples evoked an outpouring of moral indignation and protest.
Intriguingly, as the particularity and partial incommensurability of human
lives came to the fore in a number of late eighteenth-century political
writings) the moral universalism that occupied a formal) but ultimately
hollow) position in earlier political theories became more genuinely
inclusive.

In the following chapters, I examine the core philosophical assump-
tions and arguments that underlie the anti-imperialist political theories of
Diderot, Kant) and Herder. In chapter 2) I examine a series of French
writings that constitute what in retrospect can be identified as a tradition
os.. noble savag£ thin~g) which exerted an enormous influence upon
many eighteenth-century thinkers) including Diderot. Focusing princi-
pally upon understandings of 'natural men) in Montaignc, Lahontan) and
Rousseau) I then turn toward Diderot's appropriation and subversion of
noble savagery in his account of Tahitian society in the Supplement au
Voyage de B01<gai""ille. Diderot's philosophic dialogue upsets the stan-
dard assumptions of noble savagery-most notably, the presumption of
the existence and philosophical usefulness of 'natural) humans) who were
thought to be free) or nearly free) of artifice or culture. Didcrot's subver-
sion of noble savagery and his attendant account of humanity as funda-
mentally cultural would help to ground many aspects of his anti-imperial-
ist politlcal thought. In chapter 3, I analyze Didcrot's myriad arguments
against empire and conquest in his influential contributions to Raynal's
Histoire des deux Indes, many of which reemerge in later Enlightenment
attacks upon empire. In chapter 4, I examine Kant's understanding of
'humanity' in order to elucidate a key and often misunderstood concept
of his political philosophy that has profound consequences for his writ-
ings on international and COslTIopolitan justice. In Kant's view) humans
were not at bottom metaphysical essences from whom one could abstract
all social and cultural attachments, but rather they were fundamentally
cultural agents. I offer an account of the understandings of reason and

INTRODUCTION 9



10 HAI'TER ONE

freedom that he associated with 'h.umanity' and J show. how this infl~.
enced his views of history and society. In .chapter 5, I Interpret Kant.s
account of plural values in order to exam me how he defends.an ann-
paternalistic conception o~ human ~evelopmcn[, I then tum t~ hJS~n~cr.
standing of human diversity and Ius atra.cks upon Europe~n ,"?pc~absm
in light of his account of humanity and Ideal of; mop liran Justice. In
chapter 6, I provide an Interpretation of Herder s pola~~al th U~ht that
emphasizes both its distinctiveness and Its deep similarities to Dideror's
and Kant's anti-imperialist political philo .ophics. Underlying Herder',
account of pluralism and independent nationalitie ,] onrcnd, i a nu-
anced and complex understanding of 'humanity' (H"manilar) that is at
once anthropological, moral, and political. Finally, in me concluding
chapter, I present the key philosophical s urces and legacies of the strand
of Enlightenment anti-imperialism under study in this book. I argue that
Diderot's, Kant's, and Herder's incisive and hitherto underappreciated
arguments against empire provide us with an opportunity to rethink pre\'-
alent assumptions about our understandings of 'the' Enlighrenmcnt and
about the relationship between human unity and diversity, and between
universal moral concepts and pluralistic ethical commitments. mmon
understandings of 'Enlightenment universalism' fuil to come [0 rerm
with th~complicated and intriguing manner in which Diderot, Kant, and
Herder interweave cornrnitrnents to moral universalism and m raI incom-
mensurability, to humanity and cultural difference. uch universal and
particul.ar categories in their political philosophies not only coexist, but
dee~ly inform one another. Thus, as I will how, their arguments against
empire treat the affirmation of a wide plurality f individual and collective
ways of life and the dig city f . I h .

• • -. • J 0 a uruversn ,S arcd humanity as fundamen-
tally intertwined ethical and political comrnitrncnrs .

•



Two
Toward a Subversion of Noble Savagery: From
Natural Humans to Cultural Humans

ThE DEVELOPMENT of anti-imperialist political thought in the late eigh-
teenth century is attributable only partly to the development of the natu-
ral rights doctrine Of, indeed, to any other version of the idea that hu-
mans as such deserve moral respect. It is a much noted feature of modern
political theory that proponents of egalitarian doctrines of equal rights
and liberty regularly flouted such norms when reflecting upon the social
and political status of women, non propertied males, and those who were
deemed foreign or exotic, among others. At times, this reflected a gross
inconsistency between prima facie humanistic norms and self-serving or
prejudicial arguments that sought to exclude certain categories of hu-
mans from having full social, legal, and political standing. This seeming
paradox) however, could also follow from the specific characterization of
universal principles themselves; as I will argue in this chapter, even on the
assumption that non-Europeans or New World peoples were human, par-
ticular understandings of humanity were less likely (and, conversely, other
understandings were more likely) to undergird political arguments in fa-
vour of the rights and liberties of non-European peoples. Tills tension
between moral Lmiversalism and the politics of exclusion was overcome
to a certain extent by anti- imperialist thinkers who framed the relation-
ship between human nature and cultural pluralism differently from pre-
vious thinkers (and from some of their contemporaries); their view that
imperial rule was manifestly unjust, and their inclination to defend a vari-
ery of non-European peoples against imperial policies and institutions, in
part develo ed out of an understandin of humanity as culnrral agency, a
view that was istinct from that of a nwnber 0 mel! most obvious forebears.
In this chapter, 1 investigate the philosophical and political assump-

tions and arguments that made this outlook possible in part by contrast-
ing this view, as we find it in Diderot's understanding of Tahitian society,
from the in.£luential image of New World peoples as 'noble savages'.' This
idealized conception of what were usually taken to be nomadic peoples
sought to counter the most pejorative characterizations of foreign peo-
ples as barbaric and fundamentally inferior. As David Brion Davis has
plausibly speculated, the celebration of so-called primitives may well have
"partially weaken [ed] Europe's arrogant ethnocentrism and create] d] ar
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ambivalence about the human c ts of modem civili-least a momentary d ' .

. " z Y t Itimately as much as this may have helpe to elicit the
zatron". e, u, " f anti I ~L: L.:
intellectual groundwork for the humanitarianism 0 ann- ave~ uunklng,

. /' a rejection of noble savagery was ne:essal)' b f re 3 more meaningful a~d
v bstantive moral commiseration with non-European could develop, in

narticular one that could help to engender an anti-imperiali t political
~hilosophY, As I will argue, the peculiar understanding of ~e, relati~nship
between human nature and culture in n ble avage wnnngs yielded
a virtually dehumanizing exoticism, despi te the best intenti ns of the

ers W 0 chose to celebrate what they saw as the purely natural'
specimens of humanity in the New World, In rder to understand how
Diderot drew upon the mode of social critici 01 distinctive t the tradi-
tion of noble savagery, while also ultimately subverU'!l! its core presump'
tions about the character -;;rNew World peoPfe and indeed of humanity
itself, we must first examine the exponents of thi tradition who mosr
shaped the relevant aspects of his intellectual milieu.
The interpretations of New World peoples inherited by eighteenth,

century thinkers vary widely and arc not reducible t anyone doctrine,
although theories that were based upon the purported genetic, behav-
ioural, or cultural inferiority of Amerindians were by fur the m r inftuen-
tial and dominant at the outset of the cenrury, by which time European
~olom~an~ imperial activities were well entrenched and steadily expand.
111g.GIven Its complicated influence upon the gr up f anti-imperialist

?
thinkers discussed in later chapters, I focus here lar el upon rhe hetero-
dox no~le ~av~geltterature that, in contrast, celebrate ew rJ(fpeo-
pIes as 111tr111S1Callypacific and enev t natural beings, free from the
corruption not a y 0 rna ern - e ut 10 ee 0 culture itself. The six-
teenth-cenhmr essavist Mi h ,- ,

. .--J. J' C e e onrargne play a central role 111the
P~i1osophiCal history of theorizing Amerinclians, although he both de'
p oys dte. Idea of a noble savage and at times underrnin It \VhiJe in thirespect hi . . fo •
hi! s wnttngs oreshadow Diderot's view they aJ reveal the deep

p osophical tensions of noble savage theory' which M ntaigne ne...:r
comprehensively or dire tl I d '
. d c y exp Ore . These tensions arc even more glar'lng, an consequently tl .".
. lC exooclsm tnherent in vag"'rv is thrown111toeven sharper reli f' d ' , - J
dt . he, I11 ,e wnongs of Baro Lah man' t rhe rum of
e elg teendt cen"'"' Lah F

Q b '~J, oman, a rench impe . cer who lived inue ec and sruclied dte HAl'
arnon rhe mOSt infl ,uron, gonqu1l1, and Iroquois pcopl , ",as
ike odter noble sa uen noble s &.!Uheo' rs in the Frc.nrh tradition,
f vage accounts!..aho -, ~ --£: ~

o andtropological inter re .' nra~ wno.ngs ouer an ,amalg>ffi
C!Sm. Rousseau's D' p taoons and raclicaJ SOCIal and poliocaJ enn-
d M ZSCOltYSeon Ineqllal"ty' h 'I'an ontaigne and t dt· . , 'IS c.aVl Indebted to lahontan

./ highlighted and elabo:te: ,tra
d
clitIon of social criticism in genen.! which

I ealized representations of Amerinclians from
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New World ethnography. As with previous arracks on European social
practices ~d political institutions that used the Amerindian as a pure and
natural foil, Eura can imperialis' as never the sustained ob'eet of
.a0~sseall's trenc~ant cnncism, aradoxicall as I argue later, identifying ~
indigenous Arnencans as purely human resulted ultimately in their dehu-
manization, making the possibility of any meaningful commiseration with
their oppression remote. Nonetheless, the subtlety and power of Rous-
seau's account of humans as self-making (and self-enslaving) agents shaped
the political thoughr of Diderot, in addition to the writings of Kant and
Herder. 'When the critical features of Rousseau's account of freedom and
history were conjoined to a philosophical anthropology that, contra Rous-
seau, viewed social and cultural differentiation as central to the human
condition, it became more likely that at least some thinkers would en-
gage in sustained intellectual assaults upon European state power not
only in a domestic or intra-European setting, but also as it was exercised
in imperialist ventures abroad. Thus, Rousseau looms over the latter half
of the eighreenth century as an ambiguous figure who both impedes and
enables the developmenr of anti-im erialist olitical thou ht. To under-
stand setter, owever, and to appreciate the innovation of thinkers
such as Diderot, Kant, and Herder, it is crucial to begin with the ac-
counts of noble savagery that most informed Rousseau's (and through
Rousseau, Diderot's) understanding of New World peoples.
The accounts of many of the earliest encounters between Europeans

and Amerindians contain reactions toward New World peoples that im-
plied, or more directly offered, praise for what was perceived to be their
'natural' manner of living. Idealized portrayals of Amerindians in these
writings reflect the varied, and at times conflicting, fables about faraway
lands and peoples across the seas that shaped the expectations of the late-
fifteenth- and early-sixteeth-ccntury explorers, missionaries, and soldiers
who travelled to the Americas. Imagined visions of distant lands occupied
by magical creatures, instantiations of mythological 'wild men', or mem-
bers of a golden age who were celebrated in song and in lyrical poetry no
doubt helped to occasion moments ofwhar can be described in hindsight
as noble savagery.' To the extent that early accounts contained any posi-
tive assessments of Amerindians, they rypically offered only fleeting mo-
ments of adulation of Amerindians' rusticity, which could then turn rap-
idly to outright disgust at whar appeared to explorers and settlers as
manifestly backward and barbaric appearances and behaviour. Still, these
occasional nonpejorative expressions of wonder often became widely ~ir--
culared and redescribed, eventually forming a vivid image of the Amerin-
dian that served many rhetorical purposes for imperial administrators,
church officials, theologians, social critics, and the humanist literati. O~e
of the origins of noble savage sentiments, for instance, can be found ill
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missionaries' writings that lauded Amerindians' simple n bihry and rea-
sonableness both in an effort to persuade European political authorities
that they could be converted and to censure sinful behaviour within mod-
em European societies." More sustained noble savage ac ounts, however,
broadly attacked Europe's moral standing-and that of all civilizanons-;
rather than supporting the more conventional ial and litical aims
that inspired many of the isolated fragments f wonder and praise: 10 the
earliest travel literature and theological commentaries. The distin tion
between nature and artifice, which plays such 3 central role in Mon-
taignc's influential essay, "Des Cannibales" [" f annibals"] (1578-80),
was crucial to such modes of radical social criticism.

HArTER TWO

Noble Savageryin Montaigne's "Of Cannibals"

One especially significant instance of the pr Iifemtion of n ble sa'''ge'1'
can be traced to Amerigo Vespueci's Mtrndus Novus (1503), a letter that
became one of the most popular cs ays on the cw \~ rid in the ir-
tccnth century.

They have no cloth of wool, linen, or cotton, since the)' need none. ¥ 10r bave
they pri~ate prope~1 but own everything in common' they hve together with-
out a k~ng and Without authorities, each man hi own master They me as
many WIves as they wish and so I'. . ,n may coup C W1[J, m thcr, brother "1th SUltr,
COUSinWith cousin and in cneral ith

, 1 gene men W1 women J.5 lhq' chan e to meet.
They dissolve marriage as oft: I Ien as t lCy P case, observing no order 10 111\' of
these matters Mo I I ... ' reovcr, t ley rave no temple and no tehS! n nor do lbq'
worship Idols What mo I T 1

be called E .' rc can say? hey live a cording to nature, and ought
. h prcureans rather than Stoics. There are n mcrch.a.nt$ ;a.mong lhcm

nor 15 t ere any commerce The I k '
art or order." . peep cs rna. e war among. rhcO\sc:h'Q \\1Utout

The lack of "art Or order" a .
nature is a trope th mong beings who live implv a ording 10

Am at enlerges an nearly e id -'" d' fcrindian life aid hi.' very I eanze neeplion 0
lifestyles are pre;ent~~ug d t re Is,pecdlc. manner in whi huh "narural ..
philosophical assumpu

an
efxp ained differ fr m thinker 10 thUlker. A ke)'

, on 0 such porrra'-' 'SImply naUlral (or v l~S I that a human life Utuhi be
practices and con ery nearly so), free from the 'artificial' regular socill
£; structed inStitutions th h '
Orm the horizon of possbil' , at ape human e pcetao ns and
most often be descr'b d 1 (ttles-frce, that i , fr m whu would nov.
celebrated descripti~n e bua: cUlture'. Montaigne paraphrased erigo'
Course about the corru' , SCt It III the Conte. t f 3 m rc urc.nsi\( dis·
len f pUon of Euro ' .ce 0 nature's treasures \ hich . pe.an SOClencs and the uperior (.Jcd·

, v mcluded fi r him m I of the ,ndig<·
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nous inhabitants of the New World who had hardly strayed from their
"original naturalness" (153).'
Montaigne's essay is often interpreted as an ingenious attempt at corn-

plicating the very idea of savagery, for he directly challenges the view tint
Amerindians are savage in any pejorative sense.' A proper understanding
of the term sauvage, in his view, shows that Europeans who have altered
themselves and their environments are in fact savagely artificial) rather
than naturally pure. As Monraigne argnes,

Those people [Amerindians] are wild [sauvage]) just as we call wild [sattvage]
the fruits that Nature has produced by herself and in her normal course;
whereas really it is those that we have changed artificially and led astray from
the common order, that we should rather caUwild [sauvage]. The former retain
alive and vigorous their genuine, their most useful and natural, virtues and
properties, which we have debased in the latter in adapting them to gratify our
corrupted taste. (152)

Yet, while this challenges the moral superiority associated with cultivation
or civilization [though he himself does not use the latter term in this
context), his analysis of the terrn "savage" serves only to replicate ante-
cedent understandings of Amerindians as noble savages. Amerindians are
savage, Montaigne argues, not in the sense that they are inferior, but
only in the sense that they are natural, cJoser to what human beings are
like in a pure, undeveloped state, and thns without the largely corrupting
layers of artificiality that constitute modern humans. This is, of course,
what a number of previous and seemingly nonpejorative descriptions of ./
Amerindians had asserted. Montaigne makes the simple naturalness of
Amerindians explicit when he concludes that "[tjhese nations) then)
seem to me barbarous only in this sense, that they have been fashioned
very little by the human mind, and are still very close to their original
naturalness." (153) It is precisely to underscore this point that Mon-
taigne paraphrases Amerigo's celebrated description of Amerindian life.
Montaigne declares,

This is a nation, I should say to Plato, in which there is no sort of traffic, no ~
knowledge of letters, no science of numbers, no name for a magistrate or for
political superiority, no custom of servitude, no riches or poverty, no contracts)
no successions, no partitions, no occupations but leisure ones, no care for any
but common kinship, no clothes, no agriculture, no metal or use of wine or

wheat. (153)

By way of John Florio's English translation of "Des Cannibales", this
passage would emerge yet again, and the attendant understanding of
Amerindians as pure, undeveloped natural humans would be futther pop-
ularized through yet another literary form in Shakespeare's The Tempest.'
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Th ' itial azement that New World peoples led seemingly pri tine
e 11110 am d ood Am indi

li d I ped over time into a tradition that un erst ton am
ves eve 0 , ith rni (d

din to recurring naturalistic themes, albeit WI minor an some-accor g, .
times instructive) variations. Montaigne's effort at unravelling th.t mean-
ings and implications of a 'savage~ existen e, one that c?uld in m~ny
respects be celebrated over and againsr EUJ:opean way ?f life, r~rs pnn:
cipally upon an examination of what speclficaJl~ can ~rurtd a ~3turaJ
life, Montaigne does not systematically study thi question, but hIS char-
acteristically subtle and meandering thoughts on the topic outline the
range of meanings of a 'natural' existence that many later thinkers would
draw together into theories about human nature and the origins of hu-
Juan societies.
For Montaigne, a natural life consists of the m S[ imple phy i aI and

psychological needs, "They [the Amerindians] are till in that happy rate
of desiring only as much as their natural needs demand; anything beyond
tills is superfluous to them." (156) On this view, Amerindians are nor
corrupted by an attachment to material goods (or, even \VOfSC:, by a fond-
ness for luxury), as Montaigne suggests in his di ussi n f wars among
Amerindian nations, The wars that New World peoples fight among each
other arc motivated nor by base material concerns bur by an elevated
sense of courage; while th.is might nor excuse them for engaging in the
horrors of war, it nevertheless offers a sharp contrast he implies ro the
self-interested motives that appear to lie behind the European c~nquesr
of the Americas.

T~eir warfare is wholly noble and generous, and as excusable: and bc<iunfulas
this human disease can be; its onJy basis among them I thctr n\-at')' lO valour.
They are nor fighting for the conquest of new lands, f r the)l nU cnJO)' tmt
natural abundance thar provides them without toil and trouble wuh ...u ncces-
s~ things in such profusion that they have no wish to enlarge their bound-
aries. (156)

Montai~ne contrasts what is savage or natural and what i a.ni.6cial IDd
conventional not only at indi id al bf th I k an U1 rvr u lit concomirandy at a social level
Or e ac of superfluou al d ' •egalitan , s person esires help ro maintain a rdao-ely

arran society. He c d th '.
tirely (or largely) onten s at Amenndlans appear r live IJl en-
and that eli ib communal societies thar [end [0 shun private prop<lt)'

stn ute all (or nearly all) goods in c rnrnon.

They generally call those of the
children' and the Id same age, brothers; th \\ito :uc younger.
. 'Omen afC fathers to IJ tI h '
U1 common rhe full . a lC or; ef'S.These ICl\'Cto thc:a.r bars
. pOssession of dlcir
title at all than J'USt th property, WIth ur dl\iSJOn or aJl\' other
. e One that Natu . .
Into the world.9 (156) fC gtvcs ro her cn:~rurc.s In bnogmg them



The near absence among New World peoples of what were taken to be
artificial hierarch.ies and inequalities, in particular those of political au-
thority, would be asserted by virtually all of the foremost social contract
thinkers in the European tradition, from Grotius and Hobbes to Locke
and Pufendorf (though not, as we shall see, by Kant), for this supposed
anthropological fact abour Amerindians buttressed the philosophical
claim that all humans are naturally equal and that political power is thor-
oughly artificial and constructed. As with later thinkers who would de-
ploy the linage of noble savagery, Montaigne connects these two ideas of
simple desires and egalitarianism with a third: the moral health of a non-
hierarchical and simple life engenders physical health. Drawing his infor-
mation, we are told, from a European friend who lived for a time in
Brazil, Montaigne contends that "it is rare to see a sick man there"
(153). Conversely, as we will see with Lahontan and later Rousseau, Eu-
ropeans' diseases are said to result most often from either their luxury or
their poverty, both of which rest upon artificial desires and social, legal,
and political inequalities that are minimal in the New World.
What animates the behaviour of savage peoples, given that they pur-

portedly lack culture? The concepts that best address this aspect of noble
savagery in Montaigne can be derived from the schema that he borrows
from Plato to defend the idea that what is "natural" is often superior,
more perfect (or less imperfect), and more praiseworthy than what is
artificially created: "All things, says Plato, are produced by nature, by
fortune, or by art; the greatest and most beautiful by one or the other of
the first two, the least and most imperfect by the last." (153) As we have
seen, for Montaigne, New World peoples-with the exception of the
Merica and Inca nations that he discusses toward the end of a later essay,
"Des Coches" ["Of Coaches"] (1585-88)-are altered by hardly any
cultural artifice. This nearly acultural understanding of New World peo-
ples leaves the work of the creation and maintenance of these societies
largely to fortune and nature. The role of climate, a key category in the
analysis of human diversity not only in Montaigne's time but through the
Enlightenment period, was central to his understanding of the role of
fortune in helping to bring about and to maintain savage societies. New
World peoples were blessed by a favourable climate and an abundance of
natural resources that aftorded sustenance without the need of complex
social organizations and intensive industry, "without toil and trouble"
(156). "[T]hey live ill a country", Montaigne explains, "with a very
pleasant and temperate climate .... They have a great abundance of fish
and flesh ... and they eat them with no other artifice than cooking."
(153) But the primary ordering principle, or source, of such savage lives
is nature itself. "The laws of nature still rule them, very little corrupted by
ours" (153). For most, perhaps even all, noble savage accounts, savagery
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. I functi 1 of naturalness which is generally seen as the anti-IS large y a COOl ., .

. f artifi ialiry and of culture that is, of any of the modes of think-thesis 0 Cl , .
. ... ning and creating that are at all conventional, that varymg, acting, tmagt ,. . . I

. d lace and are performed differently by vanous peop es andover orne an p )
even by different individuals. .
If New World peoples are 'natural' and 'sa~age\ ~here.rema.:-nsthe

difficult question of how such peoples cxerci e ~elr ratlonal!ty .and
whether their rationality generates and reVlSCS practice and msntunons
through the usc of reason, memory, imagination, and other crea~ve fac-
ulties. No proponent of noble savagery as a method of understanding the
peoples of the New World doubted their capacity to foster such cultural
agency in the future-if they became cultivated, for instance, by Euro-
peans who would introduce supposedly artificial ways of life to them. In
their allegedly natural condition, however, bef rc what proponents of
noble savagery would consider largely c rrupring foreign conventional
practices and institutions were introduced to them, a savage or natural
life is driven either by natural instincts that mechanically motivate indi-
viduals and even whole societies, or by the innate knowledge and vir-
tually automatic observance of natural laws. Many noble savage accounts
moved back and forth, however inconsistently, between the two, with
Amerindians and at times other New World peoples leading 'narural' lives
sometimes by instinct and other times by rational.ly following the dictates
of natural law. Wh.i.le the latter option would appear to partake of some
sense of active rationality, noble savage accounts rarely attribute to ew
World peoples the act of choice or agency to foU w or not 10 follow such
laws. Indeed) it seems at times that such accounts do not even describe
them as co?scio~sly following such laws or principle, or if then only
because a life oriented toward pleasure corresponds 10 them. It is telling
that Amengo notes that Amerinclians arc natural in the manner of Epi-
cureans, rather than Stoics, for this implies that their natural lifestyle de-
nves from follOWing th . b . desi . .if . elr most asic esires in order to meet their unar-n cial needs and thus t h _ _

. 0 engage In ealthy pleasures rather than leadingsuch lives om a rno

CHAPTER TWO
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artificial, or aculrural, life empirically exists. Montaigne himself notes that
the greatest lawgivers, such as Lycurgus and Plato, would be incredulous
th.at such societies in the New World could exist with virtually no con-
sciously created and maintained order: "They could not imagine a natu-
ralness so pure and simple as we see by experience; nor could they believe
that OUI society [i.e., the one that we Europeans witness in the New
World] could be maintained with so little artifice and human solder."
(153)
This understanding of New World peoples at times creates tensions

within noble savage accounts, for one of the central critical claims of
these writings is that the prevalent idea that such peoples are inferior or
barbaric is wrongheaded. Yet, in order to make this charge and hence to
humanize these peoples, proponents of noble savage understandings
would laud not only the naturalness but also on occasion the mental
acuity and ingeniousness of such peoples. Thus Montaigne feels com-
pelled to contest the view that

all this [Amerindian behaviour] is done through a simple and servile bondage
to usage and through the pressure of the authority of their ancient customs,
without reasoning or judgement, and because their minds are so stupid that
they cannot take any other course ... ." (158)

To prove that Amerindians are not simply creatures of custom (note that
he does not, of course, aim to challenge the view that they are largely
creatures of nature), Montaigne cites two examples of "their capacity": a
stirring song composed by an Amerindian prisoner of war in order to
taunt his captors) and a love song, both of which demonstrate the lack of
barbarity in Amerindians' character. Yet these stray examples of aesthetic
creativity do not amount to a defence of the idea that New World soci-
eties are maintained first and foremost by creative powers, for this would
undercut the naturalness that is integral to the idea of a praiseworthy
savage. To be sure, Montaigne makes several claims about various kinds
of creativity and excellence in "Of Coaches", but with regard to the
Merica and Inca-that is, with reference to sedentary, agriculturally
based, city-dwelling peoples, those who more easily fit the prevalent un-
derstandings of what constituted 'civilized' society. From the late fif-
teenth century onward, in European ethnographic writings and other
texts that drew upon them or from direct experience in the New World,
the less complex societies of hunters, gatherers, fishermen, and pastoral-
ists were almost always the referents for either the most depraved and
barbaric or, in the hands of noble savage theorists, the most natural and
praiseworthy peoples; these are the peoples Montaigne discusses in "Of
Cannibals" and he presents them there almost without exception as unar-
tificial, naturally driven humans. There is no doubt that on occasion Mon-

__________i
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. kn wledged in effect, that the rmple t peepl« ouId a1so l!llnI.taigne ac 0, ~J~

fest a kind of cultural agency, but, given the preuorrumm as>ernon oflhc
cannibals essay, that "these peoples are f; hroncd 'ery hrue b)' !he bUllllll
mind" (153), th.is thicker view of Arncnndran hfc cmet'gG • <Ul1OII

d somewhat inconsistent footnote ro the m rc <cnrn! !heme of lhc
:::aturalness" of New World socicne . The rc ulon pmdol of 10"",&!
of purely natura! humans who lack all arnf e, 'cl "hl) 1ppW ....

pressively at times [0 practise certain arts lie' unrc \cd mel ~.
ized in "Of Cannibals", as it is in later dunk. f the noble "1St a»
tion. AJ; we will see, this paradox take' hJ ,n Rn" u' Out.. ",.
Inequality, since he presents cw \Vorld pc lc there both 10 flab om
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The manner in which Enlightenment thlllkcn rc<pondcd, (l en oodt,1Il
this paradox shaped their theories 0 the rei uon 'p ~= hwnm
nature and culture, and led in some ,'C r the rc onccpnWwllilO Ii
noble savage arguments and assurnpuon • in the r o.dcrot, I
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savagery.
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most distinctive features of his moral thought. Despite the thoroughgo-
ing scepticism of his most sustained attacks upon transcendent notions of
truth and knowledge, in particular in the "The Apology for Raymond
Seybond" (originally written 1575-76; revised 1578-80), Montaigne's
ultimat~ object of scorn in most of his essays is self-serving, intellectual ../'
dogmatism and the rejudices that flow from it; and not the very idea of
cross-culmral standards of judgement. Indeed, as he notes above, it only
"seems" as if we have no other standard of truth than our own customs
and at the outset of the cannibals essay he intones that "we should be~
ware of clinging to vu.lgar opinions, and judge things by reason's way,
nor by popular say." (150) In confronting the reported existence of can-
nibalism in the Americas (interpreted by Montaigne as a corollary of war-
fare among New World peoples, who at times kill and then eat certain
prisoners of war), Montaigne seeks to balance the demands of judging by
reason and engaging in a tolerant scepticism by arguing that the practice
of cannibalism is indeed barbaric, but that Europeans, precisely by attack-
ing cannibalism abroad, fail to notice and to criticize the barbaric canni-
balism of religious and political persecution at home.

r am not sorry that we notice the barbarous horror of such acts, but I am
heartily sorry that, judging their faults rightly, we should be so blind to our
own. I think there is more barbarity in eating a man alive than in eating him
dead; and in tearing by tortures and the rack a body still full of feeling, in
roasting a man bit by bit, in having him bitten and mangled by dogs and swine
(as we have not only read but seen within fresh memory, not among ancient
enemies, but among neighbors and fellow citizens, and what is worse, on the
pretext of piety and religion), than in roasting and eating him after he is dead.

(155)
If we are to judge others by defensible standards, then such standards
should be used with reference to our own practices and institutions. In
doing so, Montaigne suggests that New World peoples may well be de-
scribed as engaging in barbaric practices, but that the standards by which
such barbarity should be judged derive not from our own supposed ex-
ceUence or goodness, but rather "in respect to the rules of reason". Ac-
cording to such standards, Montaigne asserts that Europeans surpass
Amerindians "in every kind of barbarity", a claim whose general formula-
tion would recur in many noble savage accounts: it is we who are the real
(or the more fully realized) barbarians (156).
Montaigne's treatment of cannibalism, then, allows him both to attack

what he sees as the predominant impulse to judge others simply accord-
ing to one's own practices and customs and to draw upon New World
ethnography in order to attack injustices within Europe. The mode of
social criticism of European institutions and practices that was most dis-
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nncnve to e no h \" rid' .
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all Montaigne ends his essay with I J eVICt 0 cnOC1SIJl,

gener y. all ' d (i 156when he reports of a visit that he had person y witne Ill, 2,
when he was a counselor to the Parlemenr of B rdeaux) f three ~enn.
dians to the court of King Charles IX in Rouen. The,pual.ed reacoonof
these visitors Montaigne reports, con crned the un US(tghl of grown
men serving a child, and of the vast and persistent di parity f wealth in
France. The 'natural' lives of relatively egalitarian and ommunal individ-
uals in the New World here directly confront the artificiality ofherediUly
monarchical rule and the artificial inequalities f wealth fa suppo$tdJy
advanced society.
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clothes, nor wheat nor vines. It was still quite naked at the breast, and lived
only on what its nursing mother provided. (693)

The infantilization of New World peoples by noble savage writers was
~eant p~lffiarllyas an attack upon the decrepitude of European civiliza-
non, which they generally viewed as well past its prime, and not as an
attempt to lower the status of 'new' peoples. Again, such understandings
gave further currency to narratives that were already well established,
from the Biblical narrative of Eden to countless meditations upon the
golden ages of the most ancient and (in such accounts) the happiest
peoples. The states of nature described by modern social contract theo-
ries not surprisingly elaborated these themes, although the manner in
which New World ethnography was interpreted differed according to the
natural condition that was being justified. Regardless of the substantive
anthropological claims in such arguments, it became a commonplace of
such contractarian arguments of governmental power and natural rights
to assert, as John Locke could with confidence in the 1680s, that "in the
beginning all the World was America.'1l2
The presentation of New World peoples that served as the anthropological

basis of unorthodox, or even radical, moral and political claims ultimately
came at the price of presenting them as largely hard-wired automatons,
rather than as creative agents who were embedded WIthin and who sha ed
and altered cultural systems of meanin and vue; e atter e onged to the
. eo civi ize ani ciality, an not-most emphatically not in this view-of
the natural, savage peoples of the New World. Still, it is important to note
that the intent) and much of the power, of such accounts lay in their attempts
to foster humanistic and tolerant moral judgements in addition to offering a
sharper sense of the injustices of Europe's own social, religious, and political
order. Although not b intent then but nevertheless in effect, the iron of
treating ew orld eo les as the earliest least artificial and most n al
humans-the very attempt) that is, to humanize them or to turn their
presumed savagery into a badge of honour-ultimately cast them as lacking
the cultural a en that would have made them reco izabl human. The
c oser to nature they were said to be, the more exotically and inhwnanly
foreign they appeared. As Montaigne himself notes of his portrayal of Amer-
indians, "there is an amazing distance between their character and ours."
(158) Closing this distance, however, would involve not only reinterpreting
the relevant ethnographic accounts, but also revising the accompanying
philosophical arguments in noble savage writings-those that were either
explicitly delineated or tacitly invoked-about human nature and its rela-
tionship to culture. Only then would some European thinkers more sue-
cessfulJy humanize New World peoples.
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HAPTER TWO

Lahontan's Dialogue with a Huron

N ith t ding Montaigne's stature among the pbi/osopha, the most
otwt sand" Lo .

influential noble savage writer in the French. tnt 10 n \\~ uJ~-Armand
de Lorn d'Arce, baron de Lahontan, who In 1703 published In a two-
volume set a collection of lertcrs that he had wnrren while 111 Canada
(Nouveaux Voyages[New Voyages]);a discourse on t~e lan~, peoples, ~d
colonial politics of the New World (Mbno'rtJ de / Amerique $cpuntn.·
nale [Memoirs of North Ameriea]); and an enormously popular dialogue
ostensibly between Lahontan and a Huron (Dinl0.B"tJ urieux entre
PAuteur et un Sau17age de bons SClIS qui a voyage I urious din/DlJuesbe-
tween the author and a sapage of good sense mba bas rrnvd/.d]). An anny
officer who commanded local garrisons in cw Fran c, Lahontan trav-
elled widely within North America, created map (though rnetimes fan-
ciful and highly flawed) of territories hitherto unknown 10 Europeans,
lived occasionally with indigenous peoples, and eventually learned to
speak Algonquin and Huron. In 1693, after a political controversy <111'

ming from charges of insubordination, he Red to msterdam and, for il
time, became a vagabond. His personal history and itinerant btl ryle were
so obscure that some disputed his exisren c when his writings wen: pub-
lished. In spite of such eccentricities) Lah ntan rca hed :1 wide audience
and popularized, probably more than any other ingle thinker in the
French tradition, the image of the noble avage: Montcsquicu, Diderot,
Rousseau, and Voltaire (as well as Swift) were am ng those influenced by
his wrrnngs.

Using a style that was imitated at times by such dunkers, Lahoonn
places almost all f hi .. ala us cone commentary about European SOCl<:t1d in
~e mourhg of Amerindians. Perhaps hoping r rave off any ntro''tfS)'
ti at nught have affected him personally (oddly, perhaps, S" en his prac·
cally fugitive status at the rime of publicati n) Lah ntan carefully

presents crttrcisrns of E "
Am . . uropcan mores and practices ;IS d ripoons of

ermelians' attitudes Th hi ..'. . us, IS wntlngs are full of ewton>'! commentsunpugnmg such critic' d .
. . Isms an assertmg however \\ COlkJ)1 the obVIOUSsupenorIty of civilizati ) ,

D' I On to Savagery. I t is n t ,ns;.miliC4l1t that, in the1-a og1-tes, the Cponyn I <Y'
. H 10US C laracter Lah "tan altemp I cODnO cAd·ano, a uron of the b Ii

Yet despite th'· ( ene ts of European c;';hza.tion md hJi,tianiry.
, IS somewhat trans ) . _c .• -l

tone that results th h parent autl n and the PW)' COnn.D<U
identical point ~ad: ~PSMOt ofLahonran' dialogue dear: recalling an
savages that we b Y ont3Jgnc) Lahontan \\ nr mat .....the name.of

estow among the uJd Iitan describes Am .' d' ,. m wo t u.-scl, ben:. cr". Lahoo-
f eUn laos lives as h . d ..Lo Europeans' hen d' appler an m '" fuIliIIll1g than UlOSC) ce, eSplte the h Lac >racIer hOntan' arguments ro the



contrary, the Dialogues presents Adario's disgust with European society as
entirely well founded. 14

Lahontan's writings incorporate many of the staple elements of noble
sav~ge accounts. Hurons' simple lives are made possible, he writes, by
their lack of attachment to material goods: the "Savages know neither
thine nor mine, for what belongs to one is equally that of another." (95)
Once again, as Montaigne had suggested, a vigorous and natural lifestyle
ensures robust physical constitutions, free from most diseases and easily
restored to health from common maladies (93-95; cf. 200-201). Behind
the minimalism and good will of New World peoples lies a profound
equality that Lahontan frequently contrasts with European societies. In a
comment that encapsulates the purported egalitarianism of Huron life,
Adario announces proudly that among his people "everyone is as rich and
as noble as his neighbour; the women are entitled to the same liberty
with the men, and the children enjoy the same prIvileges with their fa-
thers." (228) Such sentiments fuel Lahontan's criticism of monarchies: in
an absurd contrast to the freedom from rank and privilege in the New
World, the French bend their knees to a single all-powerful mler. Lahon-
tan claims that Amcrinctians themselves "brand us for slaves" by noting
that "we degrade ourselves in subjecting ourselves to one man who pos-
sesses the whole power, and is bound by no law but his own will" (96).
In addition, Amerindians' supposed antipathy toward distinctions of rank
and wealth forms the basis of a stringent assault on private interests and
luxury that presage many of Rousseau's specific criticisms of civilized life.
Separate) private interests that follow from the distinction between "mine
and thine", Adario argues, are ultimately the roots of all evil; they are
exacerbated by the existence of currency, the treacherous drive toward
accumulating wealth, and the distinctions perpetuated by such means
(199-201). Hurons are free because they are their own masters, enslaved
neither by their appetites (in particular, the quest for social standing and
wealth) nor by other people who claim superiority (the clergy, magis-
trates, nobles, and kings). As Rousseau would later argue at length, La-
hontan's Adario asserts that this freedom from dependence is the source
of true liberty, a quality unknown 1.0 modern Europeans~t at the heart
of savage life (183-85).

The lesson that Lahontan could offer for Europe is potentially radical:
dismantle civilization itself in order to live a humane and free existence.
Indeed Adario claims that Providence may lie behind Europeans' discov-
ery of North America because they may now have an opportunity to
correct their faults and follow the example of Amerindians. Moreover,
Lahontan describes the values that Amerindians embody-innocence of
life, tranquillity of mind, a comn1unal existence free ~om selfish ~d pa-
rochial divisions-as hu.man values and, thus, as uruversally applicable.
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. . all humans should work toward them because they manifest
On futhiSdVlew,tal goodness of human nature itself (181-83). Yet, as with
the n amen I LL'

thinkers who used the image of the nob e avagt, L.aJlontan IS
50 many . h h

ent of prirrlltivisn1" he never chum t ar uropean ould,not a peopon ) .., .
. tum to the forests His constructive advi e I rather thin, andas it were, re . ..

consists largely of a call for the radual levelling of SOCIal rrara in Europe
in order to benefit the poor and to combat e perry, corrupting, and
selfish private interesrs that are based on distinc~ ns of wealth ~197-98).
The egalitarian impulse behind such Ideas certainly has a ut plan USI-

indeed the tone of Lahontan's writings at times resonates with an almost
revolutionary fervour. But, in the final analy i , the: power of his rhetoric
rests more in its social criticism than in its vague calls for re orm.

Lahontan supplements Momaigne's classic account f Amerindians by
more comprehensively elaborating what had be orne the tandard objec-
tions in the noble savage literature again t ur pcan civilized society.
Moreover, he examines two subjects that would play l. p rmnenr role in
many later eighteenth-century noble savage writings:\l hri tianlty and the
status of women) Lahontan portrays Amerindians. believers in a "natu-
ral" religion, a daim that Montaigne briefly tou hed upon in "Of Canni-
bals" and that anti-clerical thinkers such as oltaire and Didcrot would
make as well. Lahontan presents a view of spirituality that r solely
upon the rational cognition of a basic postulate: that a powerful being

,/' created the Earth and instituted moral laws di emible through IU50n

alone (105-12): The existence of a hierarchy of clergy and f fonnal
r~~gtOlls uisnrunons, he thus implies, are unnc c.M3.I')' and nupting ad.
~tIonsto the pure and simple faith that all human h uld enjoy.' nder

e weight of a host of superfluous and sometim c nrradict"'" rules
and obligations Christi b -r-r.. . ' isnans ecome hypocrite, especiaily In their role OIS
IDlsslOnanes-preacrung h d -sue octnnes to Amerindians while a ting
contrary to them (111-12). '

The New World tr I Ii .
about th I f ave. rrerarure lnspired a diverse r.tnge f arguments

e ro e 0 women III soci d
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While this s~ntimen';'~:=n, offered a c.iviliLed libeery I I "IDCO.
celebrated the natural lif< ~s cunou Iy emerged in wntin dut luge\}'
ropean social and p li es

al
tyes of ew World poopl and cntiaud Eu-

Ie d 0 tIc attItudenge such conventional ar $, many noble '.gc \\ntcrs dul-
~oOd 10 be th~Ualigtunents by cle rating "hal tht')' under-

Ore broadly, lOve -aner int:i ty of men and w m~n 10 ·n~tun.r tics.
lenses of nature and artific~acy were at tim interpreted through the

ty In order to t aspersi 115 ~gainst Euro-
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pean gender relations, though this could sometimes take the form of
primarily criticizing European women for purportedly controlling men
through their artificial and complex sexual charms. In a passage that
recalls and may have inspired such a discussion about moral versus physi-
cal love in Rousseau's Discourse on Inequ.ality, Lahontan contrasts the
jealous, blind fury of European love to the simple good will of Amerin-
dians' passions (115-16). The sexual relations between men and women
among indigenous Canadians strikes Lahontan as more honest and sin-
cere than the excessively formalized and Janus-faced discourse between
the sexes in France. In addition, Lahontan chastises the sexism of French
society by noting that only women bear the social costs of adultery,
whereas men are often celebrated for their sexual prowess (226-27). In
the New World, he argues, marriages are more secure and infidelity is
rare. Moreover, in a critique of church doctrine on divorce, Lahontan
notes appreciatively that, among the Huron, when marriages unravel, di-
vorce can be initiated by either men or women for no other reason than a
desire to become single again (120). In addition, the power of fathers to
choose, or to veto, their daughters' potential mate in Europe is absent,
Lahontan asserts, among Amerindians (222-23). Instead, he continues,
young women are given complete autonomy to choose or to consent to
potential husbands. The tendency for some reflections upon the New
World to evoke relatively egalitarian ideas about gender relations arises
again in some of Diderot's commentary about Tahitian society in the
Supplement alt Voyage de Boltgainville. Other passages of the SltpplCment,
however, and a nwnber of Rousseau's assertions about women demon-
strate that Amerindian peoples could inspire just as easily more tradi-
tional responses to the heated eighteenth-century debates about women's
capacities and what roles they occupy, and ought to occupy, in society.
Since the idea of a radical difference between European and indigenous

New World peoples-a difference in kind between natural and artificial
societies-is a presumption of Lahontan's entire dialogue and of noble
savage writings more generally, the simple fact of what was taken to be
exotic difference did not in and of itself make a foreign society praisewor-
thy or useful for the purpose of social criticism. In contrast to political
writings that incorporated the themes of noble savagery, the praise of the
'other' suggested by a variety of modern European thinkers' invocation
of China consisted usually of laudiing its ancient and sophisticated civili-
zation. Whereas Lahontan and others praised the New World for em-
bodying the values of naturalism, philosophers such as Voltaire, Leibniz,
and the Leibnizian rationalist Christian Wolff placed China in the noble
rank of a super-civilization, an exaaordinary site of rationality incarnate
with a political system overseen by enlightened mandarins, in contrast to
the absolute despots who sat on mosr European thrones. Rather than
attempt to civilize the New World, Leibniz suggested wryly in his No-
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28 " ' E "" .' 1697) that China ought to send rmssronanes to urope.
vtSstma Sm~ca ( h thusiasm Adario, in response to Lahontan' boast
To undermme sue en 1 - d . . . 'iii. d S· esc who visit France appear to a nure I CIY •
that the Chinese an lam "d' d. th Far East as even more mteresr-oncnrc ,propcmt Ization castigates e n_ I

' e brutish than Europe (210-13), NJusseau c osclvand hence even mor . . .
thi li f chinking in the Discourse 011 the aences .nd Amfollows us ne 0 . .., d . d .

(1750). From one angle, he criticizes civilizati n an .'ts suppose: wis-

d b £ ce to the New World' "tho e happy anon whi h do notom y re eren . ."
,.. n by name the vices we have so much dlffi ulry In repressing,know eve __• I' M '
those savages of America whose simple and ~atur.u po ny on~gnt
unhesitatingly prefers, .. to everything that Philo phy uld ever Imag-
ine as most perfect for the goverIlment of Pc pies". From an mer angle,
he employs the resonant image of oriental despotism: '"1 me: iences
purified morals, if they taught men to shed their blood r. r the Father-
land, if they animated courage, then the Peoples of bin. hould be
wise, free, and invincible. But if there is not a ingl vi e that does not
rule them, ... [w ]hat benefits has hina derived from all the honours
bestowed upon them? To be peopled by slaves and evil-d rs?"I'"The
twin themes of the praiseworthy naturalness of cw World peoples and
the artificial despotism of Asia make clear, of curse, the e tent to which
the ethnography about the non-European w rid &,,,e European thmkcrs
almost ready-made vehicles for their own politi 011 outloo ,prcdet<r'
mined, it would appear, by their antecedent beliefs about the practice>
~nd in~titutions of European societies. To be urc, n hie \'age wnnngs,
III particular, usually aimed not only to usc ew W rId ethnography to
engage in political debates about Europe, bur also t hurnamze : lew
World peoples. Lahontan attacks the injustice of European tire as well u
those Europeans who have denigrated and barbanzcd ew World peo-
ples, The former strategy gains rhetori 011 power .nd • scerrung em-~'"
validity b " 1'"-
. YPOllltlng ro supposedly natural beings 10 the .etual \\oriel. but

ultimately at the expe f th I • -. ' nse 0 e atrer tr:lregy, For Lal1onWl' "nun

(

(and, as we will see Ro ' D'. .' usseau s "CO"Ne 011 11/(/1".""') mac or presup-pose plulosoplucal b -,
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c turbe.that undermine the claim thar ew World I arc fulh hu-
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The p.radoxical d .
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~etwee.n theologians who view them as incapable of reflection (and, thus,
impossible to convert), and those, especially the Jesuits, who assert that
they wannly embrace the Gospels (92). The former denies Amerindians
the cognitive abilities that they quite clearly possess; the latter is mistaken
since, in addition to appearing wholly satisfied with their lives, they seem,
Lahontan contends, to abhor Christianity and the practices of European
civilization. Lahontan's fictional Huron, Adario, is an especially percep-
tive interlocutor because he is portrayed to be, as the title of the Dia-
logues informs us, "well travelled". We learn that he has viewed English
America and even France itself with his own eyes; his criticisms, rhen, are
supposed to gain a credibility they may have lacked without such wide
exposure. But Adario's powers of reason and speech are perfectly ordi-
nary and typical of less cosmopolitan Amerindians, Lahontan insists, for
when criticizing European life, they all prove themselves to be "great
moralists" [grands Moralistes], drawing upon an extraordinary memory
and employing impressive argumentative skills (104; also, 95-104). They
speak acutely, with subtlety and imagination, in tribal council meetings
during which matters of communal interest are at stake. It appears, at
such moments, that they lead an artful and cultivated life, one that may
be different from European peoples, but not fundamentally different, or
different in kind. Yet, Lahontan's attempts to humanize Amerindians
cannot stray too far from the notion that they are natural, largely free of
the corrupting trappings of artifice. As we have seen, like other noble
savage writings, the bulk of his social criticism rests upon the claim that
such peoples live purely naturally, or very nearly so. Hence, he suggests
that New World peoples reason and deliberate well despite "having no
advantage of education"; these "truly LUStiCphilosophers", in short, must
be "directed onJy by the pure light of nature" (99).
The tensions raised by such comments result from Lahontan's practice

of describing Amerindians' various customs, rituals, myths, and social
practices at length without also being able to interpret them as non-
natural, cultural forms of activity and self-understanding. Lahontan does
not treat the inheritance and creative transfonnation of specific traditions
and self.wlderstandings over generations as a form of "education", even
though he regularly witnessed such artful activities taking place among
the Huron and other peoples in French Canada. As we have seen, such a
move would not be easy to make for a thi.nker who has invested heavily
in the principal anthropological claim of noble savagery: that New World
peoples-however much they appear to be situated wi~ and transform
an array of practices, beliefs, and institutions-are ultimarely free from
artifice. Thus, Lahontan's Adario asserts that the Huron

live quietly under the lawsof instinct and innocent conduct, which wis~Nature
has imprinted upon our minds from our cradles.We are all of one mind; our
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argue, both in the philosophical anthropologies of Diderot, Kant, and
Herder, and concomitantly in their anti-imperialist political theories.
Conversely, the Realpolitik of many of Lahontan's analyses of French
imperial policies demonstrates that a noble savage celebration of Amer-
indian life not only sits alongside aggressive colonial schemes, but with-
out as much contradiction as one might originally have thought. In the
New VOyages, Lahontan argues against the complete "destruction" of
the Iroquois not because of humanitarian concerns, but rather due to
the probability that the enemies of the Iroquois would then turn
against New France. Thus, Lahontan recommends playing off various
Amerindian nations against one another. Ultimately, New France can
sufficiently weaken the Iroquois and bring them into line, he argues, by
virrnally imprisoning them on a plot ofland guarded by forrs in order to
"distress" them in times of war and "confine" them in times of peace.
This should, Lahontan promises, "reduce them to one half of the power
they now possess"." These elements of Lahontan's political thought
place his glorification of Amerindians in a different light, and it inrli-
cates what were usually the ethical limits of such perspectives about
humanity and New World peoples. In the eighteenth century, the full
recognition of non-Europeans as humans who should rule themselves
and who are in no need of European imperial rule takes root almost
always among thinkers whose understandings of humanity explicitly Ot
tacitly reject the tenets of noble savagery,

New World Peoples in Rousseau's Conjectural History

In the Discours sur l)origine et les fondements de l)inegalite' parmi les
bommes [Discourse 0" the Origin and the Foundations of Inequality Amo"g
Mm] (1755), Rousseau contends that "[a]lthough the inhabitants ofEu-
rope have for the past three or four hundred years overrun the other parts
of the world and are constantly publishing new collections of travels and
reports, I arn convinced that the only men we know are the Europeans"
(212)." Rousseau's complaint stems from his belief that the only way one
can begin to understand humanity as such is to examine the broa~e~t
possible array of human diversity. A; he notes in the Essay on the Or'!Jtn

of Langttages, the

great failing of Europeans is always to philosophize ... in the light of what
bappens right around them .... When one proposes to study men, one has to
look dose by; but in order to study man one has to learn to cast o~e's glance
afar; one has to begin by observing the differences in order to discover the
properties. II
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his misgivings, then, about the travel writings of his day, Rousseau drew ./
upon them frequently. He also related many of the tropes of the then
well-established philosophical and literary image of tile noble savage to
lend empirical support for what he knew would be controversial claims
about natural humans.
The method that informs Rousseau's speculative history and the devel-

opmental sequence that he elaborates begin to explain the peculiar roles
that New World peoples play in his narrative. Rousseau defends a theory
of human nature that owes much to the tradition of noble savagery, but
as part of an extended conjectural history that outlines stages of human
development. Although he often simply contrasts "savage" and "civi-
lized" life, Rousseau's conjectural history in fact ~es of
human development that mark distinct historical phases of social activity,
scientific and technological complexity, and institutional development: a
primordial condition (a pure state of nature); a primitive, middle stage;
and the civilized condition of modern Europeans, a variety of ancient
peoples, and some sedentary non-European peoples, such as the Chinese,
who practise agriculture and metallurgy,"
On the assumption that the behavioural patterns, social institutions,

and the political machinery of modern peoples are artificial constructs
that have masked, or even altered, our underlying humanity, Rousseau
asks in the preface to the Discourse on Inequality

bow will man ever succeed in seeing himself asNature formed him, through all
the changes which the succession of times and of things must have wrought in
his original constitution, and to disentangle what he owes to his own stock
from what circumstances and his progress have added to or changed in his

primitive state? (122)

Rousseau explicates his method by using the imagery of the statue of
Glaucus, so encrusted and warped by the ravages of the seas, storms, and
time that it resembles more a "ferocious beast" than a God (122). Rous-
seau's account of natural humans is the result, then, of peeling away the
layers of society and culture that, in his view, obscure humans' underly-
ing, universal nature. Such a thought-experiment reveals that the most
fundamental characteristics of human behaviour are self-preservation and
sympathy, or pity, for other sentient beings. After contending that pr~-
vious political thinkers who used the category of the state of nature did
not go back far enough in human history to describe a truly natural,
precivil human condition, he describes at length an earlier state of nature
that exemplifies these twO essential springs of human action. Rousseau's
natural humans preserve themselves without the fixed order of law ~d
government because of their amour de soi, a peaceable self-love that 1l1-

volves no comparison or needless competition with others. For Rousseau,

I...:....-_-------_ ...
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New World peoples lead generally praiseworthy lives, for having reached
only the middle stage of human development, they are still restrained
partly by natural pity for other creatures. In On the Social Contract he
asserts that Amerindians practise a form of government that can best be
classified as a "natural aristocracy", for their rulers are elders who are thus
naturally unequal to others by virtue of the "authority of experience",
rather than civilized aristocrats, who rule according to "instituted in-
equalities" such as "riches". He concludes that "[tjhe savages of north-
ern America still govern themselves this way in our day, and they are very
well governed." (406) Most importantly, Rousseau argues that New
World peoples are free of two pernicious technological developments-
large-scale agriculture (and, in tandem with this, they lack a more exten-
sive and fixed system of private property holdings) and metallurgy-
which rely upon and breed a high level of interdependence that in tum
signals the death knell of human independence and freedom (171-72).
For Rousseau, most peoples of the New World live at precisely the "just
mean between the indolence of the primitive state and the petulant activ-
ity of our vanity [atnonr propre]", a period during which humans are
happiest and a condition that, simply stated, is the "best for man" (171).
Rousseau argues that the post-primordial, precivilized stage is not an

ephemeral historical epoch that was achieved for a stunning but tragically
brief moment. Instead, this relatively ideal form of human organization
constituted the most stable, longest-lasting era of human history. He sug-
gests that the very discovery of New wtlr[Q peoples at this level of social
and technological development as late as the eighteenth century demon-
strates its impressive durability. He writes that the

example of the Savages, almost all of whom have been found at this point,
seems to confirm that the Human Race [Ie Gmre-Humain] was made always
to remain in it, that this state is the genuine youth of the World, and that all
subsequent progress has been so many steps in appearance toward the perfec-
tion of the individual, and in effect toward the decrepitude of the species.

(171)

Given Rousseau's stark pessimism about the advanced stage of anthro-
pological development and the fact that it might never have been reached
but for a string of contingent factors, the fall from the relatively peaceful
and content middle state constitutes the greatest tragedy of human his-
tory. As Rousseau explains in On the Social Contract, the establishment of
a "civil state" would constitute genuine, unalloyed progress were It not
for the degradation that civilized life engenders. The brute existence of
the state of nature led to a civilized condition in which natural, animalis-
tic beings who possessed a set of social virtues and faculties in potentiality
(because of their 'perfectibility') happened to become, through a scnes of
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ants of the New World (see, e.g., Emile, and Emile et Sophie), or by
becoming an outsider on the margins of society whose immersion in the
natural world provides a form of self-therapy (see, e.g., Reveries of the V
Solitary Walker).
To defend the empirical grounding that he had given in support of the

middle stage, Rousseau challenges the common view that New World
societies are sites of brutal passions and cruel social practices. Writings}
that extolled noble savages were always secondary in influence to pejora-
tive understandings of the New World, the most detailed of which aimed ./
not only to proclaim but also to explain the allegedly backward condi-!
tions and barbaric behaviour of Amerindians. Along with what can be.
termed internal explanations of their status and behaviour (of the kind
that Francisco de Vitoria attacked, such as the view that Amerindians are
examples of Aristotle's natural slaves), New World peoples were further
encumbered, some argued, by external factors, the most important of
which was climate." Climate, a key concept in pre-nineteenth-century
European social thought, was an umbrella category of the various charac-
teristics oflocal environments (ranging from meteorological factors, such
as the amount of sunshine and heat, to the landscape and other geo-
graphical features) that were said to shape social practices, psychological
dispositions, a.nd even political institutions." Among French thinkers of
the eighteenth century, Montesquieu was by far the most influential pro-
ponent of climatological social analysis. A lengthy section of The Spirit of
the Laws (1748) is devoted exclusively to the behavioural and institu-
tional effects of climate. With regard to moral behaviour, Montcsquieu's
analysis focused upon the purported effects of heat on the passions:

You will find in the northern climates peoples who have few vices, enough
virtues, and much sincerity and frankness. As you move toward the countries of
the south, you will believe you have moved away from morality itself: the live-
Liest passions will increase crime; each will seek to take from others all the
advantages that can favour these same passions."

Such theories grounded a Com1110n view of most New World and also
African peoples: physiologically, the torrid climates in which they lived
boiled their "humours" (and consequently their passions) to degrees un-
controllable by their presumed meagre rationality. In this view, then, the
combination of two structural constraints, one external (climate) and one
internal to New World inhabitants' constitutions (their ostensibly limited
cognitive powers), together were said to account for the barbarous social
practices described in many New World travel writings.
In response to such charges of barbarism, Rousseau finds it "ridiculous

[0 portray Savages as constantly murdering one another in order to satisfy
their brutality" (158). Despite his scepticism toward those who assert
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acco~ts, for whatever strains of cruelty cxi t in primitive c mmurutid.
Amennwans are sometimes cruel to one an ther because the)' }u,"c n:ached
the stage of anthropological development at whi hone i e posed ( me
early stlmngs of amm<r propre. Therefore, acc rding t RoU>SC.l.u,beJOn,
too much clvilizatlon (and the interdependence it breeds) OlTUp bu-
man life, the natural sentiment that makes doing e,'iJ repugnant t hu-
mans c"ontmu~s to, counteract even the In t powerful-and potcnb~"
degrading-climatlc and social fuctors (156). ,,~th, prcd'-<:,:$'IC)n,
noble savage . . Ro ,-
the mDS ,ry Ul, Its usseauian version, then, fTcred 3 ounlCrpotnt t
~ t pejorative understandings of ew W rid pcopl In addJlion
DUsseau sought to balan I' . f .,

to and c . ce 11Spruse 0 the middle rage f human Ius-
un~~rstand~~~~~;antl~ hIS celebration of ew \\0\ rld p«lpl~, ",m the
early development ~~c peboilPleshad already been panl lTUpted b\' me

SOcia Ity. .
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With a couple of exceptions (such as the Mexica, whom he categorizes
as civilized in the Essay on the Origin of Languages [5:386]), Rousseau
claims then that New World peoples exist at a middle stage of anthro-
pological development. Accordingly, he acknowledges that even the
Caribs, "which of all existing Peoples have so far departed least from the
state of Nature" (158), are not entirely natural humans. Still, the tension
that tends to surface in noble savage accounts-between theorizing an
acultural (and, in Rousseau's case, also an asocial) natural human and
celebrating the qualities of New World inhabitants as praiseworthy hu-
mans (who are nor different in kind, but simply closer to the pme condi-
tions of natural humanity than civilized humans )-arises also in Rous-
seau's conjectural history. For despite his explicit categorization of New
World inhabitants as peoples who exist in the middle stage of human
development, Rousseau most often discusses Amerindians and the Hot-
tentots of southern Africa to support his account of purely natural hu-
mans in the original state of nature. Rousseau's speculative history may
well conclude that the middle stage of development is the "best for man",
but the earliest state of nature occupies a special place in his theory since
it provides the starkest contrast between modern humans and human
nature itself. Moreover, only an appreciation of natural humanity, in his
view, can ultimately provide the basis for understanding the laws that
motivate humanity or that should govern humanity: "so long as we do
not know natural man, we shall in vain try to ascertain either the Law
which be has received or that which best suits his constitution." (125)
Thus, while he presents the pure state of nature as a period so far back in
the history of humanity that no written records can attest to its features,
the documents that detail the life of indigenous New World inhabitants
offer a wealth of examples to support his conjectures about the original
state of nature. One can only speculate as to the motivations behind this
use of New World ethnography, given its inconsistency with Rousseau's
own categorization of Amerindians. Nonetheless, given the influence of
the writers from the noble savage tradition upon Rousseau) it should
perhaps come as no surprise that natural humans and New World peoples
would in effect be equated in his account of human nature. As the
Disco1:rse on bz.:qttality demonstrates, Rousseau moves easily from dis-
cussing the (savages' of the pure state_of..!.1arureto the 's~vages'of co~-
temporary New World societies(Natu.ral~ or savage, existence-e-zs ""
sauvage-can, in part, be accurarety-described for Rousseau ~y s~dymg
savage, or primitive, humans, les bommes Sauvage. Thus,. precisely tn the I
manner of the noble savage tradition) Rousseau often cites New Worl,d
peoples as examples of the impressive physical and meagre mental quali-
ties of natural humanity. In addition, since Rousseau tends to conflate the

/
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40 New World humans and animals in this manner, his
boundary between at the level of natural humanity

attempt to place orangutans
converse
becomes especially noteworthy.

. I tities of nat,wal Jmma"iPy. The opening passages 0 the
Phystca qua D' on Inequality those meant to discern natural

Ii ~of~ ~~ , ..
rst p fr thei "physical" side before considering them fromh .mply 001 elf
umans SI h . aI d moral side" rely gr ady up n ew W rid eth-

the "metap YSIC an ., d hvsi I f
h to rovide empirical evidence about ie p y I ~ prow 0

nograp Y p. th wild (141). To the extent that any anima] becomes
natural humans me. id d k 1cki. d gues Rousseau it becomes nrm an WC3, 3 og Its
dornesucatc , ar J ft d T I h f
original courage and vigour (139). A er ctai ~ng ".e .rpn o.stmt
d . f i dgement of wild animals who live pnmanl ac ord.109 toan acuity 0 JU • '

elf-preservation Rousseau concludes, " uch IS the animal Ute lO gen-
s, . I . I
eral, and according to Travellers' reports, It U so I~ rnc Stare ~ m t 1\,·

age peoples." (140-41) Accordingly, Rou.sseau nore that the a'"ages
of America track the Spaniards by smell JUSt as well a the best Dog.
might have done" (141).
Rousseau's notes at the end of the Discourse 011 llltfJllnlll'J ptO\idt

much of the ethnographic material that is meant to up n h, h rorieal
conjectures. Althou.gh most of the main text detail the mjusti C$ of the:
civilized condition, sixteen of Rousseau's nineteen notes aim to elaborate
and substantiate his claims about the pure state of nature and the rmddle
stage of human development. In note VI, which m.nks nc of the most

intensive uses of travel literature in the Discourse Oil {'lttl'm/,ry, Rou u
lists several examples of indigenous people' ph i al vigour and WII,
from the Hottentots' fishing, hunting, and running and me ;) cw·nt
shooting of the "Savages of the Antilles" to the general trength and
physical skills of the "Savages" and "Indians" 0 both 'orrh and th
Am~rica. In note V, drawing upon Francois rreal'v l'~nqc ""X l"~ts
Occidentaler (1722), Rousseau defends his the I that human> Me lUlU'

rally vegetarian in parr by relating the st I)' f the pnrmnve ,nhabll~1l of
Lucayes, who, removed by the Spani h from their homes and tum to
~uba, S:nto D.omin.go, and elsewhere, died be 3U e eann ~ such
natural phYSIOlogIes, Rousseau implies, eould n t handle anU1Ul8db
(199). In note 111, Rousseau uses both incUgen u\ ..... pi md "'ra1 cJUI-
dren to study the q . f h ,-

dru uestton 0 wether hum'ln ...-.: n:>tur.uh b' ......' or
qua peds After norin th h . ..--
o t\: I" b g at urnans must ltncb thcar hildn:n Yo

"~eglVO ~~ Is,.Ro~sseau assens that sin c 3Ji ~d the. Hottcnt both
ect t lelr children b k . d

them I' Y eepmg lelll ~ quadrupc fur long.
) earrnng to become biped .

adults, he writes . s requlrts n iderablc elf, It E'en thar
, are sometImes fi und ~ qU3drupe ~u con.
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siders the feral children of Europe, abandoned children who were discov-
ered in rural areas and who often generated sensational publicity, as guides
t? the study of human nature." Surviving in remote areas, and at times
like the legendary Romulus and Remus allegedly raised by animals, feral
children often elicited an enthusiastic response after their discovery in
part because of their apparently 'natural' qualities. As if placed by fate in
a laboratory experiment in which all the conventions of social life were
eliminated, the feral child ostensibly exhibited the most primal, underly-
ing characteristics of the human species. Accordingly, Rousseau cites five
examples of feral children in order to elaborate the possibility that hu-
mans are naturaUy quadrupeds. In one passage, then, Rousseau manages
to equate savages (understood as the earliest purely natural individuals of
his conjectural history), the "Savage Nations" of the New World, and
feral children (such as the "little Savage of Hanover") as narural creatures
(196). Rousseau's frequenr reliance upon supposedly empirical examples
of "savages" in such cases indicates not only the centrality of New World
ethnographic sources in his effort to discern humans' natural physical
characteristics, but also the virtual animalization of New World peo les, ~
however unintende':- at 5 me 0 rIS S.

Mell.tal qualities of natwral htlm.anity. In conjunction with the
physical animality of natural humans, Rousseau attempts to establish the
mentnl: simplicity of "savages" as well. It is important in his account, as it
is so often in narratives of natural humanity and noble savagery, to defend
the idea that the virtues of such lives result not from forms of education,
institutions, or self-conscious and dynamic social practices, or indeed
from any other form of what was understood to constitute artificiality,
but rather from the uncorrupted instincts (or, for Lahontan and others,
the laws) that Nature itself implanted in humans. Hence, Rousseau as-
serts that "one might say that Savages are not wicked precisely because
they do not know what it is to be good; for it is neither the growth of
enlightenment nor the curb of the Law, but the calm of the passions and
the ignorance of vice that keep them from evil-doing" (154). Although
the humans of the middle, precivilized stage lead partly settled lives with
minimal amounts of private property, produce simple commodities, and
thus undergo significant psychological changes and the development of a
rudimentary sociability, he also argues that this middle stage is remark-
ably durable partly because such humans have not yet reached the cogni-
tive state in which the imagination, curiosity, and foresight needed for
deep reflection and for scientific and tedmological advances (in short, for
the more extensive flourishing of hurnan perfectibility) exists. In such a
condition, humans have minimal (and still largely natural) needs that are
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orangutans are definitively nonhuman." These "Anthropomorphic ani-
mals", he argues, are so physically and even behaviourally similar to hu-
mans. that "it is ~ecause of ~eir stupidity" that voyagers have typically
descnbed them sirnply as animals (210). Rousseau muses sarcastically
that if the travellers who make such claims had discovered a feral child
with a human form but harclly any ability to reason or to speak, they
"would have spoken about him learnedly in fine reports as a most curious
Beast that rather resembled a man." (212)
Rousseau considers orangutans as likely humans in part because it was

not adequately demonstrated, in his opinion, that they lack perfectibilite,
the faculty of self-perfection that is a "specific characteristic of the human
species." (211) In addition, Rousseau attempts to rebut the one argu-
ment that, in his view, is usually given to justify the assertion that orang-
utans are not humans: their lack of speech. In a claim about the history of
human language, which he elaborates in detail in the unpublished Essay
on the Origin of Languages (much of which was originally intended to be
part of the second Discourse), Rousseau notes that orangutans' lack of
any humanly comprehensible speech tells us nothing about the species to
which they belong because the act of speech itself is not natural to hu-
mans. The earliest humans, in Rousseau's account, possess the "organ of
speech" in an incipient form that then develops slowly in conjunction
with a variety of social and psychological changes. Thus, orangutans-
the word derives etymologically from two Malay words meaning "man of
the woods"-could very well be examples of the earliest humans who
managed to stay entirely uncultivated by dispersing themselves in remote
forests eons ago (208). If this were true, then New World peoples pre-
sumably would no longer be the eighteenth-centtuy humans best suited
to model the original state of nature, since the primordial state itself
would still be in existence in the forests of Asia. He notes cautiously,
however, that with the dearth of information about, and lack of experi-
mentation with, such creatures, his thoughts on this matter are purely
speculative." Notwithstanding such qualifications) Rousseau never re-
tracts his orangutan hypothesis and consistently voices scepticism over
travellers' judgements to the contrary. By the end of the Discourse on
Inequality, Rousseau manages both to humanize certain animals and,
though it was clearly not his purpose, to animalize certain humans. Both
sets of creatures living in the wild or savage regions of the world come,
therefore, to resemble one another.

ThIS CURIOUS FEATURE of Rousseau's Discourse on Inequality becomes
understandable when one considers the paradoxes underlying the tradition
of noble savagery to which Rousseau's 'natural man' owes so much. Much
of the admiration for New World peoples in this literature, as we have
seen concerns what is considered to be purely natural about them-,
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and the incisive social criticism of European society that it made possible,
while also rejecting the naturalistic (that is, the noble savage) elements of
his philosophical anthropology. Moreover, like Mcntaignc, Rousseau was
by no means indifferent to the imperial politics of his day. While expres-
sions of sympathy toward the plight of New World peoples and criticism
of the injustices of European imperial rule only infi:equently emerge in
Rousseau's writings, his contempt and anger toward the European sub-
jugation of New World peoples is noteworthy. To be sure, Rousseau's
early opera La Decouverte d« Nou,pcau, Monde [The Discovery of the New
World] offers not amy praise for Amerindians' natural virtue and courage,
but also a triumphal account of Columbus and the conquest of the New
World, with the chorus declaring at the opening of the second act that
the New World "is made for our chains" Y This early writing (whose
composition has been dated between 1739 and 1741) should not be
taken) however) as a guide to his thinking about empire) given that it was
not intended to offer a political analysis of imperial nile and especially
since it precedes his turn toward more systematic and direct discussions
of history, society, and politics. More significant is Rousseau's characteriz-
ation of "the odious Cortes subjugating Mexico with powder, treachery /
and betrayal" in the "Last Reply" to the critics of the Discourse on the
Sciences and Arts (91). Responding to his critics' view that "barbarians"
engage in conquest because they are "most unjust", Rousseau writes,

What, pray, were we during our so greatly admired conquest of America? Bur
then, how could people with artillery, naval charts, and compasses, conunit
injustices! Am 1 to be told that the outcome proves the Conquerors' valour?
All it proves is their cunning and their skill; it proves that an adroit and clever
man can owe to his industry the success which a brave man expects from his

valour alone. (91)

Accordingly, in 011-the Social Contract, Rousseau offers the conquest of
the Americas as an example of the possession of land "by a vain cere-
mony". As he sarcastically asks,

When Nunez Balboa, standing on the shore, took possession of the southern
seas and of all of South America in the name of the crown of Castile, was that
enough to dispossess all of its inhabitants and to exclude all the Princes of the

world? (366)

Instead, he argues, "labour and cultiva~on" is the only "real si?n ~~
property which others ought to respect 111 the absence of legal titles.
(366) While this might resemble agriculturalist arguments 111 favour of
the appropriation of nomadic peoples' lands, in the early draft of 0" the
Social Contract now known as the Geneva Manuscript, Rousseau wrote a
footnote ridiculing the idea that lands inhabited by nonagriculturalist
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madic, nonsedentary peoples. Like many of his fellow philosoph." Diderot
viewed Montaigne as an exemplary hero whose scepticism, commitment
to social criticism, and exposure of hypocrisies and injustices made him a
model for enlightened thought." Similarly, Diderot was also inspired by
Baron Lahontan's Dialogues curieux, as well as other celebrated writings
that idealized the pastoral themes of noble savagery but without any ex-
plicit reference to the New World, such as Fenelon's Telemaque (1699)."
I~ was, however,. Rousseau's Discourse on Inequality-ill which the pre- -')
VIOUS two centunes of noble savagery, and its attendant, distinctive form
of social criticism, were distilled and transformed into a philosophically
more complex conjectural history-that most captured Diderot's imag-
ination. Unlike Voltaire, who wrote to Rousseau shortly after the publica-
tion of the Discourse on Inequality only to thank him sardonically for
writing a treatise "against the human race" , Diderot was moved by Rous-
seau's account of the origin of inequality." Indeed, the two discussed the
arguments of the Discourse as Rousseau composed it. Dideror recognized
the depth of Rousseau's vision, one that drew upon, but also went be-
yond, previous attempts at social criticism that were based upon golden
ages and primitive, natural men. In light of this tradition of social criti-
cism, his friendship with Rousseau, and his admiration in particular of the
Discourse on Inequality, Dideror's Suppli1nent is often understood as a
standard example of eighteenth-century noble savagery, a work that pre-
supposes its essential philosophical and anthropological assumptions,
varying only in ethnography and locale-in this case, Bougainville's
travel narrative, Voyage auteur du monde, and the South Pacific islands,
the New World of the eighteenth century." In fact, Diderot's SUPPlCmmD
sets forth a doctrine of human nature, sociability, moral judgement, and
human diversity that stands in sharp contrast to the tradition of noble
savagery," The political consequences of Diderot's immanent subversio
of noble savage assumptions are significant because the development of
his anti-imperialist political thought was enabled by precisely this rejec-
tion of the traditionally primitivist understanding of 'natural man'.

seen, w en l ormation a out non-European peoples elic-
ited genuine interest rather than contempt or puzzlement among Euro-
pean thinkers who were already critically disposed toward European
religious and political institutions, the relevant ethnography ~e~ame a
weapon in the hands of such philosophers, poets, and other satinsts. To
the extent that such travel writings shaped the thinking of those who
drew upon them, the variety of social forms and behaviour portrayed in
these writings pointed to the relativity of European msotuu~ns, behav-
iour, and norms. In part, Rousseau's and Diderot's philosophical anthro-
pologies soughr to prove that the injustices and inequalities of European
societies were not ~able or pennanent. For them, SOC1al,psychologi-
r -
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al d hnoJomcal transformations over time demonstrate humans'
c,antec o· ."

./ If- tIUction and malleabiliry-" Norwlthsranding Rousseau s pessi-
se rons fu - -rnism about humans' opportunities for the ture., o.ne normative Implica-
tion of his anthropology is that humans can, wlthJ~ bound, alter their
litical condirions for the better. Similarly, rhe discovery of the ew

~orld in Diderot's view, promoted crucial advances in m raj thought
becau;c its diverse practices enabled thinkers to discern that the roots of
political injustice, economic exploitation, and social ills were not divinely
sanctioned or historically inevitable, but "'only the produ t of time, igno-
rance, weakness and deceit.":" (193)
Rousseau and Dideror were borh critically disposed roward rhe politi-

cal injustices of their own societies, and their one-time friendship led to a
close working relationship about such is ues at the time when Rousseau
was composing the two Discourses. As Rousseau would later explain in a
letter ro Malsherbes, he was struck by an epiphany-rhar humans an:
naturally good and that rhey rhemsclves are ro blame for the in tirutions
that corrupted them-during a journey to visit Dider t, who at: the time
was in prison for having wrirren allegedly blasphemous material. Rous-
seau recalls,

I was going to sec Diderot, at that time a prisoner at 10 enncs; I had In m}'
pocket a Mercure de France (the October] 749 issue of the pcpuhr penodrcal]
which I began to leaf through along the wa)'. I fell a ro the quesu n of tht
Aca.demy of Dijon ["Has the restoration of the icncc.s and Ara tended to
purify morals?"~ which gave rise to my first writing. . .. h If••r I had ever
been able to wnte a quarter of what I saw and felt under that tree, hO\\ dc.utv
I would have made all the contradictions of the S ·31 'stem seen wuh ",-tu't
s~en~ I would have exposed aJl the abuses of our institutions I ",th "iut
;;:~h~ty I .wo~d ,have demonstrated that man i naturally good ~d WI n lS
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inserting his own passages into Rousseau's text. He claimed, for instance,
that Diderot .had written iJ~to the Discourse on Inequality a passage that,
Rousseau believed, made him appear harsh and overly critical." Notwith-
standing their eventual hostility toward one another, Rousseau had clearly
influenced Diderot both by his use of ethnography about the non-Euro-
pean world and, philosophically, by his argument that the inequalities
and ini,ustices of human life were in fact humanly constructed (and, thus,
amenable to human transformation), rather than rooted in the funda-
mental nature of human beings or human society.
Influenced by Rousseau, and most likely by Lahontan as well," Di-

derot, too, engaged in a form of social criticism that drew upon New
World travel literature, although, as I argue, his conceptualization of
New World societies ultimately subverted the noble savage tradition, ./
whereas Rousseau most often mirrored it. Diderot was especially capti-
vated by me Voyage autowr du. monde [ Voyage aro"nd the world], a travel
narrative written by Louis Antoine de Bougainville, who had become the
first French explorer to circumnavigate the globe, and the second Euro-
pean (shortly after James Cook) to visit Tahiti. At me time that he read
Bougainville's book, Diderot was undertaking research for what eventu-
ally became his anti-imperialist contributions to Abbe Raynal's Histoire
des deux Indes. He had also recently completed two short stories, Ceci
n Jestpas tin conte [This is not a story] and Madame de La Carliire, both
of which had explored the many tensions between conventional social
and religious morality and sexual desires and practices." At first, Diderot
wrote a book review of Bougainville 's Voyage, within which he expressed
outrage that Bougainville's visit to Tahiti was most likely laying the
groundwork for French colonization in me South Pacific. A1; Diderot
exclaims,

BougainviUc, leave the shores of these innocent and fortunate Tahitians. They
are happy and you can only harm their happiness.... This man whom you lay
hold of as though he were a brute or a plant is a child of nature like you. What
right have you over him? Let him have his morals [moeurs]; they are more
decent and wiser than yours."

Eventually however the combination of Diderot's recent literary endeav-, ,
ours, the ongoing development of his humanism, and the early stirrings
of his anti-imperialist politics led to the composition of a more substan-
tial work, the remarkable dialogue St<pptement at< Voyage de Bo"gainville."
Dideror's S1/>pptementmakes clear his view that- further contacts with the
New World provided an opportunity to reflect deeply and innovatively
upon human unity and diversity, and in ways that could be tu~ed a~aJnst
European mores and European political power. In part, me mgemuty of
his response to the "discovery" of Tahiti was to construct a complex

~---~
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50 E eans ("A" and "8") about the little-known
dialogue between twob u;·~erot himself) to BougainviUe's published
supplement. (wnnen YI ~nt that contained further fictional dialogues

1 narranve-r-a supp em . . Th I-trave f Bainville's crew and Tahitian . e complicated
among members 0 oug • al all Did

d h . aI features of the Supplement SO w I erot to
structural an r crone . ...L_

. . . d to offer a kind of runmng commentaIY through-
wrtte 1Dmany VOIces an E

b I rions between Europeans and 110n- uropeans, me of
out a out re a lik 8 - '"hi h . . the verv myths that his fellow Eur pean I e ougamvnie
W 1C rroruzes ~J

had constructed about Tahiti.0f.9
In the second section of the Supplement, in which an elderly Tahitian

j scathingly bids farewell to Bougainville and hi sail rs, Dide t 3ffi~
the shared humanity of Tahitians and the French .. ~d deplores the domi-
neering behaviour of French rravellers. Paraphrasing earlier ommenrs
from Diderot's review of Bougainville's Voyage, the old Tahitian :trgUt.S,
"This inhabitant of Tahiti, whom yOll wish to en narc like an animal, is
your brother, Your are both children of ature, What right d y u have
over him iliat he does not have over you?" (42) earing that future on-
tact with the French will be violent and ultimately enslaving, the Id man
recalls angrily how justly his fellow Tahitians treated 8 ugainville' crew;
"You came; did we attack you? Have we plundered y ur hip? Did we:
seize you and expose you to the arrows of our enemies? Did we h~CS$
you to work with our animals in the fields? We r spe red our image in
you." (42-43) By presenting Tahitians and the Fren h a kindred 00,
or "children of Nature") Diderot emphasizes their shared humaniry and,

./ thus) grounds their comparison and moral equality; yet, it is ultimatdy
their differences) in his view) that arc most telling, r an en ounter wuh
.a foreign socie can serve to dislodge the rejudices 0 own ne' coun-
t!}', e kinds of prejudice that must be checked both to learn &om other
peop es an to Ofm ate a rena Ie conce rion uman j\'crsuy. Hence,
he exp ams, ~~ugh character "B" in the IIpp mcut, h w nc' under-
standable partiality toward what is familiar can be hed by readmg ,'t"
World travel accounts, such as Bougainville's Voyage:

The account of Bougainville)s voyage is the only one whl h h C'"crdn.v,-n me:
t°
ul
an
d
ycountry other than my own. Until I rc3.d it, I Im~Slncd WI nowbeR:

co one be as happy as at h dth orne) an 1 assumed that evc.r)'one n earth fth
.c same: a natural consequence of the attraction r m 5Ot.I uc.lf bound

With the comforts· t £Ii de., up
I a or s and which one doub .. findmg cl bom:_(40)

For Diderot) the underI· hu . . .
their comparative sUtd ymg .. manlty of tw SOCICtiesKn' to flUke
to curb ilie bi th Y cogn.ovely po sible, while their dtffen:.n belp

ases at are mevitabl d .
ter. Throughout mOst of the Yr,ootc:: In one's '\\'11 n;)ti n~ m..-x·
beyond Stich well-meanin Stlpplement, howe,-cr, iderol "ould go

g plan tudes to transfonn the phil phI oJ.~-
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rionship between humanity and cultural difference in the course of re-
describing Bougainville's Tahitians.

In an early work~ Suite de I'Apologie de l'abbe de Prades (1752), Di-
derot specu1ate~ bnefly about humans' primordial existence. Such early
humans, he conjectured, possessed an extremely limited cognitive capac-
ity, were ruled by instinct, and lived in herds, rather than in consciously
maintained societies." & he wrote later in the Observations sur le Nakaz
(a commentary on Catherine II's proposed social and political reforms for
Russia), "Men gathered together in society by instinct, just as weak ani-
mals form herds. There was certainly no kind of primitive agreement."
(124) Despite such speculations, Diderot generally viewed the idea of a
"pure" state of nature, a condition entirely free of human arts, inven-
tions, and institutions, as a fruitless category for political thought. Hu-
man life, for Diderot, is too closely bound up with a shared social exis-
tence and with ingenuity and skill to justify theorizing ar length abour
asocial beginnings and animalistic primordial conditions. & he notes in
the S"pple.nent, "the bleak and savage srate of man ... is so difficulr to
imagine and perhaps exists nowhere" (69). As we shall see, Diderot's
ambivalence about the category of a primordial condition and its conse-
quent insignificance for his political thought are crucial both for his un-
derstanding of New World peoples and for the development of his anti-
imperialism.
Diderot indica res several features of Tahitian life throughout the S"p-

pUment that rhrow doubt on an idealized conceptualization of the New
World. Far from portraying Tahiti as an idyll free of all social or political
problems, Diderot denotes features of Tahitian society that expose both 1
the inevitable injustices of social life and the fundamental vices of human
character. Although he chose to omit certain aspects of Tahitian society
about which Bougainville speculated in his Voyage (such as human sacri-
fice), Diderot nevertheless follows Bougainville's account in describing
Tahiti as armed for conflict with neighbouring "enemies", as prey to
nearby "oppressors" to whom Tahiti must pay tributes of their own men,
and as victims of environmental disasters and public health tragedies, in-
eluding "calamitous epidemics" (45, 64). Diderot in effect discredits
many of the classic assertions about the peaceful and healthful character
of New World peoples that the noble savage doctrine propagated. AJ-
though he tends to praise Tahiti and Tahitians' character in the SuppU-
mens, in part to indicate that a set of non-European social institutions
and practices are capable of being well-ordered and jUs~, Diderot's writ-
ings on human nature evince his scepticism toward entirely laudatory or V-
pejorative descriptions of the human condition. In the Encyclopedie article
"Hobbism", for instance, after contending that both Rousseau's and
Hobbes's conflicting theories of human nature are equally astute but
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52 d . k d n. that both "goodness an WIC e ness are per-
one-sided, Dlderot asserts ndition (28). It should come as no

I of the human co I
manent cements . d at characterize New World peop es as

. th that Diderot oes n f h 'surprise, en, all Diderot argues that most 0 umans. ./ all d AB 'we sh see, , d
v- natur y goo . be channelled into productive, non e-.all darker energIes can d d .

'potenti Y ial insti Dons and mores are constru te an rnam-. rlets~SOCl IOSON ood
' structive ou Iii hess and the common g arc: not en-
( . d such that human se s n l...

tame derot' Tahiti of course is meant to uc a concretetirely at odds DJ erot s, , .
d th Potent symbol-of such a society,example-an us a

Diderot's Tahiti: Appropriating and Subverting
Noble Savage Theory

I have argued that Rousseau's writings on New World pc pic full prey ro
the paradoxes of noble savage accounts. As we h,ave een, n bit ~\~g~
theorists such as Lahontan, left unresolved a tension between describing
Amerindians as, on the one hand, hard-wired, instinct-driven creatures
and on the other, as partly autonomou , c gnitive creatures who both
understand natural laws and consciously put them inr practice. Row.
seau's use of New World travel literature in the Discourse 011 Jnequality

V reveals that he too moves back and forth between a purely ~3.tUraJ,pri-
mordial, and indeed an animalistic account of New \"'/1 rid individuals and
an understanding of them as primitive, but rec gnizably human peoples
in a praiseworthy middle stage of historical development. Dideror, on [he
other hand, disputes the view that Tahitians, or an)' other SCt 0 urnans,
could asS! live by the Ii ht of nature alone, whether understood as
natural instincts or natural laws. ough noble savage theorists cele-
brate New World peoples, Diderot, by ad pting the critical possibilines
of the New World travel literature, yet subverting the basic idea of a
noble savage, continues the tradition of cro s-culruraJ social criti . m
while also preparing the way for an anti-imperiaJi t poliucal theory that
wo~d. go we~ beyond the ultimately inconsistent and, at times, dehu-
maruzmg praise of New World peoples that the noble vage tradioonoffered.

Let.us tum, then, to the details of Did rot's a ounr f Tahm in the
Supplement au Voyage de BouBninvilie. I examine four key fearu f his
~~terpretatIon of Tahitian SOciety that demonstrate his ubve i n of no--
the savhageryand that evoke broader themes in his political and moral
oug t: the constraints and opportunities alford db' eli . sooal

welfare as the pur f sor-ial C ) Imnc,
skills that are Pdosde0 SOCI organization; the kn wledge and p.'"enol

nee e to SUstam .al I'fi
between self-intetest and .al ( soC! I e; and, finall)',the ",l.oonsl"p

SOCI or 'general') goods.
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Constraints and opportunities afforded by climate. Diderot incorpo-
rates the diverse influences of a variety of environmental factors on hu-
man behaviour and u~stitutions in his presentation of Tahitian society. In
a response to Catherine the Great's assertion that only the "savages" of
the New World arc dominated by their climate, Diderot argues forcefully
in the Observations sur le Nakaz that all humans arc affected profoundly
by their particular environments:

I find it very difficult to believe that climate does not have a great influence on
national character; that the American overcome by heat can have the same
character as the inhabitant of the North hardened by cold; that a people who
live in the midst of frozen wastes can enjoy the same cheerfulness as a people
who can stroll in a garden almost the whole year round.. . This permanent
cause will produce its effect on everything, not excluding the productions of
the am, laws, food, taste, amusements, etc. (100)

Nonetheless, in the same work, he argues that ~le form of government
and its specific legislatiQtl can trump the influence of climate and other
external forces that partly mould humanity UlCO its diverse cultural forms.
Accordingly, he declares,
Manners [moeu,-!] arc everywhere the result of legislation and government; they
are not African or Asiatic or European. They are good or bad. You are a slave
under the Pole where it is very cold, and a slave in Constantinople where it is
vel)' hot; but everywhere a people should be educated, free and virtuous. (85)

PoliticaJ practices, then, traditionally conceived as comprising simply leg-
islation and government, provide a partly nonenvironmentally deter-
mined, autonomous control over the affairs of our lives. Diderot often
combines an emphasis on the hurnan agency inherent in planning and
maintaining social institutions with the determinative powers of a variety
of structural or environmental factors, Accordingly, he employs climate in
his analysis of Tahitian society) but interestingly reverses the prevalent
assumption about its effects. TahitPSwarm climate gives rise to a lavish
agriculruralboUllty, he notes, thus affording its inhabitants a healthy
amount of leisure. The constant battle of feeding and providing for a
polity, the daily struggle to afford basic sustenance, is reduced consider-
ably because of Tahitians' immediate environment. According to Di-
derot, a tropical climate itself, then, far from being an impediment as
Montesquicu had argued, may fortuitously help to generate and to sus- /
tain an ethically fulfilling and meaningful life for Tahitians (66). Con-
cerning New World inhabitants' alleged cruelty, Diderot speculat,es that
European travel writings may be mistaken in their accounts. Invoking the
primacy of survival over all other considerations, Dider~t ar~es that hu-
mans probably become cruel only when their preservatron IS threatened,
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54 mon in the ew World than. may be more com . .
and that such behaVIour a hical reasons: due [0 their proxirmry to
. the Old because of geogr P di he surmises, there must be a frc-
:tirely nondomesticated surro~n t:g~nst wild beasts". On the: whole,
quent need "to defend u::~~:~:wgWorld inhabitant is "gentle when-
however, he concludes th left undisturbed." (39)
ever his peace and secunty are a1 factors in Dideror' thought, the \'01-
Notwitilstanding the. strU~tur st crucial for his understanding of

C f SOCIallite are mo f hiunrarist reatures 0 . th ost detailed component I treat-
til e shall see em, . hi

society; us, as w. ) tile social planning required to ac eve
f Tahiti society concerns . .

ment 0 loan. F Did ot in contrast t Rousseau, It I not. d happiness or 1 er , th
prosperrry an I' t that New World inhabitan occupy at

(
tile stage m human deve. opmen ey enjoy, but rather their ingenuity, the

expl~j~s whateve; ;~ir ~~s to transform their fortuit U circum ranees
conscious use 0 din n Unlike Rousseau, who attributes the\ - . to a e icitous SOCI C 1 0.. . .. . O'

'lr m f N ,no Id peoples to their prccivilizcd existence, ,-peacefulness 0 ew no r hi al d eli _
derot ar ues that a combination of immediate geograp I an . I~~.OC

gtl I rig-term thoughtful social planning enhan es both individ-./ causes WI 1 0 ,

V ual and collective welfare in Tahiti.

Social welfare as the purpose of social organizatiotl: . B ugainville and
his crew were so overcome by the lush beaury of Tuhiri, the warm ~C(~.

tion they were given and the liberality of tile Tahitians. in particular their
sexual freedom, thatthey recalled the fabled Greek i land ythera." De-
scribing Tahiti with the aid of a familiar rnythol gical referent helped
Bougainville confront tile radically di tinct lifestyle that was led On these
South Pacific islands. It also indicates tile aspect f Tahiti that was most
immediately striking, and that indeed is explored at u h great length in
Oiderot's Supplement-tile seemingly rampant libidinal plea ures of an
exotic locale, evocative not of any real place. but nly f the mythical
binhplace of Aphrodite, tile Greek goddess of I ve. Tahiti then. was the
New Cythera, la Nouvelle-Cythere. Dideror him elf might appear t write
the Supplement as if to convince his readers that Tahiti i u b a mythic,
island paradise, embodying the instinctual natural virtues of a prim rdiaI
human life. He writes, for instance, that Tahitian fuithfulJy adhen: to thc
lawsofNature, instead of obeying fulse and arbitnuy ruJe and instltution>.
Olderot, however, slowly reveals the significant 'aJ pl:uuun Wt he

hypotileslzes mIght underlie the behaviour that B ugaimiUe obsc:t--.:d in
1768: The reader of tile Supplement learns in greater det.uJ throughout
the dialogue how Olderot believes the Tahitians ha"e <onsn.lUi] =.ted
and sustamed a relatively efficient and just p Iity. The free and ~'sew-
ality that IS ~rst described in a dialogue betwe n the French ch.pl"", of
BougamVllle s crew and a Tahitian native, r u, in the third section of
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the Supplement is later exposed as a highly structured and socialized set
of activities implemented in order to meet the goal of a steadily growing
population. Diderot's interpretation of Tahitian life is generally congru-
ent with Bougainville's two chapters on Tahiti in his Voyage auteur du
monde, but it adds much more detail about the mechanics of Tahitian
social institutions in an attempt to unearth the sociology beneath Bou-
gainville's sunace impressions. On the whole,-then, willie Diderot's anal-
ysis is clearly inspired by Bougainvillc's first-hand account of Tahitian life,
his conception of Tahiti is also an imaginative reconstruction of Tahitian
society. Diderot himself understood perfectly well the partly constructed
quality of the Supplement and of Bougainville's original account. In one
of many ironic asides, character "A" notes dryly that the Old Tahitian's
speech, written of course by Diderot though presented within the ilia-
logue as part of a recently discovered supplement to Bougainville's VOy-
age, strikes him as oddly European in tone: "[tjhe speech seems fierce to
me, but in spite of what I find abrupt and primitive, I detect ideas and
turns of phrase which appear European." (46) And earlier "A" asks his
interlocutor suspiciously, "Are you falling prey to the myth of Tahiti?"
(4 I) Concerning New World ethnography, "A" remarks that travellers
are bound to present exaggerated descriptions of New World peoples:

Since we're all born with a taste for the exotic, magnifying everything around
us, how could a man settle for the correct dimension of things, when obliged,
as it were, to justify the journey he's made and the trouble he's taken to travel
so fur to see them? (39)

Diderot makes clear, then, his own awareness of the partiality both of his
account of Tahiti and of Bougainville's Voyage. Given the brief descrip-
tion of Tahiti in the Voyage, Diderot seeks to envision the broad range of V
moral values and institutional structures that might have engendered the
social practices and beuefs of BougamviIle's Tahiti.
If Dldcroes account, Iahin sustains legal, economic, and social insti-

tutions to effect the ultimate goal of enlarging the population. Uniform
social practices and public sexual morality are maintained by domestic
education. Parents clothe young boys in a tunic and girls with a white
veil. After puberty, elaborate public ceremonies emancipate the young
from rules strictly prohibiting sexual encounters and confer upon them
their status as fully responsible members of Tahitian society (54-55).
Both physical and intellectual maturity are needed, argues Or0.u: for m~n
and women to participate orderly and responsibly in the Tahitian SOCIal
system. That the entire system is oriented with a view to generating and
raising children is clear from the prohibitions of sex between men and
women who cannot conceive children. Genencally infertile and elderly
women wear black veils and women "indisposed by their monthly pe-
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was its insistence on p"£p......ulation as the standard of a nation's economic,
social, and political health.53 Demographic estimates served as indicators
of the prospenty, as well as the political stability, of a country. In this
view, a nation free of wars, internal persecution, famine, and plagues
while booming in trade and industry would lead to a steady growth in
population. 54 Politically, this focus on population ultimately reveals the
centrality of social welfare for many philosophes. The exploits of leaders
and the wealth of the aristocracy or church establishment are incidental
in determining a nation's political achievement; instead, freedom from
persecution, healthful living conditions, access to shelter and basic suste-
nance, and other features of basic human welfare constitute the true mea-
sure of a nation's success. In the context of the eighteenth-century French
discourse on social welfare and political health, therefore, Diderot's argu-
ment in the Sttpplhnent about Tahiti's demography, as peculiar as this
might seem to a contemporary reader, constitutes among the strongest
possible political praise that one could give to a society. By sketching the
social practices and institutions that might have achieved the seeming
lack of poverty that Bougainville noted, Diderot suggests that Tahitians
have organized themselves toward enhancing their col1ective welfare. If
Tahiti is a paradise, he implies, it is in large part a paradise constructed
and maintained by Tahitians themselves.

Knowledge and skitts for social life. Diderot's arguments in the Sup-
plbnent about the role that "advanced" knowledge ought to play in im-
proving society at first appear to conflict with his broader social and
political thought. On the one hand, Diderot celebrates Tahitian society
because of what he perceives to be Tahitians' successful social planning )
and cultural values. It is hardly astonishing that the primary editor of the
Encyclopedie would favour an interpretation of Tahitian society that em-
phasizes its rationally ordered structures, practices, and goals. At the
same time, however, Diderot notes explicitly in the Supplement that an
analysis of Tahiti demonstrates that a nation can progress without many
of the "higher" sciences, such as physics or anatomy, which the philoso-
phes lauded and investigated in detail in the volumes of the Encyclopedic
(56). That the leader of a project premissed on the view that cataloguing
and disseminating the most advanced knowledge can benefit humanity at
large is also able to champion, in the Su,pplhnent, a "primitive" society
seems at first a contradiction." Rousseau's thought, in contrast, offers a
consistently critical view of the role that 0e arts, sciences, and tec~n.o~- V
ogy have played in enslaving and ronnenung Europ~ans and ~ther CIVI-

lized' peoples. His celebration of the New World ill tt:e Dl.sc01~rseon
Inequality accords, therefore, with his earlier arguments 111 the Discourse
01J. the Sciences and the Arts.
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. .th this potential paradox in Diderot's thought re-

Commg to tenus WI I dze i ial d/ . bal d vi of the role of advanced know e ge In SOC1 evel-V veals his ance VIew . .
F D·derot such knowledge IS neIther the anac"" 0 the

opment. or I . L E' I I
curse of the modern age. hus, e re rams rrom using . urope.s eve of
~hn . an social complexiry as a benchmark againsr which to as-rechnologrcar ana su'- . ., f 1 '" Id ..
sess the cognitive capacity or SOCial orgaruzatlon a ew vvor . socrenes.

[

' He rejects the view, in short, that the s~rea~ f Europ~-an .sclences ~d
technology, Of, in general, of European enlightenment, Will n.ccessanly
improve the condition o~ non-Europeen peoples. Moreover, unlike Rous~
seau Diderot did not VIew sophisticated technology or other advance-
merits in human knowledge as necessarily degrading. Advanced knowl-
edge neither necessarily corrupts nor necessarily liberar -in read,

II
political and social institutions, beha~ur, and practi es are the cruci.1
elements needed for a healthy poliry\. Advances in kn wledge are useful
only if their social costs and benefits are carefully weighed and ulrim2tely
integrated into an efficient and just political system) For Dider r, Tahiti is
worthy of respect, therefore, not because it lacks sc!phistica,ed technology
and science (thus, Rousseau would argue, avoiding the lavi h intcrde-
pendence that accompanies such human knowledge), but be ause it has
indigenously develo ed a set of institutions 3J d a national eha ter that
e urable, efficient, and Just-this is le proper w r 0 lidcs ~

view, regar ess 0 a people s phi osopluc3..l, saclltln) r t<;CI\.Il' gical
dev"elopmem. In the Histoire des det<xIndes, Dider t onrends th.1 "[.jD
Civilized people were once primitive; and all primitive people, left [0 their
natural unpulse, were destined to become civilized." (206) Human sod-
etl~s) he a~sens, tend to become further differentiated and an: charac-
terized by increasingly complicated sets of instiruti ns over time yet uch
changes are not necessarily degrading. As we have: seen Didc.:Ol sbares
many of Rousseau's concerns about the social and political c ndmons of
E,;,opean natroris, but Dideror ultimately docs n r praise Tahm because

h
It les ill aTfixed. stage of human history before civilizari n em erg lUther

J e VIews ahit:J.ans as a peo I riJ . .,
.. not their lac p e necessa y 1.0 lIux; their measured growth,

th S t' k of development, becomes the key ubjeer of his praise in
e upp ement. The Tahitian h «.

rapid an advance of knowleds, e ; argues, rem~ unpc:rrurbcd b)' tOO
progress of human kn I d g. (66) Thus, Dlde l:u-gu thn the
can reflect upon the ow ~ ge should be kept at a level al wtueh bum2J)S
nological .dvances ;,c

d
' cOlb,sequences of propo d ientiJi and tech-

E . I erot emoans the fa tb T_L:uropeanized thrOll h th . . Ct at,..wti will become
fear that T3b.iti will 7ail e ~oeTCIon of 101perialism in pm be use flus
knowledge within a rob as adly as Europe in a mmod.Dn .d\.lllced
. . bl ust SOCIal and polio· al rd Thmevlta e but probabl . c er. e fillun: is not
th e, glven that Tahiti the oPPOrtunity to devel tl.. . .ans em ·Ivcs wiU nO' er 1l2\'C

op lCir mSOtuoons freely and rnethC2ll)' 10
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~corporate SUC? knowledge, as they have successfully done in the past-
instead, they will be forced to plunge headlong into the labyrinth of the
'civilized' world under masters not of their own choosing.

Relatio1>Ship between self-interest and social goods. Tahitian society,
as presented in the Sttpplbnent, is in part grounded on the principle that
personal, even selfish, interests need to be satisfied in order for political
stability to take root and for justice to flourish. In Diderot's political
thought, the assumption that human beings care primarily for themselves
or their immediate friends and family, even in Tahiti, runs alongside his
frequent claim that the general good must always be preferred to the
particular. Thus, for Diderot, one of the primary goals of politics, prop-
erly understood, is to configure society such that the conflict between
narrow interests and the general welfare is minimized, for "Iv [ou can be
sure that whenever a man is as attentive to his fellow-creatures as to his
bed, health or peace of mind, his hut, harvests or fields, he will do his
utmost to ensure their welfare. "56 (63)
In common with many other philosophes, Diderot held the view that

individuals are fundamentally oriented toward their own existence and
advantage and that this fact must be taken as a given in any descriptive
or prescriptive account of society, politics, and ethics. 57 In Diderot's
thought, both institutions and moral values play crucial roles in reconcil-
ing personal with social interests. Tahiti is a laudable society, in his opin-
ion, not because Tahitians have transformed themselves into altruistic
agents, but because their shared traditions and social institutions a ear
to channel self-a SOl' e 111 .lVl 1I energies int productive behaviour
and attitudes a benefit the commlUli at arge. iderot's emphasis on
urunng e gene and individu welfare is a c cial component of his
political thought that finds a rhetorically powerful home in the Supple-
ment. While Rousseau's Amerindians live in durable societies because of
their good fortune in inhabiting a particular stage of anthropological de-
velopment, Dideror's Tahitians maintain an impr.essive society ove~ time
by consciously ensuring that it is based on -self-iruerest", the sentiment
that Dideror considers, throughout his political writings, to be altogether
the most "energetic and durable" (61).

The New World as a Device of Social Criticism:
The Overlapping and Rival Approaches
of Diderot and Rousseau

Inspired in part by the noble savage themes in writings by Montaignc,
Lahontan, and others (such as Fenelon), Diderot and Rousseau engage
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. hzoi riticism of European societies by pointing to the
in a thoroug gomg c . . hci . I

I
. all d institutionally simpler and, In t Cit View, ess cor-

techno OgIC Y an
rupted New World. In addition to .wor~ Ol~ noble savagery, many other

1 writings used the trope of judging Europe from a n n-European
popu at . , Le P (b. . t Perhaps most notably Montesquieu s ttres ennllt.S pu .~ewpom. ~ . . .
lished anonymously in 1721) offered what became a highly l~uenOa1
critical examination of French society from an ostensibly Muslim and
Persian perspective. In general, the inc.reasing stock of u:w.e1 literature in
the eighteenth century provided the g~,st for ever n~ re radi al analyses of
European life, for more varied and insistenr cvalunrions f Eur pea" I-

eties from an ethical perspective engendered in part by under tandin of
non-European peoples'." For Rousseau's and Didcror's phil phical an-
thropologies, this comparative dimension is most conspicuous in their
treatments of human needs and property relations and the sentimem of
love and the role of women in society. Although a number of Drderor's
and Rousseau's criticisms of European societies arc: similar In pirit, upon
closer examination, this aspect of their philo ophical anrhr pol gies also
reveals the profound differences that exist between their theorizan J\$ of
New World peoples. To be sure, both Diderot and Rou seau we the
ethnographic literature about non-European peopl as a enri at f u
against which the injustices of European societies can be brought IntO

VIew. Nonethe~ess, thc m~111er in which they understand non-European
peoples, even .u~ those philosophical contexts in \ hich they instrumen-
tally serve a critical function that has more to d with Eu pc than with
the non-European world, has an impact upon how robu tJ n n-Euro-
~;:' peoples can be viewedas moral equals. The nature f Rousseau's
~~t1clSmof European life ofren draws upon. highly ex ti and naruralis-

understanding of New World peoples, the pcrniciou (if inadvertent)
consequences of which will be examined in the next se non Dide t 10

contrast, offers a ~ocial commentary upon European jcti~ Wt ~uI.
tan~onslY hnmanlzes non- Eum ean eo Ie and that therefore '" rds
we WI 1 seep conccrn ab th· b'
the f<illowing chapter. out clr su ~ectcd ~taru ,:a We \\;U $CC LD

Human needsand property t .
needs of humans are as· rc ah~"J,S. RoUSM:au argo th.ll the trUe:
and sleep are enough t~~:~I: as b.slc lIstenanee and rest. food, dnnk,

/most basic physical needs, thenfY tJ:e savage human (1 5; ef 14 ). TIl<
are socially constructed d &. are natural to human't)·; all other d 1m
Contention that the stat an f 0 en harmful. In arguin Jgam>t H bbcs'
that Hobbes's chief e e 0 nature is prone to vi len c Ro au
. h' ITOr was to attribl t h '
IS~y a multitude of passions tJ . I C to uma.nu'Y the need -(0 t-
made Laws necessary" (153). '~ are. the p~uC1: 0 ·ct) and han:

calling earuer noble '. e "non
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Rousseau links the development of socially engendered passions not only
to a corrupt set of social practices, but also to poor physical health itself.
In this view, a natural human is a "free being whose heart is at peace and ,v
body in bealth" (152). The creation and stirrings of human passions lead
to unstable and unjust societies as well as enervated, sick bodies. Rous-
seau, therefore, identifies old age as practically the only real cause of
death among New World peoples. He argues that civilized societies en-
gender such strong passions and superfluous needs that the public health
itself is in danger. Rousseau praises the strong constitutions and physical
vigour of New World peoples and contrasts the maladies brought on by
the luxurious idleness and dangerously rich foods of the civilized rich as
well as the harsh labour and meagre sustenance that is afforded occa-
sionally, if at all, to the poor in civilized nations (138, 203-4). According
to Rousseau, in order to acquire basic necessities, natural humans learned
"to overcome the obstacles of Nature" (165). In time, the establishment
of a relatively sedentary lifestyle created the leisure with which the first
"conveniences" were acquired; this, he writes, was the "first source of
evils" in human history (168). Both the body and mind were enervated,
and new, unfamiliar, and ultimately illusory needs soon became perceived
as basic necessities. Perversely, with the softened characters of newly sed-
entary peoples, the pain of even contemplating the loss of these new
commodities grew stronger than the joy of having them. As a result of
the psychological changes wrought by a growing materialism-especially
an increasing vanity (a1'f'tou,r propre), a tendency to judge oneself accord-
ing to the gaze of others-wealth eventually became the standard of
comparison among individuals and groups (188-89). Luxury, the crown-
ing height of materialistic depravity, results finally in depopulation.
Farmers, squeezed by taxes and unable to manage a subsistence wage,
flee to the cities, leaving barren fields, only to become destitute and to
join the growing ranks of the wretched urban poor-"[t]hat is how the
State, while it on one side grows rich, grows weak and is depopulated on
the other" (206).
In a similar vein, Diderot castigates many civilized desires as "super-

fluous" and "factitious" (43). Thus, a deep suspicion of ever increasing
commodities, other material trappings, and the attendant flourishing of
selfish and degenerate passions in modern Europe runs throughout both
Rousseau's and Didcror's writings. The most primitivist side of Rous-
seau's interpretation of the New World, however, posits a simpler, argu-
ably ntuurei, and presocial life as a benclunark against which the material
excesses and passionatc willfulness of civilized nations can be measured.
In contrast, Diderot lauds Tahitians' artful (that is, cultural) efforts at ,/
maintaining a community that appropriates its surrounding environment
prudently, for the benefit of enhancing human welfare rather than for the
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f
ial oduction itself Diderot, of course, often describes Ta-sake 0 maten pr .. . d ill" a "natural" Life, but, as we have seen, he clearly

hitians as engage . d ial I" "
means by this that they have planned .and sustame SOCI rc::300ns in a

gruent with what he considers to be elemental (or natural)
manner con th T hi " h

d d desires. He celebrates the importa.nce at a man ave ac-
nee san f . ilcorded to leisure in contrast to the torment a excessive tOI or wanton
luxury in France. Tahitians thems~lves, .in thi view, h.3vt determined
what balance between work and leisure IS most conducive to a healthy
lifestyle and polity. For Diderot, the narrative of development from a
primitive to a civilized society is thoroughly social fr m beginning to
end-it does not preswne that human problems arise with social 3cthity,
for he takes social life to be constirutive of the human condia n. The
character a SOCIal practices an institutions, not e "cry existence of
sociability, is the crucial issue for Diderot's analy i f both uropcan and
non-European peoples" The psychological change and rcehn , gical
momentum created by early efforts to make human' environmcn habit-
able eventually foster social conditions that generate inflated needs and
conflicting, unstable passions. As Diderot con rends, these: fortes of his-
torical change drive "[man] well beyond his immediare bjective; that
when his need has elapsed he comes to be swept into the great ocean of
fantasy from which he cannot pull ou l.n (66) Thu , human ' drom to
swvive in harsh surroundings foster a set of need, desires, and passions
that compel them disastrously to attempt to master arure Itself. rderor
argues that Europeans have impoveri hed their uls and socicucs by
~dopung such a domineering attitude toward their environment. cord-
ingly, he argues in his Ohsetvatio'1'Js sur le Naltoz that

it was the n.ecessity of struggling against the ever-present, ommon cncm·-
llature-whlCh brought men together. They became aware r.h~t the,"s:uuggkd
to better effect together, than separately. The evil I thou thc)" went ~ that
goal. They were not content to conquer, they wanted to triumph: thq. wee
not Content to bring down the th '
(123-24) enemy, ey wanted to trample hun uockrfOOl.

For Dideror the natural .
that it raises impedim envlf(:~nment is an "enern ," only to the ertent

ents agamsr human u.rvi aI d 0
central concern is not tl E v 3.Il unsmng. HIS
their surrounelings si 1a~ ~ropeans have cultivated and app riated
they have done so 'pr:~;itol1SI~mans out of ne it)' d ttus bill dut

Rousseau's and Diderot's Y
light their elifterenr und c:;::cems abou t private p pern· ah high·
read in Bougainvl·lle's erstan 19S f ew World people> . Iderot had
f account th t· eli "

o basic goods exist in Tahi. a U1 V1~ual h m and the OW1Xr>!lip

values and comm al· . t1~bur, 11l Dlderot' 'iew Tahnians' ,Jwcd
--.....:.-=;;:::...::::~~u~n~~l1l~s~t1~tL~lo~o~n~s~c '_ ounteract whatcver C 1-.Q ro-
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lo?ical changes and social inequalities arise as a result of a system of
pnvate property. For Rousseau, however, the opposite fact protects the
New World from rampant corruption and injustice: it is the lack of inter-
de endence not the commw1al linka es among individuals, that ensures
a "free, healthy, good, and happy" life, despite the existence a some
pnvate property (171). For Rousseau, then, Amerindians escape the ills
of Europe's propeny relations for reasons largely outside of their control,
while in contrast, for Diderot, a combination of environmental factors ~
and humanly chosen and sustained social activities and institutions ex-
plain Tahitians' greater liberty and equality.

The seruimens of love and the role of lVomen in society. Another criti-
cism of European society through the comparative lens afforded by the
New World concerns the status and the role of women. Diderot and
Rousseau both contrast relationships between men and women and their
social effects in the New World with those in European societies. Judging
the latter in light of the purported superiority of the former is, however,
one of the few similarities on this issue between them. Their writings
reveal radically divergent positions on the status of women and about
how encounters with particular New World peoples' moral values could
inform European notions about sexual relations.
The Sttpplbne,u is as much a work on sexual politics as on politics

conventionally understood. Returning to the concept of property and its
connection to the New World, Diderot berates Old World societies for
treating women as either the de jure or de facto property of men. This
"tyranny", Diderot argues, is one of several ways in which human sexu-
ality is twisted into an almost criminal act in contemporary European
societies. One of the central claims of tile Supplement is that Tahiti is in
part founded upon) and thus not inconsistent with, humans' elemental
desires and needs. Thus, Diderot portrays Tahiti as a society at ease with
the personal and social dynamics of human sexuality. In Tahiti, Diderot
asserts, women are not confused with property and, thus, intimate rela-
tionships are more liberated and relaxed. Ihe empirical evidence fur-
nished by Bougainville about Tahiti, then, demonstrates for Diderot that
a healthy, welJ-functioning community can exist with sexual mores signif-
icantly different from what the Catholic church, European states and
their censors, and prevalent European social customs dictate are necessary
to preselVe a basic moral order. Diderot argues that in treating women as
propertied objects, European societies have

confused something which cannot feci or think or desire or will ... with a very
different thing that cannot be exchanged or acquired; which does have freedom,
will, desire; which has the ability to give itself up or hold itself back forever;
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" d ffers: and which can never be an article or exchange:which complams an su ) . .
. . c. otten and violence IS done to Its narure. (SO)unless Its character 15 rorg

fu d b li f that reduces women to mere property, then, in addi-Thecon se e e .
" I" th groundwork for monogamy, niles of chastity, and other
nontoaymg e . ) J " "

ial 0" s that in his view violate humans sexua passions, ulti-SOCl prac ce, ' ., . .
rnately constricts liberty, thereby violating human dlgm,ty, "
The subtitle of Diderot's SupptCment foreshadows hi po mon on thc

sources of European virtues and vices: "dialogue between A and B n the:
inappropriateness of attaching moral ideas to certain physical actions ~at
do not accord with them", For Dideror, a whole h St of purported \1 cs
and virtues are social constructs that are born of the mistaken impulse [0

restrict instin~es that are often amoral, In the uppli-
ment, a litany of such qualities of character arc analyzed from the per-
spective of Tahitian social behaviour and more. Dider t argu I f r in-
stance, that jealousy is exacerbated in civilized societi be 3USC or ""faJst
moral standards and the extension of property" t an entire cJ of hu-
man beings (68)" He asserts that the most s dally harmful on quences
of jealousy and other personal vices are minimized in Tahiti because of
tile more liberal approach that it has chosen rc adopt with regard to
sexuality, In tile old Tahitian's speech, Didcror c mend that JUStas
Christianity helped to breed shame and fear about ual relations in
Europe, it now unravels the healthy sexual attitudes fTaJuti through its
missionary work (44),"
Diderot takes to task not only religious instituti ns, but also the secu-

lar legal code (in particular civil laws concerning marriage) and social
customs that are bound up with tile formalities and propricne of ansto-
crauc sociery (70-71), Thus, in tile SttppLCment, Diderot relates a popu-
lar eighteenth-cenmj-o Story about a ew England pr rirutc, P Uy Baker,
~ho IScharged with becoming pregnant as a result f d lute m tab'
ehnareatIvetakes tile form of a speech purportedly given by Polll' Bak':

at er trial ill Connecticut.'" Law and ocial prejudi e she ues,
wInsatngedtile nature of innocent, harmless actions into c:riminal ~ es

ea actions that trul "di b ' '
full nsid ' Y rstur public tranquilJj",,, hould be nghr-y cons, ered unjust ' , al b h ' -,
be enacted tilat pun.i h cnmm ,e aVlOur, And so, he adds, la" should
deceive and negl s Irresponsible me'l, the bachelors who lOlpn:gnot[t'..

, ect women and 'h d '
titllrion, not tile respon 'bl til" 0 even moe many of them ttl pros-
social calumnies heape~l e mo ers who rai tileir childn:n d 'te the
tilough it is widely ackn upo

l
n
d
tl,em, Diderot n tes the ltOnl' thn al-

" Owe ged that th 'matenilly from the binh of chiJ _ e nan n as a wht>le bcncfi
ertileless become imp 'h dren, smgle mothers tike P U" Bakc:.r!1C"-

ovens ed (57 70 71) -subvens the narure of acti ' - , The ial cnginccnn that
On and deems them to be infuJ, criminal. 0(
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~mproper, Diderot. implies, is a manifestation of the exploitative and un-
J~t values ~.at g~ude European societies. To be sure, Didcrot's presenta-
non of Tahitian life also exhibits its share of socialized communal values.
But he insists that in Tahiti such habituated practices and social norms
engender individual contentment and the broader social welfare much
more effectively than in any European society because of an approach
that seeks to make social institutions and their values compatible with tile
most basic human needs and desires. Just as Tahitian society arguably
structures itself in accordance with, not against, self-interest, it also pro-
vides socially productive and nondestructive outlets for humans' sexuality
and other fundamental drives and passions.
Rousseau elaborates a distinction between physical and moral love that

manifests the profound differences between his and Diderot's concep-
tions of women and their position in society. "Savages") Rousseau ar-
gues, take part in physical love, a sentiment born of the most general
sexual desires. Their limited ability to think abstractly and their inability
to make comparisons, to focus vainly on appearances, beauty, or merit,
preclude them from engaging in moral love, a passion unique to the
civilized world that focuses humans' raw physical desires to a specific,
preferred object. And so the Caribs, who have "departed least from the
state of Nature", are the least susceptible to jealousy and "the most
peaceful in their loves" (158). "Now it is easy to see", Rousseau adds in
contrast, "that the moral aspect of love is a factitious sentiment; born of
social practice, and extolled with much skilJ and care by women in order
to establish their rule and to make dominant the sex that should obey."
(158)
The critical ends to wh.ich Rousseau and Diderot deploy New World

women also differ greatly. While Diderot's contentions about sexuality, /
love) and women so etimes refl the conventional views of his time, \/
Rousseau more typically exhibits the norms 0 is age. Diderot rejects e
treatment of women as property in European societies, inwhich, he notes,
it is clearly men who wield not only the most social, but also sexual
power." In contrast, Rousseau asserts that women deploy moral love to
subjugate men. Diderot em hasizes e e ual dignity of the sexes in or-
der to counter the objecti cation of women; ousseau en orses the view '2
that women are naru.ra.llyinferior and, thus, properly constituted t~ ob~y
men." Although Diderot and Rousseau, then, portray sexual relations 10

European societies as inferior to those found in the New World, they
employ distinct moral vocabularies to explain such differences) and t~uS
differ widely in their analyses and conclusions. Rousseau deploys Amen~-
dians as instinctuall.y loving creatures who are not yet ruled by the arn-
ficiaJ sexual dominance of women, while Diderot chastises European
patriarchal attitudes by celebrating Tahitians' consciously formed and
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ali e that he believes, comes closer to affinn-. . d xual mar ry on ,
mamtame se: . 0' aU the contrast with Didcror's account of. 's hurnarury ver ,
mg w?m~n U7 Id' acieries is striking, for Rousseau 's naturalized

aliry 111 New nor S - aJ I Did ' Tahisexu.. d h' I.n btct engage in phySIC ove, J eror s -
Amerindians can 0 not >no ral aJ d ial - ._ th h d fonn and maintain mo v uc an SOC! msu-trans 011 the 0 . er an ) .'
tutions that accord with humans' sexual passion. .

. 11 al ss-culmral encounters that ew W rid travel Litera -The mte ecru era
h b t 111· Europe from the la te fifteenth century onwardture broug t a au .' f _

. ld bi ous legacy On the one hand, the nse 0 cornparauveyie an am 19u . . I' th
ial th d a growing interest in foreign pe p cs ror car own sak.eSOCl cory an· .

hid to create an awareness of the complexity f non- un pean $O(].
e~~~63On the other hand) the theme of the exotic n ble savage reo
mained strong throughout the eighteenth century, a the wnongs of
Lahontan and Rousseau make clear. Dider r, h wever, even whcn pb)',
ing the New World against Europe for his \ n political purposes, ac-
knowledges New World peoples as consciou , fully rational, and cuJlUr.d
beings. Also, as we have seen, Diderot satirizes his imagmanve reeon-

~

struction of Tahitian life. Such ironic moments indi ate Dideror' self.
awareness about the idealized represcntati n f Tahitian "'OCicry that he
employs in the course of his social cri ricism of Eur pean pra ti C.$ and
institutions." Most importantly, the substance of hi char.actcrizuion of
'primitive' life is almost always at odds with the mech~l1Ic;t] ;md n.lUra!is·
tic conception of New World peoples that one find rnO t olien In the
tradition of noble savagery_ Ultimately, iderot' vigor u >nti.impcrU!.
ism makes clear his ethical iJltercst in non-Eur pean pc pi r thar
own sake, and distinguishes him from tho c who, however lO:tdvcnt.nd).,
present a nearly animalistic characterization of e\ v,~rld peoples, OJ-
derot developed his multifaceted and ubversiv'e perspe uv·e i 'e\\ World
peoples for the Supplime"t at about the same time as Ius >no-lmpcmWt
comnbuttons to Abbe Raynal' Histo;re tla tim,>: r"dtJ'-,ndeed some:
passages in the latter are simply borrowed from the ormer. lkn";' tum-
:ng. to an examination of how Diderot's phil phi;t] >nthtopoloSY .00
OClaltheory shape his antt-unperia!ist p litical thought to the DC" emr-
t~,. I fint conclude with SOme further ob etvaD I'IS .bout the edllcal onJ
p lineal consequences of theorizing 'natural hum;uuty'

The Dehumanization of Natural Humanity

Diderot deployed the noble Sava e Strate
tatgne and Rousseau . . . " g gy 0 thmkel' u h Moo·
WOrld, but Ius chara

111
t CflttCJz'ng Europe through the Ie the • 'C"

< C enzatlon of e \ Idunderstanding of hum' , w r J'COI'I h3llcn c.J dlc
aruty at,d ItS relation hip t cullllrl: olfcn:d bv no-
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ble savag~ thinker~. Moreover, he went far beyond most noble savage
accounts 1I1 ~tten.din? to the predicament of New World peoples them-
selves, especially 10 light of European imperialism. While only strains of
this concern exist in Rousseau's thought, Diderot's writings resolutely
arrack the injustices committed against aboriginal peoples. Instead of fo-
cusing almost exclusively on the problems facing Europeans as the noble
savage theorists did, Diderot details and decries the plight of New World
peoples. Noble savage theorists occasionally criticized the corruption that
Europeans could bring to 'natural' and 'innocent' peoples. The dehu-
manization brought about by these thinkers' exotic characterizations of
Amerindians and others, however, undercut whatever possibilItIes eXIsted
in their thinking for cultivating a genuine cross-cultural sympathy WIth
liistoncally real, f1esh-and-blood abongl.l1als who at worst were being sys-
tematically enslaved or massacred. The problems that motivated noble
savage thinkers were almost always those of Europe-hence their need to
place foreign peoples at the level of an idealized, 'natural' standard in
order to decry European materialism, corruption, and injustice.
Rousseau and Diderot are among the eighteenth-centtuy thinkers who

developed a multidimensional social theory, one that approaches the
study of societies by recognizing the complex interdependence of struc-
tural and voluntary features of human life." The understanding of the
human subject that such an account presupposes is that humans are cul-
tural agents; that is, humans are partly shaped by and situated within
cultural contexts, yet are also able to consciously and freely transform
themselves and their surroundings. While Rousseau acknowledges this to ~
be true for humans at particular stages of development, Diderot theorizes
humans to be constitutively cultural agents. In their own ways, then,
Rousseau and, under Iris influence, Diderot theorize the manifold and
intricate relationships between our inherited institutions, practices, and
beliefs and our ability to scrutinize and reconfigure them. Rousseau in-
troduces the term "perfectibility" to philosophical discourse, arguing that
this is one of the defining characteristics of humanity, willie also formu-
lating a subtle and profound analysis of the ways in which humans are
psychologically moulded and constrained by technological and sociologi-
cal factors not of their own choosing. Dideror, too, recognizes liberty to
be a constitutively human trait, while also appreciating the costs and ben-
efits of physiological, historical, and even geographic determinants. For
Didcrot and Rousseau, humans' partial autonomy is a universal feature of
humanity in addition to being the ultimate source of particularity, of the
multiplicity of human life. Their social analyses point to the interlocking
web of voluntary and structural elements that comprise all societies. As
we have seen however Rousseau tends to praise Amerindians and Hot-
tentots for fa~tors bey~nd their control-such as the inborn stirrings of
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' h (and thus New World In 1\' ua as cu turaItualizes humans as sue. .
, tr st to Rousseau, While Rousseau usually uses Arnerin-agents In con a bi th

' 'ill t the concept of a universal human su Jea, c pure
dians to ustra e , is Did • th' k d

aI h of his earliest state of nature, It IS 1 eror S ic er an. narur umans . . .
I articularized understanding of Tahitians that paradoxical! pre:'

more p , ' ' , ,_" litical h; pares the way for a universal, inclusive ann-unpenanst pouts t cory,
lone that embraces both Europeans and non-Eur~peans. . .

Diderot's application of a multidimensional ial anaJy ~ ~ \vatd, SOCI-
eties such as Tahiti is linked to his moral re peer f r, and hIS irnpa ioned
anti-imperialist defence of, New World peoples, As we have seen, despite
Rousseau's potential for an anthropologically a ure understanding of
Amerindians, it is Diderot who attempts to understand ew \-\Torldin.
habitants as cultural beings, We saw earlier that the influential and arche-
typal noble savage theorist Lahontan had been a le to vour olonia!
policies that were explicitly destructive of Amerindian icti while also
lauding these societies' practices and beliefs because hi appre ianon of
Amerindians was ultimately very thin. Lahontan's account of the Huron.
for example, rested fundamentally upon a deell/wred description of their
life; in spite of his stated belief in their humanity and his arguments th.l
they possessed impressive cognitive powers) Lahonran effcctJ\·c1ydehu-
manized Amerindians in light of his often naturalisri representations of
them, which denied their status as cultural agents, I have argued that
Rousseau's political thought also manifests thi conne ti n between
deculturation and dehumanization. A$ the Discourse 011 111l1l'lR/iry dC1D~

/o~S~tes, Rousseau moves easily from discu ing the "savages" of the
on~I~a1 sta~e of nature to the "savage" of contemporary ew \\'or:ld
s,?cJetles. Gl:en that the (savage condition 1 amounts to what RoUSSC2iU

himself consId.ered to be a nearly animal existen c::, hi usc of the New
World travel literature to th ize rh li, conze e car iesr tate f nature results IDpreCIsely the same curio ul _
th us res t created by earher noble '-age. eoun :Ose celebrated as th j h
dri d ' e mOSI plrre y uman appear a inhuman UlSDOO-ven, an mecharucal animals, •
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CHAPTER TWO
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humans? far more than other animals, are dependent upon extragenetic
mecharusms-not merely environmental stimuli, put cultural signals that .,,/'
Pa.r?y.order ~d structure behaviour and expectations-because the ge-
neue information humans inherit is far more diffuse than the narrower
and more precisely ordered and effective genetic cues given to cognitively
simpler animals, Cultural norms and expectations, in other words, pro-
vide humans with information without which they could not function.
Evolutionary history in part explains our unique dependence upon cul-
tural knowledge and may well demonstrate the centrality of culture to
the human condition." A variety of philosophers in the eighteenth cen-
tury argued in a more speculative fashion that humans are unlike other
animals in that they rely upon far more than their basic instincts and
partly fashion the world themselves, thus living their lives according to
the conventional worlds of their own making (and remaking). Those who
defended the idea of human sociability as a constitutive element of hu-
manity believed that humans not only can but must live according to
more than their instincts, and the environmental stimuli that trigger them,
in order to function coherently.
Natural humans, humans stripped of their cultural attributes, would

thus be, as Clifford Geertz writes, "unworkable monstrosities with very
few useful instincts, fewer recognizable sentiments, and no intellect: men-
tal basket cases", far from the placid and well-ordered natural hurnans
described at length in the Discourse on Inequality.68 Like many contem-
porary scholars, Geertz mistakenly identifies the reductive concept of a
natural man with what he calls "the Enlightenment view of man"." As I
have argued (and will continue to argue with reference to the anti-impe-
rialist political philosophies of Diderot, Kant, and Herder), there are im-
portant strands of eighteenth-century social and political rhought that
take humans to be intrinsically cultural agents who partly transform, and
yet are always situated within, various contexts. Strikingly, anti-imperialist
political theories in the Enlightenment era were almost always informed
by such understandings of hurnaruty.
Rousseau, then, followed the tradition of noble savagery in denying a /

crucial and indispensable feature of human nature: cultural agency, an
element moreover that at certain moments in the Discourse on Inequal-
ity, he appears to deny 'to a whole set of peoples-the indigenous inhab-
itants of the New World. To be sure, given Rousseau's theorization of
perfectibility, he too believes that humans, in many respects, ~ake them-
selves. But in his conjectural history, Rousseau does not theonze human
beings om e 0" ie - lat 1S, y eiT very nature-as social and c~-
tur emgs. we ave seen, this as pro ound consequen,ces or. ~s
interpretation of New World peoples. Rousseau's need to provide empm-
cal examples for a supposedly hypothetical category transforms what
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.. . h d from nature: but art itself is natural to m3J\. H.cWe s eak of art as distinguis c , . I' d

P the artif er of his own frame, as well 3$ hIS fortune,."" tis in some measure e arti cc . If
d . d from the first age of his being, to invent and conrnve .. we arc
a:::~~reforc, Where the state of nature is to be found? we may answer, It IS

here: and it matters not whether we are understood to speak In me I land ~f
, B·· tI Cape of Good Hope or the Straits of Magellan WhIlethisGreat ntam, at le , .

active being is in the train of employing his talents, and of opcl.lrmg ~n me,
subjects around rum, all situations arc equally natural. ... But If nature IS on~
opposed to art, in what situation of the human rac~ are the f reps of an
unknown? In the condition of the savage, as well as In that of the: lOUD, arc
many proofs of human invention. 10

As we have seen Diderot theorizes along these lines that humans arc
intrinsically social and cultural beings and, accordingly, onccpnralizes
New World peoples as such. For the eighteenth-century thinkers who
explicitly or tacitly challenged the tradition of n ble savagery, a multi-
dimensional social theory-one that attends to the complex interplay be-
tween our Structural and voluntary characreri tics (which R U$SC'.)U un-
dertakes in IDSraclical analysis of European s ieties)-was rueial for an
understanding not only of 'civilized peoples', but a forti ri f any group
of human beings. Since Dideror understood n a-European peoples as
cultural beings, he therefore afforded them m re genuine respect as kll'
man beings, a regard borne Out most comprehensively in hi ann-impen-
alist contributions to the Histoire des deux Il1dCJ.

An understancling of New World (and other non-EutO!"'aIl) peopl ;os
sOCIaland eulnlral beings served as a key catalyst 0 the rise f anti.imp<-
nalist thought in the late eighteenth century. The e ti bein that cl;os.
SIC noble savage accounts presented were too unreal (in pan bc:all...\C th('\
wete presented as fully 'natural') to be considered as Oesh.and.bl hu·.
mans Wlth whom One co,lId symparruze and On behalf wb m one
would challenge European imperialism. Didcrot w powerfulh' mJlu.
enced by the soc'al d L" al ... . .

" 1 an po ltle entlClsm that Rou au' de" c nuu.
ral humOluty made possible, and he incorporated mu b u ","u'
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account of perfectibility and freedom into his increasingly humanistic po-
litical thought. But Diderot also chalJenged the view that humans were at
bottom asocial, and rejected the view that humanity couJd be best under-
stood by attempting to reveal a core, natural human that underlies the
various cultural layers of human life. For Diderot, human beings are fun-
damentally social and cultural beings, and he thus interpreted Tahitian
society in the Supplbnent as a set of constructed social nonns and institu-
tions that are amenable to conscious human transformation, rather than
portraying Tahitians as natural humans who live by the light of nature
alone. The moral and political significance of this is crucial, as an exam-
ination of Diderot's anti-imperialist writings in the following chapter will
show.

7



Three ------------
Diderot and the Evils of Empire:
The Histoire des deux Indes

, G ill Thomas Raynal the man celebrated thr ughour Eu-
ABBE u aume- , .. d' hI'

th th f H' toire plJilosoplJique et polmque es et« useme/ll1rope as e au or 0 'IS • I' I d I"
d des Euro'he'ens dans les deux Indes [PIJllosop'lea a" po Ill-et u commerce r ., J

cal historyof European settlements and commerce "'1 th~ two b,d".s , \\"'3.S an
iconoclastic Jesuit who edited and wrote parts of this extrao~di~a,ry ten-
volume work, a broad survey of global political and econo~,c tI from
the earliest Spanish conquests in the America to the col nial and corn-
mercial activities of, among others, the Danes, P rruguese, Dutch,
French, and English.' In addition to providing a synthetic history, the
Histoire also offered commentaries on European and non-European so-
cieties and launched numerous attacks on both the slave trade and im-
perialism. The intellectual genesis of the Histoire wa in many respects
analogous to the Enoyclopidie that Denis Diderot coedited with lean
d'Alcmberr, for it included contributions from many writers. nlike the
latter, however, all of the contributions to the Histoire were anonymous,
with Raynal alone listed as author of the entire text. With Rayna! l:lIting
the cover, his contributors were able to make heterodox argumen that
would likely have landed them in jail if their auth rship had been known.
Diderot, in particular, seemed to relish the opportunity to craft contro-
versial moral and political arguments without the threat of expulsion or a
rerum to Vrncennes, where he had been impris ned f r h3\'ing written

(

allegedly blasphemous material. Many of the radical c ntributi ns, and
Indeed mos~ of the anti-imperialist arguments, were written (as \\"C now
know) by D'derot in. the 1770s.' Predictably, the Histoirc was banned by
the parlemmt of Paris and all known copies were ordered t be burned.
That Edmund Burke knew of the Histoire and held it in b.igh esteem (he
called Raynal "one of the finest authors f the age") J and that signifi-
cantly, both Immanuel Kant and Johann Gottfried Herder seemed t

:~e ~:~ the Histoire as well and appropriated its attacks on the pracnces

\

Sur ris Donal }u~tlficatlons of European enlpirc.s
J

h uJd c mc as no
\l:> P e. Desp'te its renegade status Raynal's H' - f'"~ I ° , lStolre \" ne UI(most popu ar eIghteenth centn 'fi bOdd

through an astOnishin thiny' ry. Or.' en' public.a os. h3\'lJlg gone
The 1780 d" g editions lJl seventeen years.'

e Itlon of the Histoire was published as ten \ lum
ttX1
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and one volume of maps and tables. The "two Indies" in its title refer to
the East and West Indies, but this signifies almost everything east of Pet-
sia and south of Russia for the (East Indies' , and the entire Americas (not
only the Caribbean islands) for the 'West Indies', all in addition to what
was then known of Africa. Thus, the Histoire was no less than the history
of Europe's interactions with virtually the entire non-European globe
that had been traversed, and largely subjugated, by European explorers,
missionaries, traders, armies, and imperial administrators from 1492 on-
ward." Diderot's contributions to this ambitious work were significant, /
amounting to roughly 700 pages in the 1780 edition. His contributions
ranged in size from a single paragraph to essays of over thirty pages, and
comprised a broad array of subjects such as (to take a sample from hun-
dreds of topics) the history of taxation in Europe and its relationship to
modern commerce and society; the songs, dances, and other artistic prac-
tices and crafts of the indigenous peoples of Canada; the religious philos-
ophy of the Brahmins in India; and the social structure of the Inca civili-
zation. In contemporary terms, Diderot's contributions fall under a range
of subjects from cultural anthropology and social history to political the-
ory and economics. Linking them all is a provocative and subtle ethical
sensibiliry that contributes greatly to our understanding of modem politi-
cal thought.
I begin here with an overview of some of Diderot's key claims about

the nature of imperialism and his criticisms of the European imperial
enterprise, the presuppositions and further details of which will be elabo-
rated more comprehensively in the following sections. In Book IX of the
Histoire des deux Indes, Diderot writes,

National character is the result of a large number of causes, some constant and
some variable. This part of the history of a people is perhaps the most interest-
ing and least difficult to folJow. The constant causes are determined by the part
of the earth which they inhabit. The variable causes are recorded in their an-
nals and are evident from their effects. While these causes act in contradiction
to one another the nation is unconscious [of itself as a nation]. It only begins,
to have a character suitable to it at the moment when its speculative principles
accord with its physical situation. It is then that it makes great strides towards
the splendour, wealth and happi.ness which it can expect from the free use of its

local resources. (IX, 1)

National character a much discussed and highly contested term in eigh-
teenrh-ccntury political thought, is for Diderot a kind of political culture
that is best represented symbolically by a mask,. for it 1S simply a set of
societal tools that structures behaviour through mcenuves and norms to-
ward (ideally) ethical, peaceful, and productive ends. Diderot stresses tha,;
national character "almost never determines the actions of individuals.
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th th" k" f national character serves as a political culture thatRa er, e mas 0 . . .
more subtly shapes and influences moral and polin cal perceptions, prac-
tices, and institutions (IX, 1). The plurality of masks that we find among
all peoples and social institutions also indicates .3~lared, underlying fea-
ture of human life, the "general will of humanity for ~lOnns of respect
and reciprocity, which manifests itself diversely 3.ccording. to arn.c and
place. The problem with colonial empires, according t? Dideror, 15 that
"[t]he greater the distance from the capital [of the empire] the looser the
mask becomes. At the frontier it falls off. Going from one hcrni phere to
another, what does it become? Nothing." (IX, 1)
In the noble savage literature, as we saw in chapter 2, a deculrured

(and sometimes a desocialized) individual is a 'natural man', a being who
ought to be celebrated for his independence, physical prowess, and pure
uncorrupted instincts. Under the influence of such writings, in particular
those of Baron Lahontan, Rousseau often elaborates his contention about
humans in the earliest state of nature (despite his own claim that most
'primitive' peoples exist in a middle stage between the state of nature and
civilized society) by describing the supposed attributes of Amerindians
and other New World peoples. For Diderot, however the fig!Jre that
most embo ies an LJ,lllnaskedhl~~
of e social and cultura bon s that normally wo d have humanized
him and that might have moderated his outlook and behaviour the im-
perialist runs wil? in the New World, clamouring for profit, brutalizing
fellow human bemgs, and destroying foreign nations. Just as Lahontan's
Am~r~di~s are, from an. anthropological standpoint, amorphous and
un~fterentlated wholes, Dideror's colonizers are from an ethical stand-
pornr, virtually. indistinguishable. Still, the coloni~ers are human enough
to a~t voluntarily and so are morally culpable. Didcrot thus reserves much

tho
f
l?s m~st rhetorically powerful and harshest criticism in the Histoire for

err actions:

Beyond the Equator a man is neither English, Dutch French Spani h
Portugu H . > , > nor
try hi ~s.e. . e retains On1~ those principles and prejudices of his native coun-

I w JC justify 0.[ ~xcuse Ius conduct. He crawls when be is weak' he is violent
w len strong; he IS Ul a hurry t •. d '
Ie d hi . 0 enjoy, an capable of every crime which will

a rm most quickly to his goaJs He is a do '.
forest; the thirst of blood takes h Id F hi mesne tiger returning to the

o 0 um once mo This ! hEuropeans, every one of them . d' . tl re. s IS ow all the
the New World. There they ha' Ul IStInC

et
Y, have appeared in the countries of

. ve assume a common frenzy .... (IX, 1)
Dlderot discusses three ethical . .

ing of Book VIII of the Histo,·~ dPflldlClples of colonization at the open-
. , e es eux Indes Wh d.itory IS actually uninhabited (at d . . en a SCovered terri-

l not sunply Presumed to be 0), it can
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then be colonized legitimately. If the territory is only partly occupied
tJ:en unless ~e e~tire lan~ is necessary for the indigenous group's sur~
VIVal, the uninhabited portion can be justly settled. But in this situation
he warns, it is imperative that the newly settled conununity live alongside
its ~eighbours in a peaceable and nonthreatening fashion. Employing
agam the symbol of a once domestic tiger now in the wild, a beast wholJy
freed from its domesticating and humanizing social and cultural environ-
ments, Diderot argues that

[w]ith . reason, and ...vith no offence against the laws of humanity and jus-
ticc, that [indigenous} people could expel and kill me if I seized women, chil-
dren and property; if I infringed its civil liberty; if I restricted its religious opin-
ions; if I claimed to give it laws; if I wished to make it my slave. Then I would
be onJy one more wild animal in its vicinity, and no more pity would be due to
me than to a tiger. pUU, I)

Diderot astutely deploys the language of counteracting perceived futute
threats-a rationale that played a crucial role: in justifications of imperial
war and conquest-against the Europeans themselves by arguing that it
is aboriginals who can justly attack colonists who settle a partially inhab-
ited land in such a manner tint the indigenous community's future safety
and prosperity are in doubt. He stresses that not only actual injuries, but
the likelihood of future incursions into an indigenous group's lands or
potential disruptions of their ways of life legitimate aggressive responses.
"Every people", writes Diderot,

is justified in providing for its present and future safety.If I set up a stockade,
amass weapons, and put lip fortifications, a people's deputies would be wise if
they came and said to me: 'Are you our friend? Are you our enemy? If a friend,
what is the purpose of all these preparations for war? If an enemy, you will
understand why we destroy them.' And the nation will be sensible if it imme-
diately gets rid ofa well-founded fear. (XIII, 1)

FinalJy, in the case of a fuLly inhabited land, explorers should at most
trade peacefully and nonexploitativeJy with tile indigenous population,
who in addition are under no ethical obligation to engage in commerce,
especially in light of Europeans' proven tendency to be untrustworthy in
their commercial dealings with non-European societies." Along these
lines, presaging a similar argument by Kant (who was likely influenced by
this section of the Histoire), Diderot explains that "[rjhe Chinese may be
bad politicians when they shut us out of their empire, but they are not
unjust. Their country has sufficient population, an.dw~ are too dangerous
as guests." (XITI, 1) It is obvious, Diderot then implies, that Europeans
have failed to meet any of these principles. Accordingly, he ndicules the

__________ l4
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absurdity of the New World conquests in which Europeans claim lands to
be their rightful property not because they are uninhabited, but because
they are unoccupied by anyone from the Old World.
Diderot's understanding of European imperial activities as well as of

New World peoples led him to doubt whether peaceful and just rela-
tions between the Old World and the New could ever be established.
Diderot's attempt to imagine how a more noble and beneficial relation-
ship might have developed stresses the value of shared learning and
cross-cultural interaction. Dicicco! envisions a situation that might have
been, a meeting of the Old and New Worlds in which small numbers of
Europeans would settle amnng New World peoples and exchange both
commodities and ideas. In addition to such commercial and intellectual
exchange, through intermarriages, an entirely new people might have
been created who would represent the fruits of this peaceful interaction:
the European "men would have married the women of the country, and
the women the native men. Ties of blood, the strongest and most im-
mediate of bonds, would soon have formed a single family out of the
natives and the foreigners." (IX, 1) Dicicco! realized, of course, that the
chance for such learning to take place and for such communities to
form had long passed and would not likely be taken up in the future
given that Europeans in the New World and other non- European realms
continued to arrive with "the imperious commanding tone of masters
and conquerors" (IX, 1).
To appreciate further the nuances of Diderot's anti- imperialist political

thought, the central themes of his contributions to the Histoire that bear
upon his critical judgements of empire must be investigated. Accordingly,
1 first examine Digetot's flexible moral universalism that allows him both
to trumpet the freedom and gruty 0 ill iurnans and to consider a wide
array of cultural practices and institutions (of moeurs) in the non-Euro-
pean world as rational, defensible responses to local needs and concerns.
This will involve an analysis of his idea of a general will of humanity in
relation to his related arguments about human sociability, the partial in-
commensurability of diverse ways of life, and the ethical and psychologi-
cal dimensions of travel across borders and forms of hospitality abroad.
Then, Diderot's anti-imperialist arguments will be analyzed by focusing
upon arguments that European imperialism has been catastrophic for
non-European peoples; the special role that COmmerce and trading com-
parues occupy IJ1 rmperia] exploirs; the destabilizing effects of empire
up~n European c.o~ntries; and the idea that Europe itself is so degraded
ethically and polincally, and that its few genuine achievements are so
fragile, that It IS hardly a model of society thar should be exported by
force ro the non-European world.
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The General Will of Humanity, the Partial
Incommensurability of Moe'trs, and
the Ethics of Crossing Borders

For Diderot, the "general will of humanity", the most fundamental ethi-
cal attitude that humans generally hold in their relationsh.ips, derives its
need and efficacy in part from what he takes to be a universal and highly
potent SQUIee: the emotions of "indignation and resentment" that hu-
mans share not only among themselves but also with other animals and
that lie behind the vast array of practices) norms, and institutions that
invoke "social laws" and cany out "public retribution". Hence, the
"principles of the prescribed law" of civilized nations, the "social prac-
tices of savage and barbarous peoples" J and even "the tacit agreements
obtaining amongst the enemies of mankind" (the codes of honour and
respect that keep relations among pirates and brigands, for instance, rela-
tively stable and predictable, however arbitrarily violent their actions may
be toward the rest of humanity) are all social phenomena that attend to
our fundamental sense of injustice and our need as social beings to con-
struct norms of respect and -reciprocity that in content can vary widely over
various times and different places.' The universality of the general will of
humanity) the humanistic core of Diderot's moral thought, rests upon
the similar desires that all peoples have to create workable rules of con-
duct that allow particular ways of life to flourish without themselves cre-
ating harsh injustices and cruelties. The struggle that all societies face to
survive, adapt, and develop is the common feature among humans that
forms the basis of a cross-cultural moral understanding, one that Diderot
contends European imperialists routinely violate. This "similarity be-
tween the physical constitution of one man and another, a similarity
which entails that of the same needs, pleasures, pains, strength and weak-
ness") "the SOurceof the necessity of society) or of a common struggle"
(XIX, 14) underscores the physical vulnerabilities that draw humans to-
gether and that provide a common framework for the most basic ethical
precepts (which themselves may well differ over time and place). Yet,
morality as such does not flow from our physical natures unreflectively
and deterministically; to be sure, Diderot writes of an innate principle of
compassion (e.g., X, 5), but the general will of humanity, while it relates
to humans' physical similarities and vulnerabilities, is a feature of life that
humans recognize, discuss) and shape as they construct and alter their
social and political institutions.' For animals, as Diderot notes in the En-
cyclopedie article "Droit Nature!" ["Natural Right"], the general will
takes the form of a brute sense of injustice; for humans) it manifests itself

br
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_ th onscious development and transformation of social laws and prac-
in e c f 1-' hi I

i
rices over time. Diderot's account 0 mora I~ In .lS ater writings of the
1770s onward show the great extent to which he moved away from a
ri idly materialist ethics and embraced a humanistic morality that placed& .,
human freedom at Its core.
The general will of humanity is the core ethical disposition, then, that

animatessocial and political institutions, rather than 3 dcterruinativa set
of laws that is meant to produce the 311lC or similar social practices and
instimtions. As Diderot argues, "all m rality consists in the maintenance
of order. Its principles are steady and unif rm, but the application of
them variesat times according to the climate and to the local or political
situation of the people" (XIX, 14). As he onrends in "Droit Naturel",
humans' desire to be happy, their ability t reason, to communicate, to
transmittheir "feelings and thoughts" t each other, and their equal vul-
nerabilityin the face of natural calamities and the unjust "hazards" that
humans can inflict upon one another all point to 3 shared basis: "a gen-
eral and common interest", by which humans can legitimately seek to
prevent injustices and to protect basic freedoms. It is within the context
of these broader claims that Didcrot asserts "the general will never errs"I
a sentiment that Rousseau would later appr priate and transform in order
to theorize the general will of a self-governing community based upon

j collective sovereignty} rather than a more universal general will of hu-
manity."
Clearly, for such an account of universal morality (which all humans

are said to share simply in light of being human) to be plausible, soci-
abilitymust be taken as an elemental feature f the human condition. We
have seen already, in Dideror's presentation of Tahitian society in the
S"pplhnmt, which was composed at roughly the same time as his contri-
butions for the third edition of the Histoirc that the 'naturalness' of
Tahitian life turns out to be, in his view, the result of a relatively complex
set of social norms and institutions that were constru ted with specific
ethical and social purposes in mind. In the Histoirc, Diderot criticizes
what IS surely meant to be a description of Rousseau's state of nature:

From considering the few Wants that men have In proportion to the resources
natur~ affords them; the little assistance and happin they find in a civilized
~tate,in comparison to the pains and evil they arc exposed to in it; their desire of
md,ependcDceand liberty in common with all other hving beings; together with
van~us ~ther reasons deduced from the onsntun n of human nature; from
consideringaU of th . '. th ialesc circumstances, It has been doubted \\'hcthcr e SOCI
statewas as natural to humanity as it Ita been generally th ught. (XIX, 2)

Along these lines, Diderot continues orne have supposed that humans
were naturally isol zd d th ' byate an at the eventual creation of government
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the founders of political authority was partly a response to an artificially
created state of war. "Thus it is", he writes, again tacitly implicating
Rousseau, "that the first founders of nations are satirized, under the sup-
position of an ideal and chimerical savage state." (XIX, 2) Diderot chal-
lenges what he views as a fantastical understanding of human nature; as
he bluntly contends, "[m]en were never isolated in the manner here de-
scribed. They carried within them a seed of sociability which tended con-
tinually to be developed." (XIX, 2) The deep bonds and reciprocal at-
tachments between mothers and children that result from nurturing and
mutual care, the many signs of communication and rudimentary forms of
language, a variety of "natural events" that can "bring together and unite
free and wandering individuals") and the accidental causes that get hu-
mans to meet and eventually to seek sustenance together all demonstrate
that humans have a "natural tendency to sociability." (XIX, 2) Both set-
tled and nomadic tribes are examples, in his view, of the mutual associa-
tion that humans form for, at the very least, the purposes of survival.
While for rhetorical effect, Diderot occasionally describes "men without
society" as a foil to the socially complex, oppressive condition of civilized
societies (e.g., XVII, 4), his extensive discussions of New World peoples
and other nonsedentary peoples treat them explicitly as social beings with
consciously created and maintained norms, customs, and collective prac-
tices. In the language that I have been using to sununarize such claims,
tIie"i1, Diderot assumes that humans as such are cultural agents.

The social projects that exemplify the general will of humanity vary
widely, according to Diderot, and represent a range of responses to the
challenge of institutionalizing political rules and practices that foster the
norms of respect and reciprocity. Diderot states repeatedly that different
political institutions should be expected and may well be legitimate given
differences in population, the extent of territory, the impact of a variety of
local opinions, and external influences. For these reasons, it is simply not
the case, he argues, that only the character of rulers can legitimately ac-
count for a plurality of political laws and practices. Perhaps only in the
most absolutist and despotic governments, surmises Diderot, does the
character of the ruler truly wholly shape the polity. Thus, "It ]he SCienc~
of government does not contain abstract truths, or rather it does not rest
upon one single principle that extends to all branches of public adminis-
tration." (XIX, 2) The lack of a prederermined, universal theory of politi-
cal authority and the law makes a detailed knowledge of local circum-
stances a prerequisite for sound and just governance. "The state is a
complicated machine," he asserts, "which cannot be wOW1dup or set
into motion without a thorough knowledge of all of its components."
(XIX, 2) As we will see, it follows for Diderot that imperial rule over far-
flung territories is unlikely to yield just political institutions; foreigners
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will b unlikely to know the local circum tan cs better than indJg<nous

, Ie, th selves Moreover no universa.lly v.. hd, pn\ileged pohoaJpeop es emscrvcs , ,
ideology exists that could guide a would-be onque r und monl
knowledge is not the province of one ruler, o.ne n30 n, r one ononClU:;
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that even the same actions are treated Icgitimatcl 10 dl (In r "''a)' h 1$

everywhere known what is just and unju r," he , "but the Qmc

ideas are not universally attached to the me a non ~ (XIX. 2) In mb-
orating this claim, Dideror examines the dJ cnng nile n cnun 'ItJlUJ
behaviour and modesty in hot countries versus old JomatC$,11M: kJlhng
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Iroquois and Huron, Rather than treatin U h rcma.Jigble In a.ncc:s 0(
ethical diversity as fundamentally inc nsisrene r Orr.lllana.l, he eondud<s
that "[tjhe means that are the most pile In appca.nn e all lend
equally to the same end, the mainrenan c and p pen the bodI
politic." (XIX, 2)(None of dlis implies m raj rebo\ 01, r the gtnml

~
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cross-cultural norms of mutual respe t and indl\'du I ~ed 01; nlhcr,
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he detests ill the caste system of India, whi h he do ar length LD
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humans, as they so clearly and egregiously violate the most basic norms
of respect and reciprocity. Among them, as we will examine further in
this c~apter,. are those associated with imperialism and slavery, the latter
of which Diderot condemns at length in an influential section of the
Histoire ..Yet, in addition to such cross-cultural moral judgements, Di-
derot believes that a wide array of practices, institutions, and ways of life
(pastoralism, hunting and gathering), as well as peoples themselves, are
not condemnable in this manner, and in fact are, from a JuoraJ viewpoint,
incommensurable. That is, there are no cross-culturally valid, defensible
ways to ranK:order them defuUtlvely or to Judge them either as simply
superior or inferior. The pluralism that guides Diderot's survey of the
relationship between the European and non-European worlds in the His-
toire arises early, in a passage from Book I for instance, when he praises
the multiplicity of religious worship that Hinduism appears to accept.

Brahma delights in the distinct form of worship observed in different coun-
tries .... He is the intimate of the Muslim, and the friend of the Indian; the
companion of the Christian, and the confidant of the Jew. Those men whom
he has endowed with an elevated soul see nothing in the opposition of sects
and the diversity of religious worships, but one of the effects of the richness he
has displayed in the work of creation. (I, 8)

Accordingly, Diderot often attacks the lack of anything even resembling
such pluralism among European imperialists. In a contribution that de-
tails the earliest Spanish conquests of the Americas, after having discussed
the achievements of the "Tlascalans", an indigenous people of Mexico
who had formed a republic before being laid waste by the conquistadors,
Diderot concludes that the Spanish viewed even such complex and highly
structured societies contemptuously because of the "national prejudices"
that coloured their sentiments, judgements, and characters.

Su.ch were the people whom the Spaniards disdained to acknowledge to be of
the same species with themselves .... They fancied that these people had no
form of government because it was not vested in a single person; no civilization
[po/icel because it differed from that of Madrid; no virtu~s because they we~e
not of the same religious persuasion; and no understandmg because they did
not adopt the same opinions .... This national pride, carried t~ an excess ~f
infatuation beyond example, would have inclined them to consider Athens m
the same contempruous light as they did Tlascala. They would have tre.ated the
Chinese as brutes, and have everywhere left marks of outrage, oppression, and

devastation. (VI, 9)

As Didcror's many contributions to the Histoire make a~und~tly clear,
this is a judgement he makes not only with regard to the unpenal officers
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of the Castilian crown, but against the dogmatism that informed every
European nation engaged in conquest. ..".,
Part of the problem with such self-centred prejudices, In Dideror s

view, is that they are so often based upon a willful ignoran~e of non-
European societies. As he notes above, even other technologically com-
plex and highly stratified societies like China-tllat, on the surface at
least, resemble European countries-have been judged by European to
be patently inferior and backward. In a long section on China in the early
editions of the Histoire, the unattributed contributor defends hinese
mores, social practices, and political institutions as part of a broader cele-
bration of Chinese civilization. For the 1780 edition, Raynal inserted a
following section, written by Diderot, that aimed to summarize the criti-
cal arguments made against Chinese civilization by Eur pcan travellers
and philosophers. Part of the point of this section was to present a
broader range of views that readers could peruse in order to make a
better informed set of judgements about the nature of hinese society.
But even these two sections put together would not be sufficient for the
purposes of truly coming to terms with China. As Didcrot writes,

The several arguments of thc partisans and of the calumniators of hina art:

now submitted to thc judgement of our readers) to whom it is left: to decide:
for why should wc be so presumptuous as to attempt to dire t their judge-
ment? If we might be allowed to hazard an opinion, we should say that at.
though these two systems an: supported by respectable restim nics, nevcrthe-
~ess.these. authorities do not bear the marks of a great character thal would
~nspJ..re"faith. Perhaps, in order to decide this matter, we must wait until me
impartial and jud!cious men, who are well versed in Chinese writing and 10111-
guage, are pennitted to make a long residence at the Peking COurt to go
through all the pro . live i th '. . vmces, to rve 10 e country villages, and to COll\'C1'$C freely
WIththe Chinese of all ranks. (I, 21)

Given Europeans' li it d fI rru e sources 0 knowledge about hina and that
sue 1. SOurces were often based upon . f . fr b '
administrators in P I~;_· inrorrnanon am urcaucrats and
nI . e"lllg, Dideror concludes that at most one could make

o y very tentative and . - al j u.....
nese society Such l?~ovallslondJudgements about the nature of hi-

. a entre an modest intellectual r
course, was precisely the antithesis of th ". temperament, 0
believed was at work amo tl e hubnstlC mind- et that Didcror
th ng re most powerful Ei h die terms of contact with th E iropean \V 0 icrared
royal councils and directors o~ ~o~- ~ropean W r1d-fi:om members of
the ~hurch and its religious order: n es compames to the authorities or
Dlderot's attempts at erafti -I"

ropean peoples, however fo~g .r~anvthelybalanced account of non-Eu-
concerned to counter tl '. ere .0 er problem. He \Va e.«vociill)'

le VIeW-which he th h -,.-
oug t might be implied by
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his many sympathetic comments on hunting and gathering and on pas-
~ora1~d other .nomadic, less structurally complex societies-that the
sava~e w~y.of life was .superior. to the 'civilized' condition. In response
to this an~C1pated reaction to his writings, he contends not that we are
una~le to Judge aspects of foreign societies, but rather that there are such
a wide array of features in anyone society that it cannot be judged as a
whole to be definitively better or worse than any other.

It is not, however, that [ prefer a savage to a civilized state. This is a protest I
have made more than once. But the more I reflect upon this point, the more it
se~ms .to me that, from the rudest to the most civilized state of nature, evcty-
thing IS nearly compensated, virtues and vices, natural good and evil. In the
forest, as well as in [civilized. sedentary] society, the happiness of one individual
may be Jess or greater than that of another: but I imagine that nature has set
certain bounds to the felicity of every considerable portion of the human spe-
cies. beyond which we have nearly as much to lose as to gain. (VI, 23)

To assert that peoples themselves could be rank-ordered or that collective
ways of life that structure whole societies, such as pastoralism or hunting
and gathering, are fundamentally inferior or superior overlooks the fact
that peoples are inherently too diverse and complex to judge in such a
manner. Specific individuals could be happy or unhappy in a particular
society, and, as Diderot's analyses of many European and non- European
societies evince, particular institutions and practices in any society could
be ineffective in promoting social goals or might reasonably be judged as
manifestly unjust. However, whole peoples and the fundamental social
choice of how to seek subsistence, in his view, cannot be treated as mor-
ally commensurable. As Diderot implies earlier, it makes no sense to as-
sert baldly that pastoral societies are fundamentally inferior to agri-
culturalist societies or vice versa. Indeed, it would be absurd, he implies,
to make such judgements about nomadic versus agriculnlrally based sed-
entary societies given that their development derives not from a sup-
posedly objective rationality or reflection upon the abstract choice of how
to organize a society, but rather upon the contingencies of the local envi-
ronment. One "becomes either a shepherd or an agriculturalist, accord-
ing to the fertility or barrenness of the soil he inhabits" and, for either
collective way of life) a great deal of art and creativity will be involved in
fashioning and maintaining such an existence, given that "humans. are
endowed with a power of accom.modating" themselves "to the varIOUS
modes oflife thar prevail in every climate" (1,8). .
Since Diderot militates so often against European political and reli-

gious institutions and other pernicious sites of social powe~ ~d while he
also comments at times upon the harshness of a nomadic lifestyle, he
considers (most likely in order to respond to Rousseau's argument about
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the life "best for man") whether a middle ground between what was so
often described as the 'priInitive' and 'civilized' worlds would be the best
possible condition for humans. ~ we have s~en, Diderot himself occa-
sionally engages in a wistful revene about the life b~tween ~e excesses of
a corrupt and unjust civilized existence and the rustic ?"avads of the most
rudimentary societies that might have been created In the New World
had Europeans not arrived with the intention of destroying indigenous
societies and replicating their own, highly imperfect, institution abroad.
Diderot often characterizes history as an ultimately cyclical set of events
and revolutions, and thus he notes frequently in the Histoire and else-
where that the seemingly most stable and highly refined societies at some
point collapse and disintegrate (the fall of the Roman empire was one of
his favourite examples), just as simpler societies are by no means destined
to stay the same, but rather are sure to develop more complex and hier-
archica11ystructured social and political practices over time." In the final
analysis, while he appears to be attracted to it, he ultimately expresses
scepticism about the idea that a medium between these ways of life
should be a goal toward which all humans should work"

In all future ages, savages will advance by slow degrees coward the civilized
state, and civilized nations will return toward their primitive state' from which
the philosopher will conclude that there exists, in the interval between these
two states, a certain medium in which the happiness of the human pedes is
placed" But who can discover this medium, and even if it were found, what
authority would be capable of directing the steps of man toward it and to fix
them there? (IX,S) ,

This happy medium between the two-perhaps fleetingly captured on
occasion as,part .of the cyclical process of history that Diderot theorizes-c.
~annot be Idcn~fied with an~ pr~cision; nor could it be used as 3 model
or a stable society. It remains U1 his political thought ultimately as a
peSSUTIlstICreminder that aln all "" "
d th . tost existing societies are highly imperfect

an at any gains made by them fr gil .
will sec later in thi h are a e, an assurnpnon that, as we
that aims t 'civili us, c apter, undercuts much of the imperial ideology

. 0 ~I ze non-Europeans,

th;~i~;~~ss:~~:~~:ecient trading routes and imperial ties throughout
crossing of borders and tI the extent to which Diderot understood the

re U1teraCtlons of pe I ith disri " "moeurs, and political "Ill tin. ' op es \\'1 ISOnc[ histories,
s mons to be 0 '. hthan developments that we disti . c nnnu_Ulg p enornena, rather

re stmctrve to th dfact that such connectio b e rno em age; even SO the
ns ecame global fr th " '

ward, and the sheer scale of tr I' om e sixteenth century on-
D' ave 111 the mod . ,to ideror to create uni . , c.m imperial agel appeared

lines, he defines "ho . qal~e~onditlons abroad for voyagers.'! Along these:
Spit ity as "the ffs 'o pnng of natural commi erarion"
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and argues that it was practised universally in the ancient world, the ar-
duous ~d l~ss frequent travels in ancient times depended cnlCially upon
the hospitality of those in foreign lands. "It was" he writes "almost th
nlthinth

"e
o y g at attached nations to each other. It was the source of the
lon~~st lasting and the most respected friendship, contracted between
families who were separated by immense regions." (IX, 5) With increased
contact among peoples, such "instances of humanity" have decreased.
For Dicicco!,. it is not simply technological developments, such as the
compass and improved navigation, but the development of "social insti-
tutions", modem "commerce", and "the invention of signs to represent
wealth" that led travellers to create their habitation abroad on their own
terms, rather than relying upon the hospitality of indigenous hosts. He
argues that the interactions among diverse peoples in the modem world
are brought about by explorers, traders, missionaries, and other travellers,
who are often "industrious, rapacious" men and who form

settlements in all pans, where the traveller takes his place and commands and
where he disposes of all the conveniences of life as if he were at home. The
master, or the landlord, of the house, is neither his benefactor, his brother, nor
his friend; he is simply his upper servant. The gold that he spends at his house
entitles him to treat his host as he chooses; he cares about his host's money,

not his respect. (IX, 5)

The position of humility adopted by many ancient travellers has given
way, in his view, to those who arrive in foreign lands animated principally
by the spirit of conquest. The newly institutionalized forms of cross-
national commerce, such as the chartering of trading companies that act
as quasi-sovereign entities abroad, are among the eighteenth-century
travels that Diderot has in mind. The ancient ethic of hospitality, "that
sacred virtue", he suggests, has become obsolete with the advent of more
modem, and more aggressive, forms of travel 1 trade, and exchange."
Dideror's anti-imperialist arguments sometimes focus at length on pre-

cisely these violent, unchecked passions that are unleashed among cru-
sading voyagers given the peculiar social conditions in which they find
themselves, and that lead, in his view, to the modem erasure of ancient
norms of hospitality. Under global empires, the weakening of hospitality
arises not only from the technological means of European colonists and
merchants to create their own habitations abroad, but also from their
lack of a set of humanizing characteristics that Diderot views as essential
for basic human decency and that he sees at the heart of social life, both
European and non-European. Hence, in his efforts to crttrcize European
imperialism, he attempts to craft a moral and political psychology of the
imperial mind-set, one key feature of which details the disonentatlon that
occurs when those who cross borders are unmoored from the ethical
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frameworks-from the general will of humanity-that normally would
have grounded their perspectives. .'
For Diderot, understanding modern, global empires reqwres an anal-

ysis of the character of individuals who regularly cross borders and "are
fond of going from one country to another" (V, 9). To be ~ure, sheer
coercion and prejudice-as Diderot notes, a whole panoply of intolerable
social and political conditions, from oppressive governments and lack of
religious toleration to cruel systems of punishment-could drive people
from their lands (V, 19). For those who, in some sense, voluntarily go
halfway around the world, it is more difficult, in Diderot's view, to dis-
cern the motivating factors behind such decisions. Given his view that
people are inclined to be attached to their homela.nds or at least to mort
familiar lands because of a fondness for such societies, the ties of blood
and friendship, acquaintance with the local climate and languages, and
the variety of customary associations that we associate with places in
which we have lived and worked, he suspects that very powerful induce-
ments must exist to get people to leave their societies (V, 9). LS In part, he
asserts that states and the proxies of states, such as the Indies companies,
playa central role in stirring up interest in global commerce through
their efforts to recruit voyagers; as a result, "[i]t is imagined that fortune
is more easily acquired in distant regions than near our own home. n (V,
19) In addition to the political forces behind this phenomenon, he ac-
knowledges that enterprising individuals exist in every age be 3USC of a
natural en~rgy and curiosity, and that not only the thirst for gold, bur
also the thirst for knowledge may impel some to travel (V, 19). Overall,
then, Dlder~t. concJude~ that "tyranny, guilt, ambition, curiosity, a kind
of restless. SP1~t, the de.slre of acquiring knowledge, and of seeing things,
[and] tedium have dnven, and will continue to drive, a certain number
of humans to the farthest reaches of the earth (IX, 5).
. Whatever the reasons for their voyages, imperial voyagers and comrner-
CIal.traveller.s (who often, in Didcrct's view, lay the groundwork for im-
penal exploits) are potentially dangerous, for they uddenly find them-
selves outside the netw .k f . aI . .
tI

or 0 recrproc relationships and expectations
tat had once given th th ltural

d al
em e cu contexts for their actions beliefs
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partly by the bonds of reciprocity, but now run rampant in the subju-
gated lands of the non-European world. As we have seen in his discussion
of the changing norms of hospitality, crossing borders need not always
produce such destructive and violent results. Indeed, Diderot theorizes
that the ideal relations in the modern world among European and non-
European peoples would not have to be restricted simply to trade, but
could in theory also involve some forms of settlement in already settled
lands. Such settlement, however, would not involve colonization; rather,
Europeans should sertle in sertled areas of the non-European world only
with the permission of the host society and in the spirit of ancient hospi-
taliry thar has been so ofren abrogated by modem travellers. In a discus-
sion of bow the French should conduct themselves if they ever get to
reestablish regular contact with India, Diderot writes that all such settlers
should become "naturalized" into their host country (IV, 33). A wise
people, he ultimately recommends, will never encroach upon the liberty
or property of the host country or destroy their places of worship, but
will conform to their customs and laws. Diderot was under no illusions,
however, about the likelihood of such travel, and indeed many of his
contributions to the Histoire document in vivid detail how far from this
ideal Europeans have in fact conducted themselves abroad.

On the Cruelties Unleashed by Empire
in the Non-European World

One of the primary methods that Diderot uses to argue against European
imperialism is to detail what he considered to be the catastrophic effects
of empire upon non-European peoples, and to attempt to o~er e~plan~-
tions as to why Europeans engage routinely in such barbaric actions 111

the non-European world. In a typical passage, he summarizes the devas.-
ration of European imperial incursions abroad as the work of an evil
genius.
Settlements have been formed and subverted; ruins have been heaped on ruins;
countries that were well peopled have become deserted; ports that were full,of
buildings have been abandoned; vast tracts that had been ill cemented With
blood have separated, and have brought to view the bones of ~1Urderersand
tyrants confounded with each other. It seems as if from one region to another
prosperity has been pursued by an evil genius that speaks our [European] sev-
eral languages, and which diffuses the same disasters in all parts." (IV, 33)

The nineteen books of the Histoire describe and judge European contacts
J b dividin this history accordrng to the

with the non-European wor d y Vl g . id. I th . book Diderot consi ers
activities of each Imperial power. n e opening ,
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I ngth the British experience in India. He denounces the devastation
Ge th thi· .
brought upon India by conquest and trade, and ~otes at. s 1S parnc-
ularly tragic given what he deems from a prevIous analysis to be the
natural plenitude and gentle mores of the region. "The rage of conquest,
and what is no less destructive an evil, the greediness of traders," writes
Diderot, "have, in their roms, ravaged and oppressed the finest country
on the face of the globe." (I, 8) From a consideration of the indigenous
politics of India as the British began to make contact with Indian rulers,
he concludes that internally weak, and thus especially vulnerable, coun-
tries eventually fall prey to conquerors, but that this produces an even
worse barbarism. The clashing customs, manners, religions, and lan-
guages of conquering and conquered peoples, which have not coexisted
over a long period of time, produce a kind of chaos whose effects several
centuries cannot dispel (I, 8).
In a chapter entitled "Oppressions and cruelties exercised by the En-

glish in Bengal", Diderot focuses upon the 1769-70 Bengal famine and
attempts to determine whether the English can be held morally account-
able for 1t. After a grim description of the amount of misery and death
that the famine brought about, Diderot blames the EngLish for ignoring
the desperate needs of starving Bengalis after a drought led to poor har-
vests. Although noting that it is difficult to determine the merits of the
charge tint the monopoly of the British East India Company is to blame
" " h 'no one) e contends,

will undertake to defend them [the English] against the reproach of negligence
and ~sensibiJiry ".And in what crisis have they merited that reproach? In the
very instant of urne when the life or death of several million of their fellow
creatures was in their power. (III) 38)

While on the surface this appears to be a purely natural disaster Diderot
argues that It was the failure of the British to respond effectively to the
rrusenes of Indians during the drought that yielded the famin~ Mere
misfortune then w tI .. .. ' . ' as grea y compounded by what amounts to a form of
passive mjusnce, the failure to intervene or to an when one has the
power t~ stop or to prevent further disaster." As Diderot concludes "it is
selv to e doubted that, if instead of having solely a regard for them-
se ves, and remauung . I· .initiall k entire y 111 negligence of everything else they had

y ta en every precautio . thei 'complished the res . n In el.f power, then they might have ac-
th p ervanon of many lives that were lost" (1II 3 ) WhiI
ere was no revolt again th B'.. ., c

Indians would have b st e ritish, Dideror argues that the affected
cen justified i doipowerful plea about th . . n 0111g so and could have made a

vides a speech in the ;tr opp;es~on under the English. Hence, he pro-
many sympathetic rhetoUlS~ 0 a owntrodden Indian (onc of Dideror's

rrc atternprs to give oiee to oppressed inlperial
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subjects) in.which the English are described as onerous masters who seek
o~y to ennch themselves and who at times seem to deny even that In-
dians are "human creatures". As Dideror's Indian exhorts ,
Deprived of all authority, stripped of our property, weighed down by the terri-
ble hand of power, we can only lift our bands to you to implore your assistance.
You have heard our groans; you have seen famine making very quick advances
upon us; an~ then you. ~ttended to your own preservation. You hoarded up the
small quantity of provrstons that escaped the pestilence; you filled your gran-
aries with them, and distributed them among your soldiers. (TIl, 38)

All this compares unfavourably to what likely would have been the ac-
tions of the MughaJ sovereigns. Indians' former rulers, he suggests, were
more humane and less grasping; they would have sought assistance from
neighbouring realms and opened up their own coffers in the thnught that
by preserving their subjects they were enriching themselves. In contrast,
the English weigh down Inelians with tyranny and inclifference, offering
nothing to help Indians' preservation while taxing them, managing their
commerce, exporting their merchandise, and reaping benefits from their
industry and soil, which pours resources into English factories and her
other colonies. "All these things you regulate, and you carry on solely for
your own advantage. But what have you done for our preservation? What
steps have you taken to remove from us the scourge that threatened us?"
(III, 38) On the supposition that "every sentiment of humanity was ex-
tinguished in their [English] hearts", as a result of the corrupting influ-
ences of absolute, imperial rule upon the English themselves, Diderot
suggests that wrenching descriptions of the humanitarian catastrophes
created or deepened by the English are unlikely to have any effect upon
them. Only the comparison he made with India's former rulers, he con-
tends, could possibly sway the English, since it appeals to England's rep-
utation and national standing.
For celebrants of the English government and its relative moderation

at home, the daily abuses by it (and by its trading company proxy) and
"the entire loss of all principle", he notes, are especially curious and dis-
turbing. Diderot suggests that even countries that have achieved ~ less
despotic form of rule at home are virtually guaranteed to act despOTIcally
abroad when they amass far-flung imperial realms. The English might
have arrived in India as traders, he writes, but they are now absolute
rulers, and so it is nearly impossible for them not to do wro~g. He argues
alnng these lines that the great elistance of India from their country, the
different climate and its effects both upon ruler and ruled, and the ac-
companying unlikelihood of viewing Indians as fellow subjects, are
among the causes of English oppression abroad. Whatever the sanctity
and moderation of English jurisprudence at home, one could not rea-
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th Briti h East India Company to restrain itself according

sonably expect ens th h I
bl of the rule of law for as he argues, e \V 0 e

to even some sem ance '.' .
f

h any's activities in India was profit. Ultimately, the
purpose 0 t e comp . f 2 illi
English government gave the company "the desony" 0 1.. m .on peo-
ple" in order to increase Great Britain's revenue by 9 million livres per

annum" (Ill, 38)" " " "
In his reflections upon the earliest phases of the Sp~sh ~mplre, ?'-

derot acknowledges that there is a certain grandeur to U1lpen~ exploits,
though, in his view, they are outweighed by the sheer moral bli~~ness of
such enterprises. Hernan Cortes surely possessed great quabtI~s that
stand as shining examples of his distinctive character; yet, the entire en-
terprise in which he and his countrymen were coUective1y engag~d was at
bottom corrupt, and so his faults) in some sense, are those of his people.
&, Diderot concludes, "[tjhis Spaniard was despotic and cruel, and his
successes are tarnished by the injustice of his projects. He was an assassin
covered with innocent blood; but his vices were of the times, and of his
nation, and his virtues were his own" (VI, 12). Cortes's impressive per-
sonal qualities and skills were put to use, in Dideror's view, in a funda-
mentally unjust and necessarily violent cause. Founders are, in a sense,
imperious figures, but he argues that one should di tinguish imperial
founders, who aim to subjugate and rule a foreign people with whom
there are no or few preexisting bonds, with the "peaceable founder",
who is thoroughly acquainted with a country, its geography, tempera-
ment) and genuine needs, and accordingly takes the time to foster the
institutions and practices necessary to develop a stable, lasting, and JUSt
society (VI) 12). Thus, while what so many have viewed as the greatness
of. empire understandably inspires some admiration-arising, Diderot
~ntes, from the sheer atrociousness of such a project-the accompany-
mg ~orrors also lead one to "freeze wi th horror." (Vl, 24) Thus, in light
of his repeated expressions of astonishment and wonder at the extraordi-
nary military and political successes of the conqui tadors, Diderot notes
explicitly that his goal in writing the history of such exploits is bound
lip \VItiI a moral dury to highlight the evils perpetrated by his fellow
Europeans.

It ha.s not been my intention to be the celebrant of the conquerors of me other
~cmlsphere ".1 have not allowed my judgement to be so fur mi led by the bril-
liance of their successes as t b bli d thei "'. " 0 e 10 to err crimes and acts of inju rice. ~is
aim IS to wnte history d [L al ., an a most ways write it bathed in tears. I, I}

Given his objective not 1 d "pean d th ' on y to escribe the relations between the Euro-
an e non-European world b k

have so often k d th .' ut to rna e clear the inju rices that
mar e cse relations h hi d fBook VII to b ., e warns I. rea ers at the outset 0
e prepared for a litany of further atrocities, me of them
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to be committed yet again by the Spanish) but many more by the hands
of the other European imperial powers.

We are here going to display scenes that are still more terrible than those that
~ave so often made tIS shudder. They will be uninterruptedly repeated in those
unrnense regions that remain for us [in the Histoire] to go over. The sword will
never be blunted, and we will not see it stop until it meets with 110 more
victims to strike. (VII) 1)

By the end, once the spectacle of European empire has run its course
there will be no people left to oppress. The globe itself, he implies, places
a geographical limit to the wandering madness begun by the Spanish.
. ,?ne?f the great ironies) in Diderot's view, of modern European impe-
nalism IS that the conquests and injustices that once afflicted so many
European societies as a result of the barbarian invasions have simply been
repeated on a wider scale by those who were once subjugated peoples.
"The Spaniards)" whom he notes were "the descendents or slaves of the
Visigoths, like them, clivided among themselves the deserted lands and
the men who had escaped their swords. Most of these wretched victims
did not survive for long, doomed to a state of slavery worse than death."
(VIII, 32) In part, Diderot refers here to the slavery of the soul, to the
devastation of indigenous peoples) spirit to govern themselves effectively.
Those Peruvians) he notes, who have managed to escape death or the
brutal tyranny of the conquerors) have "fallen into the most degraded
and brutal state" (VII, 27). Their religion, which once elevated their
spirits, and the other institutions that formed the context for their
thoughts and actions, have been decimated. What results) suggests Di-
deror, is the "listless and universal indifference" to which "it is in the
power of ryranny to plunge humans." (VII, 27) In light of this, dispens-
ing liquor to such nations, usually for ill purposes to begin with, he
notes, has done as much harm to them as the use of arms; we must rank
this "among the number of calamities with which we have loaded the
other hemisphere." (VIII, 6) It is precisely because of the destruction of
Amerindian nations in Peru and elsewhere, and the resulting condition of
the "few mcn who remained there", that Spanish imperialists turned to-
ward another continent, in order to keep their fields and mines in opera-
tion. "[B]ut this mode ofsubsriturion," writes Dideror, "willc? ~a~ dic-
tated by tile refinement of European barbarity, was more preJ~diClal to
Africa than usefuJ to the country of the Incas." (XlI, 27) For Diderot, all
this suggests that the state itself is a monopoly of brute power that tends
to be exercised over ever more spheres of life. Empire only strengthens
this power and further creates such opportunities; it should come as no
surprise, then, that it would want monopolistic power e~'en over tile
trade of hu.man beings themselves. "The government, ever intent on lay-
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. . d irtues upon ind ustly and idleness, upon goodmg taxes upon Vices an virtues, . . . d th
d b d . cts upon the liberty of exerctsmg oppression, an e per-

an a prole , I f thi b
mission of being exempted from them, made a rnonopo y 0 s ase
traffic." (XII, 27) .
The causes of the ferocity of the Spanish conquest and the ~eason~why

Spain did not simply engage in a mutually dependent ~rade WIth an inde-
endent Mexico and Peru-ignonng, U1 this respect, the true principles
~fcommerce"-are manifold, according to Diderot, and they have much
to do with the curious nature of the imperial enterprise itself (VIII, 32).
The ease of their early victories over various Amerindian peoples, the
natural pride of conquerors, and in general their thirst for riches and the
spirit of religious fanaticism, set them on their path toward further impe-
rial activities. He also notes that fear and panic, in addition to the. dif-
ficulty of stopping the carnage once it began, enabled the brutality
brought about by conquest. Furthermore, the increasing power of pain
within Europe that its initial successes yielded provided a further impetus
for extending their empire. Finally, Diderot considers the po ibiliry that
"the sentiments of humanity grow weaker the more distant we are from
our native country", especially when humans become ferocious as a result
of being disconnected to any of the social, legal, and political contexts

~

that might otherwise have moderated their behaviour. In light of this, the
Spanish failed to recognize in Amerindians the cultural agency that de-
fines humanity itself, "the image of an organization similar to their own
(a similarity which is the foundation of all moral duties)", which he calls
elsewhere, as we have seen, the general will of humanity (VIll, 32). Di-
derot counsels against immediately granting Uberty to the parrish colo-
rues, on the ground that a hasty departure would leave newly indepen-
dent countnes barely able to function, given the extent of the panish
destruction of mdigenous societies. While liberation is a moral necessity
Spain has a responsibility, he argues, to renew its lands and peoples-no;
as an act of civilization, it should be noted but to avoid the further
oppression that would result if the Spanish simply left the Americas in its
destroyed condinon-after which somewhat regenerated societies could
then be run by truly free pe I P " f' .-. . op e. ostenty itsel , he Intones m an m\'<X'a-
non to Spanish rnonar h ill c' '. c S, \V not rorgrve them until they make produc-
nve the lands that they d d d. di '. estroye an return happiness and freedom to
m genous mhabltants On] ft ch .
tio he ! Ii .' .y a er su an effort of careful decolonize-
35~' e Imp res, WIll a revival of indigenous rule be meaningful (Vlll,

Given the development f Alii
Did . 0 can slavery to repopulate the Americas

1 eror worries that Africa . I b I

Asia and America have been mlg It .ecam; "the scene of our cruelties, as
lessons from the ho f and still are . (XI, 9) Rather than learn any

rrors 0 the earliest conquests of rhe Americas, the
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impe~al powers seem determined, he notes, to repeat their calamitous
practices :un<:>ngthe peoples of Africa. Yet again, Diderot believes, the
dehumanization of ever more non-Europeans creates ripe conditions fa
the most barbaric cruelties. r

Savage E~ope~s! You doubted at first whether the inhabitants oftbe regions
you had Just discovered were not animals which you might slay without re-
morse because they were black, and you were white .... In order to repeople
one part of the globe that you have laid waste, you corrupt and depopulate
another. (VIII, 22)

At first, he notes, Europeans viewed their slaves in the Americas and in
Africa as virtually animals, but then over time they could occasionally
accept them as potential fellow Christians, a fact that only "redoubles"
the horror of slavery since, having acknowledged them as human, they
continued to practise slaveholding.
Another form of self-serving blindness, in Diderot's view, which afflicts

Europeans and leads to enormous suffering i.n the non-European world,
concerns property. Diderot argues that Europeans .fail to recognize that
the right to property is universal. In a discussion about the origin of
property, he argues that in the first ages of the world, aU humans had a
common right to everything upon the earth. Unfortunately, he notes, this
is the understanding of property that Europeans have used in their deal-
ings with Amerindians. This is the only standard of "public right" with
regard to property that they appeal to during their imperial endeavours,
though in this case entirely erroneously. Such a standard, he contends,
can only be applied legitimately "to the primitive state of nature, which
the European nations considered America to be when it was first discov-
ered." (XIII, 13) Thus, the injustices commirted against Amerindians be-
gan with the mistaken notion that America constituted an open region,
free of legitimate property claims. The protection that property should
enjoy, Dideror contends, is no less valid when one enters a distant terri-
tory than it is in one's own land.

Isn't the nature of property the same everywhere; isn't it everywhere founded
upon possession acquired by labour, and upon a long and peaceable enjoy-
ment? Europeans, can you then inform us at what distance from your residence
the sacred title becomes abolished? Is it at the distance of a few steps, of one
league, or of ten leagues? You will answer in the negative, in which case it
cannot possibly be even at the distance of ten thousand leagues. Do you n.ot

I rhis i ginary right over a dis-perceive that while you arrogate to yourse ves s una
tant people, you confer it at the same time to those distant people over y~ur-
selves? ... You hold the system of Hobbes in abhorrence among your nel~h-
bouriog countries. and yet you practise at a distance this fatal system, which
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makes strength the supreme law. After having been thieves and assassins, noth-
ing remains to complete your character, but that you should become, as you
really are, a set of execrable sophists. (XlII, 13)

The only form of political rhetoric) or sophistry, in Dideror's view) that
European imperialists hold on to consists then of corrupted principles
and half-baked theories that are intended merely to provide an excuse for
the instigation and perpetuation of mass injustices, such as the expropria-
tion of Amerindians' lands. No genuine understanding of property rights,
he asserts, could legitimize such seizures of goods and lands, any more
than Amerindians could legitimately claim Spain on behalf of their kings.
At times Diderot steps back from such analyses of specific injustices,

such as slavery or violations of property tights, or of particular episodes in
the history of European empires, in order to assess the more general
pathologies of conquest. He regrets that

[hjistory entertains us with nothing but the accounts of conquerors who have
worked to extend their dominions at the expense of the lives and the happiness
of their subjects. but it does not set before our eyes the example of[even] one
sovereign who had thought of restraining their limits. (XHT. I)

The peculiarity of this, in his view, is that a thorough examination of the
effects of empire reveal that it is fatal to the construction of a healthy.
long-lasting polity. Is it at all proper, he thus asks, to found settlements at
so much expense and with so much labour in other hemispheres? A "vast

/ empire" and an immense population, he suggests] are "great evils" (XlII,
I). They both offer tile surface impression of greatness, but they cause far
more problems than are usually acknowledged. Very small states over
time tend to increase in size without violent conquest, Diderot suggests,
adding that very large states necessarily break down into smaller units.

(
The efficient and just rule of a body politic depends crucially, he implies,

upon a territory and population that are self-sustaining and that can be
effectively governed. There are, in this sense, natural limits to a healthy
political society, which the creation of empires violates with pernicious
results. Accordingly, he asks, "Is not this extension of empire contrary to

d>"nature?And must not everything that is contrary to nature have an en .
(XIII, 1) While the increase of European governments' power through
conquest might be destined to end, Diderot fears that it may be the fare
of states nevertheless to attempt vainly to govern vast realms. At such a
great distance, he argues) the effects of laws of the 'mother country' upon
imperial subjects can hardly be great, and their obedience will likely be
weak. Over time, he predicts, they will cease to be interested in the affaIrs
of the metropole. Moreover, drawing implicitly upon his wlderstanding
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of the general will of humanity, he argues that the absence of "witnesses
and judges of our actions necessarily induce[s] corruption in OUf man-
ners"; outside of the domestic context of social practices and institutions,
then, colonists subvert the very ideas of virtue and justice, even as they
are called upon to establish such foundations in order to build colonial
societies abroad. Hence, the directors sent to govern colonies, he charges,
are tyrants. The administrators and other officials who nm the imperial
enterprise lack the "spirit of patriotism", roaming as they do from one
possession to the next (XIII, 1). By "patriotism", Diderot implies that
they lack any attachment to a community of persons and to the rule of
law that binds a community, rather than to a dogmatic attachment to a
particular country and a corresponding hatred of foreigners. In this sense,
then, his use of the general will of humanity and the language of patrio-
tism mutually reinforce one another, tor Dlderot attackS a kind of profi.-
'teermg, destructive cosmopolitanism while also viewing a wide array of
CUltural ill erences across SOCietieS to be th~manifestation of a shared,
cosmopolitan commitment toihe norms mlrespect and reciprocity.)
Lncerot expresses astonishment throughout the Histoire ab~,{t the

sheer level of cruelty involved in the imperial enterprise. As he moves
from the activities of the Spanish and Portuguese in the non-European
world, and the widely discussed 'black death' that many of his contem-
poraries attached to Spanish rule abroad (but withheld from their own
governments), Diderot turns his attention to the English, French, Dutch,
and Danes. Will they be "less savage» in their activities in the non-Euro-
pean world than the Spanish and Portuguese who have been so roundly
condemned by the Europeans of his day? "Is it possible", he asks,

that civilized men, who have all lived in their country under forms of govern-
ment, if not wise, at least ancient, who have all been bred in places where they
were instructed with the lessons, and sometimes with the example, of virtue,
who were all brought up in the midst of polished cities, in which a rigid exer-
cise of justice must have accustomed them to respect their fellow-creatures; is it
possible that all such men, without exception, should pursue a line of conduct
equally contrary to the principles of humanity, to their interest, to their safety,
and to the first dawnings of reason; and that they should continue to become
more barbarous than the savage? (X, 1)

The rest of the Histoire, of course, is meant to show precisely that the
other European states who sought to become imperial powers proceeded
in the same destructive, inhumane manner. As Diderot notes, the coun-
tries from which imperialists come are by no means the model of wise
~ovenlment and virtue. Yet, one would expect some semblance, he be-
lieves, of moderation to have been inculcated in countries that at least on
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occasion practised the rule of law. That this was obviously not the case
led Diderot to determine how such seemingly 'civilized' persons could
unleash such furious horrors abroad.

This change of character in the European who leaves his country is a phenome-
non of so extraordinary a nature, the imagination is so deeply affected by it,
that while it attends [0 it with astonishment) reflection tortures itself in endeav-
ouring to find out the principle of it, whether it exists in human nature in
general, or in the peculiar character of the navigators, or in the circumstances
preceding or posterior to the event. (X, 1)

Diderot then answers at length that all three of these reasons appearto
be behind the inhumanity of Europeans' actions in the non-European
world. Humans who are free from '(the restraint of laws", he argues, tend
to be more "wicked", When they are "fur from the effects of publicre-
sentment ... no longer awed by the presence of their fellow citizens,or
restrained by shame and fear") a " pirit of depredation follows" that
manifests itself with horrible violence (X, J). This, he implies, results
from the aggression and violence at the heart of human behaviour that is
normally conditioned by domestic forms of habituation and restraint. In
addition, those who travel tend to be dissatisfied with their lot in life,or
they arc su.fficiently ambitious "to entertain a contempt for life, and to
expose themselves to infinite dangers" in the hope of gaining power and
riches. The expense of travel, the sufferings involved, and the need to
justify such costly voyages all contributed to the rapacious and greedy
attitude of voyagers. Hence, the pecific character of voyagers themselves
led in part to nearly ceaseless violence abroad. For them, the "New
World" was thus "a rich prey to be devoured" (X, 1). Finally, in the
ruling circles of Europe, divisions and competition among royal houses
exacerbated, in Dideror's opinion) the cruel ambitions of imperialists
abroad.
Moreover) there was little oversight of imperial administrators and

travellers by governing officials in the rncrropole, who were often indif-
ferent to what took place overseas (X, 1). In general, Diderot argues, the
vety idea of building empires is bound to be inconsistent with construct-
ing and maintaining peaceful) just societies.

Is it possible even in our days to rule nations that arc separated by immense.
seas from the mother country in the same manner as subjects who arc situated
immediately under the eye of the sovereign! Since distant POSts arc never solic-
ited and filled, unless by indigent) rapacious men, without talents or morals,
strangers to all sentiment of honour I and to every idea of equity, the refuse of
the higher ranks of the state, must we not consider the furore splendour of the
colonies as a chimerical notion; and will not the future happiness of these tc-

Ed
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gions be a phenomenon even more astonishing than their first devastation?

(X, 1)
Given the litany of bloodthirsty, greedy, and shortsighted European ac-
tions abroad that Diderot so often presents in the Histoire, he notes his
frustration at the unwillingness of those with any power in the capitals of
Europe to heed his warnings and to decolonize, even though it would
ultimately be not only in the interests of humanity, but also in their own
best interests. Given that the lot of both Europeans and non-Europeans
is never truly improved by any of the imperial activities overseas, then
breaking the chains that tie Europe to such colonies, in his view, is imper-
ative. Such advice, he realized, would continue to be ignored by those
who had much to profit in the short term from imperial aggression abroad.
"I am much afraid that my voice has only exclaimed, and will only ex-
claim, in the desert." (X, 1)

Trading Companies and Conquest: On Commerce
and Imperial Rule

For Diderot, the phenomenon of modern imperialism was increasingly a
commercial affair. While it was clear that religions conversion, European
geopolitics, and notions of improving or civilizing other peoples, among
others, all continued to play significant roles in the imperial enterprise,
Diderot understood that the growing importance of the European trad-
ing companies and of the profit-oriented, commercial side of empire de-
manded an analysis of the role of commerce in the global affairs of his
day." Hence, in a discussion of the importance of global conuncrce in
English society, Diderot jokes that

[tjhe passion for trade exerts such influence over you [the English] that even
your philosophers are governed by it. The celebrated Me. Boyle used to say
that it would be a commendable action to preach Christianity to rhc savages
because, were they to know only as much of it to convince them of their
obligation to wear clothes, it would prove of great service to English manufac-

turers. (X, 13)
While the eighteenth century is often interpreted as an age that cele-
brated commerce as a way of inducing peace and industry among other-
wise aggressive and warlike European states," Diderot's view of com-
merce was ambivalent. On the one hand, it could indeed bring about
relations among distant peoples and promote social ties and productive
industry (I, intro.; XlI, 24). On the other hand, it was the impems be-
hind so many of the cruel and destructive practices of the imperial
powers, who either misunderstood or chose to ignore the true benefits
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that a well-arranged globaJ commerce could ideally promote. The whole
range of Diderot's positive commentary upon commerce in the Histoire
makes clear that the beneficial aspects of commerce usually refer to com-
merce understood broadly as communication, interaction, and exchange
(not only of goods, but aJso of ideas). The English and French word
commerce can mask the ways in which this concept refers both to com-
munication or interaction and to economic barter, trade, and industry. In
ancient a .mcdieval writings, the Latin commercinm was similarly multi-
face 10 The idea that 'the Enlightenment' as such ultimately provided
the justifications for modem market-oriented commerce masks the rich
ambiguity of the concept of commerce that many of the most prominent
eighteenth-century thinkers self-consciously exploited as they sought to
analyze the emergence of global commerce in its multiple forms. Di-
derot's ambivalent understanding of commerce in the Histoire shapes his
discussion of the relationship between travel, trade, profit, and empire,
thereby providing another plank for his criticism of empire. His anti-
imperialist arguments along these lines focus on the violent, unchecked
passions unleashed among commercial voyagers and other imperialists
due to their "thirst for gold" (IX, I).
In a discussion about English traders in India, Didcrot argues that the

thirst for gold did not take hold at first, as the English usually formed
small trading settlements with the consent of local Indian governments.
The English numbers were small, and in this period, it seems, they often
respected the ancient norms of hospitality. Didcrot even goes on to state
that the earliest expeditions to the East Indies were "nothing more than
the enterprises of humane and fair traders" (Ill, 2). The escalation to-
ward the blood-soaked frenzy of tigers returning to the forest began very
shortly thereafter, and it was instigated, in his view, largely by the compe-
tition among European powers in the East Indies. The competition that
was sometimes said in eighteenth-century writings to yield "frugality,
economy) moderation, work, wisdom, tranquillity) order, and rule"
brought instead a fierce desire to build exclusive commercial ties to the
non-European world." "They thought that it was difficult to acquire
great riches without great injustice) and that, in order to surpass or even
eq~al the nations they had censured, they must pursue the same conduct.
ThIS was an error which led them into false measures." (III, 2) Such
ambitions released the English from the ties of social norms and instead
yielded the imperiaJ mind-set previously described, not only with its rank
mjusuces bu.t also, .as Diderot likes to point out, with a precarious hold
upon the gains achieved by such violence, fraud, and deceit. While pros-
perity ~ight come faster with injustice, he notes, the authority and the
possessions ~at follow from it are fragile precisely because of the means
used to acquire them. Thus) both Out of a concern for indigenous nations

...
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and for European nations' own welfare, Diderot asserts that he "can
never be convinced that it is a matter of indifference whether we make
our appearance before foreign nations in the character of infernal spirits,
or in that of celestial beings." (III, 2) Empire had become an increasingly
commercial a.ftair~u..ltimately, "the passion for trade" was the instigating
factor behind an increasing number of imperial ventures, and commerce
was the "sole object" of the many wars and violent conflicts among im-
perial powers (X, 13).
The false confidence in a nation's powers that global commerce en-

courages, in Diderot's view, induces political instability and violence, as
European states become increasingly hostile and arrogant toward one an-
other. The idiotic rivalry among European nations, as he describes it,
each of which appears to think that its prosperity somehow requires the
poverty and weakness of all the others, is sadly not lessened by the painful
experience of continual wars and animosities. Far from fostering the co-
operative bonds of mutual commerce and practising le doux commerce,
European nations at most pay lip service to the ideals of peace, while
acting in direct contradiction to them. "[W]e hear on every side," he
writes,

nations, especially commercial ones, crying out for peace, while they still con-
tinue to conduct themselves toward one another in a way that excludes them
from ever obtaini.ng that blessing. They will all aspire to happiness, and each of
them would enjoy it alone. They will all equally hold tyranny in contempt, and
they will all exercise it upon their neighbours. They will all consider the idea of
a universal monarchy as extravagant, and yet most of them will act as if they
had either attained it or were threatened by it. (XII, 14)

The battles and tensions over global trade and colonization exacerbate
the already fragile relationships among European states, then, which even
in the best of times could come apart easily because of the hazards intrin-
sic to international politics, with its lack of a common "tribunal" to
which all nations could submit. After reflecting upon the social, eco-
nomic, and political damage done to Enropean nations themselves by the
growth of commerce, Diderot concludes with a discussion about how
commerce and imperial pursuits have ultimately weakened and subverted
Dutch republicanism. This makes it more difficult, he regrets, for sup-
porters of republicanism outside of Holland to make their case) and so
the zeal for creating and maintaining empires abroad also weakens the
chances for democratization in Europe. Diderot darkly concludes that it
may be the case that "the destiny of every commercial nation [nation
c01nmerfatl-te] is to be rich, careless, corrupt, and dominated," (II, 27)
.. For Dideror, economic monopolies over trading routes abroad and po-
litica] monopolies over sovereignty within European societies went hand

R
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in hand. Absolute authority in one sphere merged easily with tyrannical
control in another. Indeed, the political character of his discussions of
commerce stems from this connection; his criticisms of the monopolies
of quasi-sovereign imperial companies are oft~nonly thinly veiled attacks
upon the corrupt and unjust political authority of European sovcreigns
who lord over both the unfortunate inhabitants of European societies
and the inhabitants of an increasing number of far-flung, non-European
societies. Dicicco! contends that monarchs) ministers of state, and corn-
mercia! chieftains, who already collectively exercise an overwhelming sov-
ereign power, now seek to enlarge this power, while disingenuously justi-
fying imperial strength abroad as a means to safeguard domestic security.
Addressing European sovereigns, Diderot argues that the jealous and
cruel ambition of European powers who seek to monopolize trading
privileges and imperial nile is the real

motive for which you take up arms, and massacre each other! It is to determine
which of you shall retain the exclusive privilege of tyranny, and the monopoly
of prosperity. I am aware that you colour this atrocious project with the pre-
tence of providing for your own security: but how can you be credited, when it
is evident that you set no bounds to your ambition; and that the more power-
ful you are, the more imperious you become? (V, 4)

Diderot's tone throughout the Histoire on such matters is pessimistic; he
continually describes European governments as largely unaccountable to
the interests of their subjects and increasingly corrupted by wealth. Com-
menting upon the lively debates in England about whether the East India
Company's charter would be renewed in 1780, he notes that everything
seems to suggest that a renewal would be enacted by Parliament, despite
the dreadful effects that such imperial and commercial power has had
upon both the English and the Indian nations. The commercial profits
that benefit the political class are large enough, he implies, to rule out
any possibility of reforming the East India Company; thus, "[gJovem-
ment, after having secured for itself the major part of the produce of
these conquests, will again deliver up these regions to the oppressive
yoke of monopoly." (III, 41)
In a 'speech' to the English that Diderot contributed to the Histoire,

he not only lists a variety of the injustices committed against Indians and
highlights the failed efforts of those who plead their case in England, but
also prophesies that the English will continue to oppress India and
should therefore expect to be avenged.

The horrid spectacle of so many immense regions pillaged. ravaged, or reduced
to the most cruel servitude will be displayed before us again. The earth now
covers the carcasses of three million humans who have perished through yOU!
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[British] fault or neglect [a reference primarily to the Indian famines in corn-

pany territories in the 17705, which Didcrot discussed earlier in detail): they
will cry out to Heaven and to the earth for vengeance, and will obtain it. (III,
41)

Dicicco! balances such appeals to the commercial, imperial classes-i-argu-
ing that based only on their self-interest, they should understand that
they will eventually come to their ruin since they will be forced at some
point to answer for their oppression-with the grim reality that, for now,
they have bought with gold the silence of legislators and the courts. Di-
derot's final rhetorical appeal, when he has outlined the depths of injus-
tice, is almost always to the selfishness of the powerful. However, in the
case of commercial zealots who build empires abroad for European states,
he knows that even this tactic may well be ineffectual, for global trade
does not depend necessarily upon protecting commercial gains in any
one region. Since new markets and new lands for pillage can always be
found, global economic arrangements give powerful interests no incen-
tive to cultivate anyone relationship. Accordingly, Diderot characterizes
the monopolists' "creed" as a paean to globalizing ventures that lack any
rootedness in particular communities:

Let my country perish, let the region 1 command also perish; perish the citizen
and the foreigner; perish my associates, provided that I can enrich myself with
his spoils. All parts of the universe are alike to me. When 1 have laid waste,
exhausted, and impoverished one country, 1 shall always find another, to which
I can carty my gold.... (UI, 41)

Diderot argues further that the metropole has little concern even for
the European inhabitants of its colonies, and that their great distance
from the halls of power, both imperial and commercial, mirrors the plight
of tural inhabitants within European countries, who remaiu largely ig-
nored, he notes, by those in cities (XIII, 41). Addressing colonists, he
argues that they should "implore the assistance of the mother-country to
which you are subject, and if you should experience a denial, break off
your connections with it. It is too much to be obliged to support at once
misery, indifference, and slavery." (XIII, 41) The absurdity of the situa-
tion, in Diderot's view, is that the most profitable colonies receive the
fewest liberties and are often the most oppressed, for their masters are
"commercial states" that accordingly rule in light of the most cruel spirit
of administration; in large part, he contends, it is pure profit of the most
short-sighted kind that drives them to heavy-handed rule (XIII, 41). Col-
onies that become independent, with their mixed populations of indige-
nous inhabitants, slaves (whom Diderot hoped would be freed or who
would more likely free themselves by violence), and the descendants of

7
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Europeans may well be the hope of the future, he suggests, if they can
learn the proper lessons from Europe's disastrous commercial and impe-
rial exploits. Thus, in an invocation to the people of NOM America,

Dideror declares,
[L]et the example of all the nations which have preceded you, and especially
that of the mother-country, serve as a lesson to you. Dread the influence of
gold, which, with luxury, introduces corruption of manners and contempt of
the laws. Dread too an unequal distribution of wealth, which yields a small
number of rich citizens, and a multitude of citizens plunged in misery ..
Keep yourselves free from the spirit of conquest. The tranquillity of an empire
diminishes in proportion to its extent. (XVUI, 52)

The eventual independence of colonies, however, was not a solution to
the problems associated with global commerce, as Diderot well under-
stood. The manner in which global commerce itself should be reformed
after having been steeped in blood, tyranny, and corruption from the
discovery of the New World onward was, in some respects, an open ques-
tion for him, for he never presents a systematic response to this issue In
the Histoire. Still, he believed that a reform both of European states (to
break their absolute sovereignty, and to make them more accountable to
their subjects) and of the international order (to create a meaningful tri-
bunal that would oversee the increasingly complex political and commer-
cial disputes among nations) would be necessary first steps. He was, how-
ever, under no illusions about the likelihood of such developments. His
pessimism about domestic political reform followed from his belief that
the citizens of European states were pacified by the influx of commercial
goods and were increasingly unaware, or tolerant, of the most egregious
social and political injustices both at home and abroad. Europeans have
become reconciled, he writes, to a "regular and constant system of op-
pression", and social and political debate has been reduced ultimately to
what amounts to "the various ranks of sLaves assassinating each other
with their chains, for the amusement of their masters." (VI, 1) Yet Di-
derot also affirms that the spirit of barter and exchange is not fundamen
tally inconsistent with peace and tranquillity. In the future, he hopes,
governmental sanctions will apply across borders "to the private engage-
ments between subjects of different nations and ... those bankruptcies)
the effects of which are felt at immense distances will become concerns,
of government." Although Diderot refers here primarily to commercial
bankruptcies, their attendant moral bankruptcies, as we have seen, are
also among the effects of a global commercial order; these, too, could
perhaps be regulated by a set of transnational practices and institutions.
The one certainty for Diderot is that global commerce has become the
key framework within which international politics is practised; thus, "the
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annals of nations must hereafter be written by commercial philosophers,
as they were formerly by historical orators." (VI, 1)
Even without thoroughgoing institutional reforms, however, Diderot

believes that it could be beneficial simply to transform the way most
people conceptualized commerce both as a practice and as an ideal. In a
discussion of what the French could hypothetically achieve in their trade
with the East Indies, in the unlikely event that they recover the influence
they once had there, Diderot explores at some length what nonexploita-
rive commercial relations might look like not only in India) but in general
(IV, 33). Diderot describes a relationship in which Europeans might form
trading posts, but would do no more politically than to serve as the medi-
ators of local disputes, in contrast to the Indies companies that served as
the auxiliaries of some local political powers in their (sometimes manu-
facrured) disputes with others. No trading posts should be fortified, local
customs and religions should be respected, and the very idea of conquest
should be banished from the minds of those who voyage to the Indies.
As Didcrot notes, "[r]o conquer) or to plunder with violence, is the same
thing." An extensive and flourishing trade would no doubt involve com-
petition with other European powers) but this could occur lawfully if the
nature of exchange and trade was itself moderate and just, characterized
by a "faithful observance of engagements" with indigenous peoples and
other European nations and contentment "with a moderate profit"." Set-
tlers must become "naturalized" into their host country, in order to avoid
becoming the 'tigers' free of any national character who cross borders
with no ambition but wealth and destruction. It is thus absolutely crucial
"to keep good terms with the indigenous inhabitants [les indigenes]" (IV,
33). In a final appeal to humanitarian norms, he writes, "Let us, there-
fore} no longer be imposters on our first appearance; servile, when we are
received; insolent, when we think ourselves strong; and cruel, when we
have become all powerful." (IV, 33)
From Didcrot's perspective, however, non-European nations should

not wait for the unlikely possibility that European states and their com-
mercial proxies will reform themselves. The only examples of successful
resistance to the most corrupting and unjust forms of commerce, in his
view, are those of 110n-European nations that were strong enough to
curtail interactions with untrustworthy European merchants and potential
imperialists; as diplomatically harmful as this can be, he notes that it is a
defensible and sensible strategy, one consistent with the norms of hospi-
tality, as Kant also would later argue as part of his theory of cosmopolitan
right. Upon entering an inhabited country, Diderot contends) what is
due to one as a matter of justice and hospitality from the indigenous
society is limited. The host country can justifiably curtail visitors' at-
tempts to promote commerce and communication if it concludes that a
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peaceful and moderate comm~r.ce is unlikely to result. Writing from the
point of view of a European VIsitor, he wntes that

if I am granted sanctuary, fire, water, bread and salt, then all obLigations to-
wards me will have been fulfilled. If I demand more, I become a thief and a
murderer. Let us suppose that I have been accepted. I have become acquainted
with the country's laws and moenrs. They suit me. I want to settle there. If I am
allowed to do so, it is a favour done to me, and a refusal cannot offend me. The
Chinese may be bad politicians when they shut us out of their empire, but they
are not unjust. Their country has sufficient population, and we [Europeans] are

roo dangerous as guests." (XIII, 1)

Most societies, however, were either decimated or weakened by their
encounters with Europe or had already been conquered; shutting down
commerce with European states was a strategy that few non-European
realms could attempt. Moreover) as Diderot was well aware, less techno-
logically complex nomadic societies) such as hunters and herders) were
particularly vulnerable to the juggernaut of commerce and empire, and
obviously lacked the military and political power that a nation like China
could deploy. In light of this, he writes that tragically "one cannot help
imagining that before three centuries have passed they ['primitive)-i,e.)
nomadic peoples] will have disappeared from the earth." (XV,4)

The Disastrous Effects of Empire upon Europeans

It is only on rare occasions, according to Dideror, that conquest pro-
duces genuine benefits for imperial powers themselves. In what he de-
scribes as one of the great ironies of modern European history) various
forms of oppression within Europe, including slavery and harsh feudal
laws) were eased somewhat at the beginning of the crusades. The vassals
of feudal lands were "almost reinstated ... in the order of human be-
ings" by being sold property by the lords to fund conquests abroad. N, a
result, a minimal right to property and some rudimentary forms of inde-
pendence hecame instituted. Thus, "the first dawnings of liberty in Eu-
rope were, however unexpectedly, owed to the crusades; and the rage of

~ conquest for once contributed to the happiness of mankind." (I, 13)

l
Much more often) however) the imperial enterprise further strengthens

-./ governmental power, which already tends toward a dangerous expansion
of authority (IX, 30). The character of imperial governance is such that
the great distance of colonies from the metropole increases the already
complex array of matters that governments must take account of) in light
of which state power assumes further roles-with yet further oppOrtll-
runes for injustice. As a consequence, Diderot argues, empires lead in-
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variably to abuses at home and abroad (VIII, 23). Along these lines, he
presents the administration of the Caribbean colonies as a typical case,
for it seems inevitable that they will continue to be administered in a
harsh and absolute fashion. Their colonial administrators are either cor-
rupt to begin with or they are made so by being given absolute power.
Hence, in overseeing a system of laws that arc, by their nature, not at-
tuned to the interests and needs of its subjects, and given that they are
rarely given the time to understand any of the local features of their
constituency before they return home, disaster tends to follow both for
them and for their colonial subjects (XIII, 56).
As we have seen, Diderot concludes that even the descendants of Eu-

ropeans in colonies are poorly treated by imperial administrators who
simply institute programs that are set in the metropole. Much of his criti-
cisms of this kind stem from the view that the sovereigns in Europe are
motivated primarily by a spirit of jealousy of other sovereigns' imperial
power. Thus, they would be less affected if their colonies were destroyed
by the sea, Diderot suggests, than if they were taken over by a rival
power (XIII, 41). Now that new communities have been created by the
cohabitation and mixing of various peoples, through settlement, slavery,
and the remnants of indigenous populations, remarkable new societies
might prosper in the future, in a manner that might even eschew the
injustices of past imperial practices. But for this to occur, the masters of
such societies could no longer be monarchs and royal councils thousands
of miles away in Europe (XI, 31). At the moment, he notes, the descen-
dants of Europeans in the Caribbean, for instance, have had their charac-
ters thoroughly corrupted by carrying out the most brutal functions of
imperial rule, such as slaveholding (XI, 31).

The lack of judgement exercised by the most powerful classes in Eu-
rope disturbs Diderot, for a clear-headed assessment of imperial politics
would reveal that the possession of colonies creates far greater problems
for European countries than what are seen to be the impressive gains in
riches and power, which only continue to dupe governments into ex-
panding their imperial exploits. In a discussion about whether the acqui-
sition of Canada has been advantageous or harmful to England, he ar-
gues that it is forgotten "that every domain, separated from a state by a
vast distance, is precarious, expensive, ill-defended, and ill-governed"
(XVI, 23). The politically powerful routinely fail to think about the long-
term economic, political, and moral costs of empire in part because of the
obsession for national glory that imperial enterprises stoke in the capitals
of Europe. Hence, since they never consider "whether a miserable little
island will not occasion cares and expenses that cannot be compensated
by any advantage, they will suffer themselves to be dazzled with the friv-
olous glory of having added it to the national dominion." (XVI, 23)
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These and many other lessons and dangers are lost upon those who are
consumed by "the rage of extending their dominions". The dangers of
an ever increasing state power in European countries, which already sup-
ported a framework of customs, practices, and institutions that weighed
down most of its subjects, should be even more obvious in an age of
empire, when the brute force of state administration covers extensive ter-
ritories across the globe. Such developments further oppress European
subjects, and Diderot concludes bleakly in a notable passage that the very
idea of settled communities with fixed magistrates and a codified rule of
law indeed with all of the hallmarks of what are considered to be 'civili-,
zation", appear only to promote the interests of an increasingly haughty
and aggressive elite.

Such are the effects of national jealousies, and of the rapaciousness of govern-
ment, to which men, as well as their property, become prey. What our enemies
lose is reckoned an advantage, what they gain is looked upon as a loss. When a
town cannot be taken, it is starved; when it cannot be kept, it is burnt to ashes,
or its foundations are razed.. . A despotic government separates its enemies
from its slaves by immense deserts to prevent revolts within one, and emigra-
tion from another. In such a manner has Spain chosen to make a wilderness of
her own country and a grave of America, rather than divide its riches with any
of the other European nations. The Dutch have been guilty of every public and
private crime to deprive other commercial nations of the spice trade. They have
frequently thrown whole cargoes into the sea rather than sell them at a low
pnce .... England destroyed the neutral French inhabitants of Acadia to pre-
vent them from returning to France. Can it be said after this that civilization
[la police] and society were made for the happiness of mankind? Yes, for the
powerful man; yes, for the evil man. (XVlI, 16)

When Diderot wrote his contributions to the Histoire in the 1770s, France
had lost most of its colonial possessions as a result of the Seven Years'
War, and was reduced largely to its Caribbean pla.ntations. Yet, his anti-
imperialism by no means assumed the historical demise of the imperial
project, for he clearly believed that while the balance of imperial power
might shift among European states, imperial rule itself appeared to be
firmly entrenched, largely because it served a variety of governmental,
c~mmercial, and clerical interests. Ultimately, however) empire carne at a
high cost not only to subjugated non-Europeans, but to Europeans as
well, whose prospects for peace) economic stability) and freedom were
under even greater threat, he maintained than before the advent of mod-
ern imperialism. )

'Yh~le Diderot's concerns about the impact of empire upon European
SOCI~tl~S, and in particular upon European governments) fostered a deep
pessmusm about the nature of political rule itself, he also writes in the

---
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Histoire of some positive lessons about politics that might be gleaned
from the experience of imperialism. In a more hopeful vein, he writes
that "[11]0 society was ever founded on injustice", that is, as a matter of
principle (XVIII, 1). Such a polity would either be destroyed by what
would naturally be its many enemies or by its own immorality. A society
that is virtuous, in contrast) would do no injury to anyone, and it would
be founded upon an impartial equity, stable laws, and an exercise of polit-
ical power that would protect every group and all ranks. For such a peace-
ful and productive society, neighbours would rush to its defence. The
unreal quality of such a polity, as far removed from reality as a society
founded thoroughly upon injustice, should hence be considered as a kind
of "imaginary excellence in politics." (XVIII, 1) Politics, then, is inevita-
bly imperfect, for it never truly occupies either of these extreme or ideal-
ized images; nonetheless, some societies may well be c.Ioser to one end of
the spectrum than another. "These two sorts of government", Diderot
explains, «are equally unknown in the annals of the world, which presents
us with nothing but imperfect sketches more or less resembling the atro-
cious sublimity or the affecting beauty of one or the other of these great
portraits." (XVIII, 1) While numerous factors influence where along this
idealized spectrum anyone society sits, the possession of imperial realms
is a feature that virtually guarantees, according to Diderot, a condition of
injustice for the society in question. Often the nations that are the most
astonishing in their achievements-not simply within what could plausi-
bly be described as their realm, but also (in light of conquest and the
builcling of empires) in "the theatre of the world, [and thus] impelled by
destructive ambition"-display "a greater resemblance to the former [so-
cieties founded upon injustice]." The nations, in contrast, that fail to
achieve such grand proportions and spectacles are nevertheless, precisely
because of their more modest goals and the vast injustices they have
forsaken in concentrating upon local matters of social import, more likely
to achieve at least some modicum of political justice. "Others, more wise
in their constitution, simpler in their manners, more limited in their
views, a.nd enveloped, ifwe may lise the expression, with a kind of secret
happiness") Diderot explains, "seem to be more conformable to the sec-
ond [to the societies founded upon justice]." (XVIII, 1) Still, while his-
torical experience, in Diderot's opinion, demonstrates that the metro-
politan societies of imperial powers corrode and move closer to pure
conditions of injustice as a result of empire, ruling elites are unlikely to be
swayed from conquest in light of this, since they are motivated primarily
by the sheer possession of power.
The most powerful nations, Diderot suggests) are often insignificant in

their origins. In a chapter on the early history of Denmark, which de-
scribes the variety of forest-dwelling peoples who eventually plundered
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the Gauls in the quest of glory and a milder climate, he argues that such
conquest is the single most important factor in determining the sheer
power of states. "It would be difficult to produce one single instance of a
nation since the creation of the world", he notes, "that has either ex-
tended or enriched itself during a long interval of tranquillity, by the
progress of industry alone, or by the mere resources of its population."
(V, intro.) Because the brute force that a state, or a state in league with
other religious and feudal institutions, can marshal over its Own subjects
and against other states appears to be the paramount goal of sovereigns,
states engage in imperial exploits whenever the best opportunities of this
kind arise. Given that arguments premised upon the welfare of Europeans
would fail to stir the interests of the governing elites who sought, in
Diderot's view, to solidify and expand their power) he turns not infre-
quently to arguments about the destruction and death that will inevitably
befall European imperialists themselves. "Nations that are subdued long
for a deliverer; nations that arc oppressed, for an avenger; and they will
soon find one", he warns (IV, 33). The prospect of Europeans-not only
lowly soldiers and colonists, but a number of the most powerful among
them-being massacred, he hopes, might help to establish, from selfish
motives) the view that fostering a good character and reputation abroad

(

best secures European interests. Both in his discussions of slavery and
imperialism, Diderot turns to the violence that will overcome Europeans
if they persist in their colonial efforts.

Diderot makes an appeal to European sovereigns to abolish slavery,
only to chastise himself: "But what am I saying? Let the ineffectual calls
of humanity be no longer pleaded with the people and their masters:
perhaps, they have never been attended to in any public transactions."
(XI, 22) Accordingly,he switches rhetorical tactics, aiming instead at Eu-
ropeans' self-interest. In part, Diderot believes that arguments about the
perils that empire create within European societies, let alone humani-
tarian arguments, are most Likelyineffective because of the arrogance and
cruelty of absolute monarchs and their corrupt courts. Moreover, the in-

Y" creasing imponance of lux oods that imperial activ~ave
[fa mishes so dama es he notes, the a Wry 0 me eo Ie to em a-

wi the pIll!!.!.of oppressed non- uropeans. he evisceration of
htUnan sympatliy inherent in the erne;:gm-g com-;;"ercial practices of his
day affects consumers, then, and not only, as one would expect, the man-
ufacturers, traders) agriculturalists, and other producers and middlemen

\

of the imperial economy. T.he zeal for profiteering abroad is matched by
the consumpnon of steadily multiplying goods at home, most of which
serves little socialpurpose, as Diderot notes often, and only fuels further
corrupt and rapacious activities in the metropole and in the colonies.
Thus, he finds that the kind of rhetorical tactics employed by his fellow

--
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philosophes to rally readers to the cause of African slaves, for instance, .,/
would likely fail. The intermingling of cruelty and imperial commerce
depicted in Voltaire's Candide-recall Candide's encounrer with a dying
fugitive slave, bleeding heavily and with of his two limbs hacked off in
punishment for having escaped from a local plantation, who tells him
that "this is the price of the sugar you eat in Europe"-may well make
for a powerful image. In Diderot's judgement, however, the goods brought
to Europe from the non-European world generally~-
th tic res onse to suffenng d13t such stones ffil ht oth se st ke.

Before descri ing e traclition efences of slavery an repudiating
each one, Diderot notes that arguments alone will fail to end the slave
trade. In an age, he contends, in which human equality is constantly
affirmed, Europeans appear nevertheless only to take pity and to become
outraged at the treatment of fellow Europeans-for instance, those who
have been taken captive in the notorious raids off the coast of Barbary.

Writings, which will become immortal, have established in the most moving
ways that all humans arc brothers. We are filled with indignation at the cruel-
ties, either civil or religious, of our ferocious ancestors, and we tum away our
eyes from those ages of horror and blood. Those of our neighbours whom the
inhabitants of Barbary have weighed down with irons obtain our pity and assis-
tance. Even imaginary distress draws tears from our eyes ... especially at the
theatre. Ie is only the fatal destiny of the Negroes that does not concern US]
They are tyrannized, mutilated, burnt, and put to death, and yet we listen to
these accounts coolly and without emotion. The torments of a people to whom
we owe our luxuries are never able to reach our hearts." (XI, 22)

In light of this phenomenon and what he took to be the deafness of all
political powers to any arguments based upon moral considerations, Di-
derot concludes that slaves will most likely have to bberate themselves by
violence. He predicts that this will eventually be achieved by a "great
man", a "Black Spartacus" I in a passage of the Histoire that would fa-
mously inspire the Haitian revolutionary, Toussaint L'Ouverture, who
would later be described by others, and would then describe himself, as
precisely this foretold avenger." (XI, 24) Given Diderot's theory of the
deadening effect of imperial commerce upon human sympathies, he re-
places Voltaire's strategy of fostering pity for suffering slaves with the
more searing image of blood vengeance, appealing to Europeans' wholly
self-interested desire not to have their throats slashed open, a prospect
that Diderot not only believes is just, but that he describes gleefully in
some of his most provocative contributions to the Histoire:"

In adclition to resistance against slavery, Diderot also calls for and justi-
fies the use of violence against Europeans engaged more broaclly in impe-
rial enterprises. One of the most vivid instances of an appeal to force,

n
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once again in light of what he assumes will be the failure of all arguments
and negotiations to deter imperial powers in their ventures, OCCurs to-
ward the end of his analysis of Dutch colonial ambitions in southem
Africa. After discussing the distinctive customs and practices of Hottentot
society, Didcrot bemoans the fact that they were being steadily Over-
taken, beginning in the seventeenth century, by the forces led by Jan van
Riebeeck, the Dutch East India Company official who founded Cape
Town. Given the many other interactions between European and 110n-

European peoples that are surveyed in the Histoire, Diderot feared that
peoples like the Hottentots would not use force against European visi-
tors. Yet, only in violently resisting the Dutch would the Hottentots have

~any chance of preserving their society. Their lives might be beset with
dangers in the African wilderness, but the Dutch will almost certainly
deprive them of their liberty. Diderot argues that the "wild beasts that
inhabit" the forests surrounding the Hottentots "are less formidable than
the monsters under whose empire you arc going to fall. The tiger may
perhaps tear you to pieces, but he will take nothing but your life away."
(II, 8) The Dutch arrive, he notes, in the manner of so many modern
conquerors, portraying themselves peacefuLly as faithful allies, but con-
cealing their true intentions. Their outlook is based entirely upon the
benefits that they can procure for themselves, without any sense of even
the most basic norms of decency and respect; these they will continue to
deny the Hottentots, Diderot suggests, just as Europeans have denied all
rights to non-Europeans in other continents. In addition to the greed for
power and commercial benefits, the Dutch are inspired by the same grossly
inegalitarian disposition as that of adler Europeans who have ventured
into non-Europeans' territories: the different climate, geography, physical
attributes, customs, and institutions of the Hottentots will thus inspire
not wonder and reflection, but rather the most base inhumanity and dog-
matic prejudices. "Their attitude will be that of benevolence; their look,
that of humanity: but cruelty and treachery reign in the bottom of their
hearts.... You must either agree with their extravagant opinions," Di-
derot warns, "or they will massacre you without mercy, for they believe
that the man who does not think like them is unfit to live." (II, 18)
One option for non-European peoples who are nomaclic and likely to

be subjected to imperial rule might be to flee-"Fly, Hottentots, fly!"
Diderot exclaims at one point-but such strategies in the end will fail,
for European explorers and conquerors will reach them eventually. The
ideal response is to confront incoming Europeans directly with brute
force, the only language they appear to understand, "Do not address
~h~mw:,th representations of justice, which they will not listen to," he
msists, but speak to them with your arrows." (II) 18) Diderot even
hopes that the Dutch colonialists will all be killed, if only the Hottentots
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can see through Dutch false promises and accordingly steel their resolve
for the battles that might save their uberty. "[T]ake up your axes," he
counsels, "bend your bows, and send a shower of poisoned darts against
these strangers. May there not be one of them remaining to convey to his
countrymen the news of their disaster!" (II, 18) Knowing that such ad-
vice would disturb many of his European readers, Diderot nonetheless
notes that his arguments are made not only in the guise of historical
judgements against Riebeeck and other past imperialists, but toward
those who seek to undertake and to defend such ventures currently and
in the future. To those readers offended by his words, he remarks that
such a reaction deserves a similar condemnation, for it arises from a sym-
pathy toward murderous Europeans. "[Y]ou perceive in the hatred I have
vowed against them [the Dutch imperial incursions into the Hottentots'
territory] that which I entertain against you." The contemptuous attitude
that Diderot holds against those who express some sympathy toward Eu-
ropeans suffering abroad in the midst of their imperial activities seems
only to reinforce his pessimism, for it fosters his belief that the work of
writers alone will fall upon deaf ears, Thus, as a last resort, he routinely -At
turns to violence, in the hope that Europeans' desire to live and to flour-
ish might lead to behaviour that humanitarian argtilllents alone should
ideally inspire. Even after colonization takes place, if violent resistance by
indigenous peoples does not occur initially, it is inevitable that Europeans
will be atracked and ultimately destroyed by the violent forces that they
themselves unleash in such territories. If for no other reason than self-
interest, he implies, Europeans shou.ld decolonize and rescind their impe-
rial holdings; they can do so now, with the hope of forging peaceful and
respectful ties of commerce and communication, or they will be made to
leave by a series of bloody revolts against their imperial governance.
"This is the decree pronounced by fate upon your colonies: you must
either renounce your colonies or they will renounce you." (XIII, 1)

Europe: Not a Civilization Fit for Export

Some of Dideror's arguments that undercut the standard justifications of
European imperialism concern not so much the activities of empire itself,
bur more generally the corruption of European civilization. Accordingly,
he challenges European pretensions of civilizing others by criticizing
many of Europe's religious and political institutions and practices as fun-
damentally unjust, and thus as unfit to be exported abroad. Diderot views
"the fanaticism of religion and the spirit of conquest, those two distur-
bers of me universe" as equally problematic features of global relations.
Some of his arguments about Europe's own woes are directed toward the
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Catholic church specifically, but also more generally toward the power of
religious elites. In this respect, he notes, the abuse of power that the
Catholic priesthood engages in is indicative of the problems associated
with religious clergy incligenous to the non-European world as well. The
"sacred dialect" of Sanskrit in India, he argues, serves a familiar purpose:
the laity is thereby deprived of the resources with which they might ques-
tion the prerogatives of clerical power, which in this case is housed
among the Brahmins. Thus, "the spirit of the priesthood is everywhere
the same; and that at all times the priest, either from motives of interest
or pride is desirous of keeping the people in ignorance." (I, 8) Still, Di-
derot notes that many individuals of great talent and virtue enter such
professions and do not directly engage in deceiving and tyrannizing their
"fellow creatures". (1, 8) It is ...!l~ligious doctrine as such, but the
abuse of the enormous sociil and oliticar ~eli iOlls elites
wield that Diderot most 0 en attacks m the Histoire. Hence, at the end
o~iscussion Of church pOJrcyauring whICh Diderot calls for the
end of the sale of indulgences and, more broaclly, for a broad reform of
church policy,he argues that the tenets of the faith, however absurd from
his own standpoint, would not bother anyone if the church were in fact a
positive influence upon society. & he writes, "[y Jour spirit of intolerance}
and the odious means by which you have acquired, and still continue to
heap, riches upon riches have done more injury to your opinions than all
the arguments of incredulity." (VIII, 28) Given that Diderot's quarrel
with the church in the Histoire is primarily social and political, rather
than about theological doctrine, his criticisms focus not upon ideas that
missionaries propagate abroad, but upon the significant ideological and
material support that religious institutions provide to the imperial enter-
prise. In this respect, his analysis of religious power differs somewhat
from his satire of church doctrines on the liberty of women, marriage,
and sexuality in the S,.ppliment. Commenting upon the Pope's grant of
Peru to Spain, Diderot notes that the papacy does not have legitimate
control over such matters in the first place; he concludes that the choice
between "submission to the European monarch, or slavery; baptism, or
death" amounts to a contract that should horrify anyone with any sense
of morality and justice (VII, 2). The establishment of European religious
power in the non-European world, he finds, simply replicates abroad the
injustices that it has sown and continues to sow in the Old World. Di-
dcrot argues that the church forces indigenous peoples to be impious by
demanding that they give up their gods, and encourages them to break
their bonds with their own "legitimate sovereign". The indigenous king
who voluntarily accedes to such papal injustices abandons his country,
political power, and religion "to the mercy of an ambitious despot ...
and [to] the most dangerous system of Machiavellism." (VII, 2)
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Challenging such abuses of religious power is difficult for the same
reason that reforming governmental power is ineffective. Toward the end
of a brief history of asylum, including houses of worship, for alleged
criminals and outcasts, Diderot notes that such safe havens are sometimes
abused. "The most dangerous of asylums, however, is not that into which
a man may make his escape," he asserts) "but that which he carries about
with him, that which accompanies and invests the guilty person, which
serves him as a shield .... Such are the ecclesiastical habit and character."
(VI, 13) For Diderot, the use of privileged power to hide oneself from
laws and judgements that ought to be made equally without regard to
rank is the common thread that binds clerical and sovereign institutions.
The ideal that "justice is equally and without distinction due to every
citizen" cannot easily be put into practice, given the corrupt advantages
that the powerful hold in order to distance themselves from reform and
critical scrutiny (VI, 13). Religious power in particular is perhaps the
most difficult to challenge when it is synonymous with state power. Draw-
ing upon the English travel literature about India, Diderot notes that
Brahmins in Calicut unusually possess sovereign power directly. Such
forms of theocratic rule, he argues, tend to become "the worst of all
governments, because the hand of the gods adds to the weight of the
sceptre of tyrants .... The orders of the despot are changed into oracles,
and the disobedience of the subjects incurs the stigma of a revolt against
Heaven." (III, 15) But even when clerical institutions are not formally
conjoined with sovereign power, the close relationships among the two
in European societies create an enormously complex and domineering set
of institutions that can easily thwart attempts at change. When state
power and religious power are in league with one another, he contends,
humans are oppressed, and when they conflict, even the most minimal
norms of justice are set aside in order to settle their differences. Religious
powers, he argues, are only satisfied with state power if the government
uses the "axe" that they have sanctified against practices, people, and all
that they have deemed sinful or heretical. As he writes, "when the latter
[state) or sovereign power] has conquered and enslaved the world, the
former [religious authority] interposes and prescribes laws in its tum:
they enter into a league with each other, humanity falls prostrate, and
submits to its chains" (III, 15). These two parties, one under the banner
of the sovereign and the other under the standard of superstition, as
Diderot describes them, fight against decent social and political norms
and against each other until the blood of innocent persons streams in the
streets. The dynamics that result both from the conjoined and from the
riven powers of states and churches play themselves out in the non- Euro-
pean world. Imperial rule in the non-European world, from this perspec-
tive) is simply an extension of this seemingly omnipotent coalition of
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secular and divine power. The spread of European civilization amounts,
then, to the spread of a particularly corrupt and unjust constellation of
sovereign and religious powers; having sown injustice within Europe for
hundreds of years, their combined strength now brutally dominates the
rest of the globe.
Most of Diderot's arguments about the inadequacy of European soci-

eties, and hence the absurdity of asserting that an ideal of the European
way of life should be actively promoted by force abroad, concerns the
injustice of European GUrica!institutions, rather than its religions activ-
lues an powers. ndee ,as we have just seen, it is the political dimen-
sion of religious power, and especially those moments when clerical force
and governmental authority reinforce one another, that most disturb
him. Thus, first and foremost, he maintains that Europe's social and po-
litical degradation in particular should not be exported abroad. It would
be understandable, he writes, and there "might" even be "some excuse"
to be made on behalf of Europeans (though he is careful to avoid claim-
ing that they would be wholly excusable), if Europeans had arrived in
southern Africa with the intention of leading Hottentots into a "more
civilized kind of life" or encouraging moeurs "preferable" to those in
Europe (II, 18). Such an enterprise might well have been well inten-
tioned, however morally dubious ultimately, but Europeans have done
worse by either attempting to spread their own highly imperfect, and by
no means superior, mores and practices abroad or even engaging in out-
right brutality simply to satisfy their avarice. Wid, regard to the Hotten-
tots, for instance, he asserts that the Dutch arrived in their territory
merely to drive them out of their homeland and, when possible, to use
the Hottentots "in the place of the animal who ploughs the ground un-
der the lash of the farmer's whip" (II, 18).
Many of Diderot's moral arguments about the Hottentots are a re-

sponse to a common question that underlay imperialist ventures: could
such a wandering lifestyle of herders, so remote from the sedentary, fixed,
and refined institutions and practices of European societies, give the Hot-
tentots any real happiness, and, if not, would not their condition be im-
proved by the introduction of a 'civilized' life? He responds in part by

.j asserting that Europe's own iUs do not place it in the position to judge
the Hottentots as fundamentally 'unhappy'. One would have to be not
only thoroughly "prejudiced in favour of the advantages of our social
institutions", but also a total "stranger" to the sufferings in Europe to
make such comparative judgements about nomadic and sedentary life-
styles (II, 18). In response to Europeans who view the rustic lives of the
nomadic Hottentots as animalistic, focusing upon elements of their lives
that were seen to be especially distasteful-s-that they clothed themselves,
for instance, in animal entrails- Diderot asserts that the hatred, evil, and
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duplicity of Europeans abroad, in addition to the general corruption that
pervades their polities, disgusts h.is reason more than the Hottentots'
"uncleanliness" disgusts his fellow Europeans. He argues at length that
Europeans tend to overlook their own similar, or even worse, problems
when they condemn others' faults. Thus, referring to Europeans' criti-
cisms of the Hottentots' supposedJy vulgar religious practices and simple-
minded beliefs, he writes)

You [Europeans] smile with contempt upon the superstitions of the Hotten-
tots. But do not your priests poison your minds in your infancy with prejudices
that torment you during life) which sow divisions in your Families, and arm
your countries against each other? Have not your ancestors destroyed each
other several times in defence of incomprehensible questions? (II, 18)

Encounters with non-European peoples, he implies) ought to be an occa-
sion for sustained and critical self-reflection about the shared problems -,/
and injustices that face diverse peoples. Instead, he contends that Euro-
peans' blindness toward their own faults leads to an arrogance that fuels
their aggression in the non-European world. In order to deflate such
pride, he contends that the advanced knowledge of the arts and the fixed
system of laws that instills pride in many Europeans often create prob-
lems at least as great as their benefits; moreover, much of this would be
of no use to the Hottentots, given the type of life that they choose to
lead. Diderot criticizes imperialists for speaking the language of virtue
abroad and asserting that they are the agents for spreading snch vinues
despite the fact that their societies fail to practise them or to live by them
in the course of satisfying their colonial ambitions. Their hypocrisy stems
not only from the injustices that imperial ventures unleash, but crucially
also from the deep flaws in the institutions and practices of European
societies, which many Europeans fail to recognize.
Hence, Diderot often engages in a blistering assessment of European

societies themselves in a work that is otherwise largely focused upon the
activities of Europeans in the non-European world, for this approach un-
dercuts imperial arrogance. Some of Diderot's criticisms along these lines
target royal absolutism and, more broadly) state power as such, and on
these occasions non-European societies are at times taken equally to task;
his other criticisms focus on the particular ills of European polities or
npon the precarious role that Europe has come to occupy in global poli-
tics. Commenting upon the monuments that sovereigns commission to
celebrate their own glory, he argues that very few of them would exist if
only truly public-spirited monarchs were so honoured. Indeed, he sug-
gests, if all the inscriptions on such monwnents were truthful, they would
consist mainly of a litany of oppressions, murders, and injustices (V, 3).
Frederick the Great of Prussia, he notes, has often been celebrated for his
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strong rule and patronage of the arts, winning praise from German phi-
losophers, who at times overlook his bloody exploits, but he is overall a
rare breed, a ruler who is) in many respects, a "patriot king" (V, 10).
Most rulers, however, make "no distinction between truth and error, jus-
tice and partiality, good and evil, consider the principles of morality
merely as metaphysical speculations, and imagine that human reason is
swayed entirely by interest." (V, 10) The monarchs of France, in particu-
lar, he implies, are no exception to this general assessment. In a lengthy
address to Louis XVI, Diderot complains of the great problems facing
France and the lack of any political will to confront such issues. From
oppressed and destitute farmers who are routinely extorted by feudal and
governmental taxes, to desperate poverty in the cities and the unnecessary
luxuries of the military class, the nobles, and the royal house, he attacks
the corruption and the excessive wealth of a tiny and powerful few (N,
18). Such contributions to the Histoire serve to repudiate the view that
Europe represents a higher, more just, and happier existence. While it
also, of course, provides him with an opportunity to further a number of
his criticisms of European social and political life that he had undertaken
in earlier writings (such as his observations on Catherine II's proposed
reforms in Russia), given his view that imperial activities abroad are, in
some respects, extensions of pathologies at home, such judgements about
European life and politics are part of his broader anti-imperialist agenda.

Diderot suggests that many of the roots of Europe's domestic injus-
tices derive from once understandable (and, in some cases, perhaps even
justifiable) rules and institutions that outlasted their original social pur-
poses. In this sense, he appears to believe that an appreciation of injus-
tices in the non-European world illustrates the sources of inequality and
misery that all societies share in some form. Thus, in a discussion about
the beleaguered lives of the lowest, pariah castes of India, Diderot offers
a conjecture about how such indignities may have arisen. In contrast to

the "half barbarous governments" of Europe, he argues that Indians'
more moderate system of legislation spared the lives and did not shed the
blood of "malefactors", but instead banished them from respectable
community (I, 8). This unjustly applied to the children of such individ-
uals as well, and thus over time their outcast status became institution-
alized, ultimately bearing no relationship to the injustices that provided
at least some justification for the initial banishment. Such a speculative
~ccount is characteristic of Dideror's intellectual disposition in the Histo-
sre, and thus alive to the apparent paradoxes of history and to the possi-
ble sociological origins of contemporary practices and institutions. It also
underscor~s the extent to which he engages non- European societies in a
s~p~thetlc, but critical spirit; thus, his anti-imperialist arguments in the
Histoire usually do not rest upon a naive veneration or idealization of
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non-European peoples. With regard to the caste system more generally,
then, Diderot argues that in a land rich with resources and a people with
an otherwise compassionate moral system (which, in his view, makes In-
dians "averse to persecution [from each other] and the spirit of con-
quest"), it is a particular tragedy that there exists at the heart of Indian
society such a "barbarous inequality". In attempting to determine how
such a moral order could have formed, Diderot notes that the answer is
most likely rooted in the same principle that has been the source "of all
of the calamities that have befallen the inhabitants of this globe." (1, 8)
In this case, he argues that the original hierarchical distinctions constitu-
ted a moral "error" that over time became generalized to encompass
every station of Indian life; it became the basis of "an entire system of
politics and morality". In such a condition, humans' innocent propen-
sities begin to contradict their sympathetic inclinations toward each
other; thus, only "perpetual violence" can enforce the moral order, which
itself creates resentment and discord.
As a matter of moral psychology, Diderot contends that people, even

the lowliest victims, tend to blame nature rather than humans themselves
for the miseries of life. People begin to believe that a number of social
injustices are built into the fabric of social and political life itself, or are
somehow preordained or natural, rather than viewing them as thor-
oughly conventional and thus subject to reform; "such is the picture of
all the people of the earth, excepting, perhaps, a few societies of savages."
(1, 8) Diderot's cautious qualification stems from his belief that there
could be a few, less complex societies that order their social practices
almost seamlessly with the most basic needs and desires of human com-
munities such that rank injustices and pervasive conflicts between natural
needs and social resources are minimal. Such is the picture of Tahiti that
Diderot knowingly constructs in the Supplbnent; even there, as we have
seen, such a society is by no means natural in any stereo typically utopian
sense, but is rather made up of creative, cultural beings who consciously
form and maintain such collective Jives. Still, Diderot appears to believe
that some peoples who practise relatively simple and well-ordered life-
styles might not suffer from the tragic slavishness that characterizes the
vast majority of human societies. In a passage marked by Rousseau's in-
fluence, Diderot regrets that "[a]bsurd prejudices have perverted human)
r~ason, and even stifled that instinct that teaches animals to resist oppres-
sion and tyranny. Multitudes of the human race actually believe them-
selves to be the property of a small number of men who oppress them.
(I, 8)
. The injustices that mark European societies and that inculcate the be-
~ef .that oppression is a sony fate that is somehow inevitable or even
Justifiable led Dideror to bouts of pessimism. Throughout his contribu-
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tions to the Histoire, moments 0 dark cynicism recur that call into ques-
tion whether Europe could reform I . future. At times, he fears
that the great revolutions that brought spectacular periods of change in
the ancient world will become less common over time because the "sev-
eral nations of the earth, after repeated shocks ... seem at length totally
content with the wretched tranquillity of servitude." (VI, 1) An increas-
ing number have become reconciled with the abuses of political authority
at borne and with rampant injustice abroad. Diderot suggests that over-
throwing or establishing governments, or avenging the natural rights of
humanity, are no longer-even rhetorically-the goals of great struggles
and battles; rather, political projects now only gratify the caprices of a few
powerful men who want to further their realms by adding another few
towns. European political elites, he argues, never seek the happiness of
their people, but instead desire to augment their riches and security by
raising large armies, fortifying frontiers, and encouraging increasingly vio-
lent forms of trade. Hence, he regrets that "Europe, that part of the
globe that has the most influence over the rest seems to have fixed itself
on a solid and durable basis .... The period of founding and subverting
empires is past." (VI, 1) Such pessimism about the strength and dura-
bility of injustice practised both at home and abroad by European
powers, and consequently the seeming intractability of imperial govern-
ance as a form of political rule, never leads Diderot to suggest that Euro-
pean empires should be seen as inevitable, nor does he ever relent from
his searing criticism of the imperial enterprise, In part, the moments of

Qagic desp~out the plight of European societies in the Histoire help
to explam e scepticism that Diderot held for any claim that Europe was
in a position to educate or to improve the world through imperial rule.
Ultimately, however, his~trationsJbout the cruelties of European poli-
tics do not fully represent his analysis of the strength of the imperial
order, for in less pessimistic moments, he discusses the fragility of any-
thing humanly made, even the seemingly permanent institutional bases of
entire civilizations.
Diderot argues that the process of "civiJization"-the construction,

maintenance, and development of social and political institutions and
processes in a sedentary, agriculturally based society-tends to make peo-
ples lose their virtue, courage, and love of independence. As we have
seen, mucfiOftlls criticism aIo"i'fgLlesc mes concerns the growing power
of the state and the abuse of public, or publicly sanctioned, forms of
legal, social, and clerical power. Diderot contends that the oldest civilized
s?cieties are those of Asia, which were thus the first to undergo despo-
tism (V, 34). In contrast with the tradition of theorizing oriental despo-
tisrn as a fixed category that resulted either from climate or the despotic
character of the peoples of Asia, Diderot's argument that despotic gov-
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ernments and societies are never destined to last follows from his belief
that no form of political rule can entrench itself permanently. All arbitrary
power, he argues, hastens its own destruction; revolutions are bound to
occur under such conditions, and they eventually restore at least some
modicum of liberty (V, 34)." In addition, seemingly powerful civiliza-
tions will one day unravel and end up in ruins, Reflecting upon the desti-
nne condition of modern Peru, and its faU from grandeur to a debased
and impoverished colony, Diderot contends that even the greatest civili-
zations are powerless against the unforeseen, contingent character of his-
torical change. Europe too, he asserts) will see upon its soil, arising
"upon the min of our kingdoms and om altars", new peoples and new
religions (VII, 28). Europe's reign over the world will not be permanent,
as if it were the crowning glory, or the end, of history:

But as commotions and revolutions are so natural to mankind, there is only
wanting some glowing genius, some enthusiast, to set thc world again in
flames. Thc people of the East, or of the North, arc still ready to enslave and
plunge Europe into its former darkness A city that took two centuries to
decorate is burnt and ravaged in a single day You nations, whether artisans
or soldiers, what are you in the hands of nature. but the spon of her laws.
destined by turns [Q set dust in motion. and to reduce the work again to dust?
(XIX, 12)

The apparent fatalism of such comments about the cycles and flux of
history, and the delusion of believing that any human institution or prac-
tice could last throughout the ages, never led Diderot to doubt that
humans themselves are responsible for altering their social and political /
conditions for the better.
Hence, Diderot exclaims that writers should attempt to "revive those

rights of reasonable beings) which to be recovered need only to be felt!"
(I, 8) Philosophers are key to this task, he argues, for they can publicize
the sources of injustice and appeal to government officials, the "slaves"
who act as agents of royal, clerical, and commercial masters. By perform-
ing this function, Diderot proclaims that the people can then over time
"reassume the use of their faculties, and vindicate the honour of the hu- /
man race." (I, 8) Diderot often acknowledges, however, the unlikelihood
that such results would follow from the writings of the philosophes, in
large part because powerful elites shelter themselves ftom any critical
commentary. Thus) it often seems like "folly", he finds, to address "our
discourse to deaf persons, whom we CaIIDotconvince of anything. and
whom we may offend" (VI, 25). Diderot's hopes appear to have focused
instead on the new societies being formed outside of Europe, those that
brought various peoples together into thoroughly new national commu-
runes. He notes, for instance. that the intermixture of peoples that results
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from trade, travel, and empire, make it impossible to try to keep the
blood of a nation or even a family "pure": "The purity of blood among
nations, if we may be allowed the expression, as well as the purity of
blood among families, cannot be more than temporary, unless kept up by
whimsical or religious institutions." (V, intro.) The inevitable mixture
creates a new people with a distinctive character. If ever the new peoples
outside of Europe attain independence, they could, Diderot asserts, form
societies that might leam the right lessons from Europe. Thus, he calls
upon young "Creoles" to come to Europe to collect information about
ancient mores and to take note of the productive spirit that Europeans
had lost. They should "study our weakness, and draw from our follies
themselves those lessons of wisdom that produce great events." (XI, 31)
Strikingly, for Diderot, it is primarily Europe's mistakes from which the

V non-European world could profit. Pointing to the damage done both to
the Americas and to European societies as a result of European imperial-
ism in the New World, he asserts that "America has poured all of
the sources of corruption on to Europe. To complete its vengeance, it
[America] must draw from it [Europe] all the instruments of its prosper-
ity. N, it [America] has been destroyed by our crimes, it must be renewed
by our vices." (XI, 31) Perhaps the only real hope that Diderot ultimately

~

held was for the non-European world to seize independence themselves,
and in a future post-imperiaJ age to foster societies and transnational
relationships that would avoid the brutality of Europe's modem imperial
practices.

Since the bold attempts of Columbus and of Gama, a spirit of fanaticism, until
then unknown, has been established in our countries, which is that of making
discoveries. We have traversed, and still continue to traverse, all the climates
from one pole to another, in order to discover some continents to invade, some
islands to ravage, and some people to spoil, to subdue, and to massacre.
Wouldn't the person who put an end to this frenzy deserve to be reckoned
among the benefactors of humanity?(XIX, 15)

Diderot's anti- imperialist arguments range from criticisms about the in-
justices of profit-oriented commercial enterprises abroad, and attacks
upon the role of the church and missionaries, to arguments based upon
the damage done to European societies by constructing and maintaining
empires abroad and the impossibility of fairly and efficiently governing
far-flung imperial realms, as well as claims that Europe's half-barbarous
societies are hardly the model for any other country to adopt. In addi-
tion, Diderot's arguments often proceed by describing at length what he
Viewed to be the horrific devastation visited upon non-European peoples,
and by attacking what he took to be the error of judging foreign prac-
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tices and institutions, such as those of hunting and pastoral peoples, only
by the standards of one's own society. The basic elements behind the
various arguments of Dideror's anti-imperialist political theory include
the idea of a basic human dignity that all humans share, in part because
of their individual freedom, sociability, and ability to reason and commu-
nicate about justice. Along these lines, I have argued that his concept of a
general will of humaruty is the ethical touchstone 01 a number of his
political argtunen..,ts.The second key com onent concerns the idea that
humans are fundamentally c rural agents-that is, that they are social
creatUfes who craft, maintain, and reform social and political practices
and institutions. As we have seen, Diderot develops this understanding
with regard to Tahitian society in the Supplement as well; in the Histoire,
this contexmalized and pluralistic understanding of humanity plays a key
role in his characterizations of non- European peoples and in his argu-
ments against European empires. A_third key feautre of Diderot's anti-
imperialism balances his commitment to cross-cultural moral nom1S with
the view that whole peoples, as well as many of their practIces and msti-
!linons, are morally mcommensurable; that IS, they cannot be raIlk or-
dered as defirunvely uifenor or superior. Each of these elements alone
undercuts iill erialist conceits, but taken together they form a philosoph-
ic y powerful response to defenders of European empire. Diderot's anti-
slavery and anti-imperialist political thought was widely read and dis-
cussed by his contemporaries, for Raynal's Histoire became one of most
popular underground books of the eighteenth cenrury. It is not surpris-
ing, then, that ::Kantand Herder appear to nave read it; as we will see,
their anti-imperialist political philosophies are, to a remarkable degree,
cut from the same cloth. They too treat humans as cultural agents and
interweave commitments to moral universalism and moral inconunen-
surability in the course of their arguments against European imperialism.
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Diderot raises the difficulty of formulating cross- 
cu mrairvaUd cnteria of judgement for assessing the political health of socie^s.

Z each Lance, he points to the conjunction of the common good and individ-
'"^5r*On self-interest and its relationship to virtue in eighteenth-century French 
pWlosophical writings, see Mark Hulliung, Ue Autocntrque of Enlightenment
fCambridge: Harvard University Press, 1994), 9-37.

58 In Addition to travel writings, actual historical visits by New World indivi ^ 
uals to Europe in the eighteenth century provoked an intense interest in fore g 
peoples ForLance, as Diderot notes in the Supplement, a Tahman named Au 
Lrou accompanied Bougainville on his journey back to France and spent a few
weeks in Paris, attending operas and some of Ae "^“f Au^
commercial trading ships back to Tahiti. See Bougainville s account of Auto
urou’s-visit in his Voyaae autour du monde, 14:8 151."I Some of Diderol-. arsument, aloog these hn.s teeaU (tmd may have been

influenced by) Lahontan’s arguments about Huron women.
60 The PoUy Baker stoiy appeared in English journals in 1747 ongina g

purportedly with Benjamin Franklin, and later was included by Abbe Raynal m 
Ih^HistoiJe des deux Indes. For an extended treatment of this poplar «ghteentii 
century story, see Max Hall, Benjamin Franklin and Polly Baker: f
Literary Deception (Chapel HiU: University of North Carohna Press I960).

61 Despite such arguments, Diderot’s comments about women (for ‘"stance 
in the essay “Sur les Femmes”) are on the whole a curious mix of egalitarian an 
hierarcS views. For a discussion of Diderot’s arguments in je context of the
philosophes’ writings about women, see Sylvia ^ lelTlOT^A
Debate on Women”, History Workshop, 20 (Autumn 1985). 101-24. See also A. 
Sfragaro, “La Representation de la femme chez Diderot”, Studies on Voltaire and
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the Eighteenth Century, 193 (1980): 1893-99. Cf. Maiy Trouille, “Sexual/Tex
tual Politics in the Enlightenment: Diderot and D’Epinay Respond to Thomas’s 
Essay on Women”, The Romanic Review, 85, no. 2 (March 1994): 191-210.

62. In an early fragment, Rousseau writes: “Let us begin by considering 
women deprived of their freedom by the tyranny of men, and men the masters of 
everything . . . everything in their hands, they seized it by I know not what natu
ral right which I could never quite understand, and which may well have no other 
foundation than main force.” (Oeuvres completes, Pleiade ed., 2:1254) By the time

2 of the first and second Discourses, however, Rousseau had rejected such a view and endorsed instead a natural hierarchy between men and women.
63. See Melvin Richter, “The Comparative Study of Regimes and Societies in 

the Eighteenth Century”, in The Cambridge History of Eighteenth-Century Politi
cal Thought, ed. Mark Goldie and Robert Wokler (Cambridge: Cambridge Uni
versity Press, forthcoming).

64. The question of whether one can nonethnocentrically practise anthropol
ogy, and how one can assess varying interpretations of foreign peoples, is, of 
course, an ongoing debate, the genealogy of which can be traced to many of the 
early modem debates over New World peoples. A particularly telling and heated 
skirmish in cultural anthropology along these lines concerns competing accounts 
of why Captain Cook was killed by Hawaiians in 1779. See Gannath Ob- 
eyesekere. The Apotheosis of Captain Cook: European Mythmakinp/ in the Pacific 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1992); and Marshall Sahlins, How “Na
tives Think: About Captain Cook, for example (Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press, 1995).

65. See Michele Duchet, “Le ‘Supplement au voyage de Bougainville’ et la 
collaboration de Diderot a ‘L’Histoire des deux Indes’”, Cahiers de PAssociation 
Internationale des ttudes Frangaises, 13 (1961): 173-87.

66. I borrow the term ‘multidimensional social theory’ from Steven Seidman, 
Liberalism and the Origins of European Social Theory (Berkeley: University of Cal
ifornia Press, 1983), 33. Seidman argues that although many sociologists have 
viewed the development of multidimensional accounts of society (which theorize 
the symbiotic relationship between human agency and social stmcture in a meth
odologically sophisticated fashion) as a nineteenth-century revolt against the pre
suppositions of social contractarianism and other theories that were considered to 
presuppose methodological individualism, the roots of a multidimensional social 
theory can in fact be found in a variety of eighteenth-century Enlightenment 
writings.

67. As Clifford Geertz has noted, a significant overlap exists between protohu
mans’ culmral history and humans’ phylogenetic development. Since Australo- 
pithecines (pK-homo sapiens) began making tools, engaged in social practices such 
as orgamzed hunting and lived in famifial/social units (thereby leading a radi- 
mentary cultural life), homo sapiens originated and developed physiologically 
within a cultural context. Accordingly, “culture, rather than being added on, so 
to speak, to a fimshed or virtually finished animal, was ingredient, and centrally 
ingredient, in the production of that animal itself” (47) In brief, from this per
spective, the structure of our brains and our complex nervous system are partly 
cultural products. Thus, because “our central nervous system—and most partic-

'■k.
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ularly its crowning curse and glory, the neocortex—grew up in greaLpart in inter
action with culture, it is incapable of directing our behaviour or organizing our 
experience without the guidance provided by systems of significant symbols.” 
(49) See Clifford Geertz, “The Impact of the Concept of Culture on the Concept 
of Man” in Th^ Interpretation of Cultures (New York: Basic Books, 1973).

68. Ibid., 49.
69. Ibid., 34.
70. Adam Ferguson, An Essay on the History of Civil Society, ed. Fania Oz- 

Salzberger ([1767] Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1995), 12, 14.

Chapter Three
Diderot and the Evils of Empire: The Histoire des deux Indes

1. The Histoire was first published in 1772 (with an imprint of 1770). It was 
published in extensively revised and enlarged forms in 1774 and 1780. There 
were numerous editions that followed with further alterations. All of Diderot’s 
contributions can be found fi'om the 1780 edition onward. Anthony Strugnell is 
now at work on a modem critical edition of the Histoire, which will be published 
by the Voltaire Foundation. Since this edition has not yet been published, there is 
no standard edition that is used to cite the Histoire', moreover, volume and page 
numbers differ from edition to edition. Thus, I have cited Raynal’s Histoire by 
book and chapter in parentheses in the text (the Histoire is divided into 19 books, 
a division that is consistent across most editions). I have used the following edi
tion: Guillaume-Thomas Raynal, Histoire philosophique et politique des etablisse- 
ments et du commerce des Europeens dans les deux Indes, 10 vols. (Geneve: Jean- 
Leonard Pellet, 1780). A small selection of Diderot’s contributions to the 
Histoire has been translated into English; see Diderot, Political Writings, ed. Ma
son and Wokler, 169—214. The translations of the Histoire in this essay are usually 
mine, since most are from passages not included in the Mason/Wokler selection; 
in some cases, I have drawn upon their edition, sometimes altering their transla
tion in light of the French text.

2. The philological work that has been done on the Histoire is complex and 
although we do not know the author of every passage, the cache of Diderot’s 
manuscripts in the Fonds Vandeul (the collection of Diderot papers at the Bibli- 
otheque Nationale in Paris) that came to light in the 1950s has alerted scholars to 
his contributions. Thus, until fairly recendy, although Diderot’s participation in 
the Histoire had been ramoured since the 1770s, there was no evidence that 
could indicate what his specific contributions may have been. For a comprehen
sive analysis of these manuscripts that links them to sections of Raynal’s Histoire, 
see Michele Duchet, Diderot et PHistoire des deux Indes ou P^criture Fra^men- 
taire (Paris: Libraire A.-G. Nizet, 1978). I have used this study as my guide to 
locate all of Diderot’s contributions. On the issue of various contributors and 
their relationship to the anti-imperialism of the Histoire, see Yves Benot, “Di
derot, Pechmeja, Raynal et I’anticolonialisme”, Europe, 41 (1963): 137-53.

3. Edmund Burke, letter to Richard Champion, 13 June 1777, in The Corre
spondence of Edmund Burke, vol. 3 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press; 
Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1958-78), 353.
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4. Robert Damton, The Forbidden Best-Sellers of Pre-revolutionary France (New 
York: Norton, 1996), 22-82.

5. See J.G.A. Pocock, “Commerce, Settlement and History: A Reading of the 
Histoire des deux Indes”, in Articulating America: Fashioning a National Political 
Culture in Early America, Essays in Honor of J. R. Pole, ed. Rebecca Starr (Lan- 
ham: Rowman & Littlefield, 2000), 15-44. See also Anthony Strugnell, “Post-

v/ modernism versus Enlightenment and the problem of the Other in Raynal’s His
toire des deux Inded’, Studies on Voltaire and the Eijihteenth Century, 341 (1996): 
169-82; and William R. Womack, “Eighteenth-century themes in the Histoire 
philsophique et politique des deux Indes of Guillaume Raynal”, Studies on Voltaire 
and the Eighteenth Century, 96: 129-265. For insightful collections of essays on 
the Histoire, see Hans-Jiirgen Liisebrink and Manfred Tietz, eds.. Lectures de 
Raynal: L’Histoire des deux Indes en Europe et en Amerique au XVIIIe siecle. 
Studies on Voltaire and the Eighteenth Century, vol. 286 (Oxford: Voltaire Foun
dation, 1991); Hans-Jiirgen Liisebrink and Anthony Strugnell, eds., L’Histoire 
des deux Indes: Reecriture et polygraphie. Studies on Voltaire and the Eighteenth 
Century, vol. 333 (Oxford: Voltaire Foundation, 1995). Forthcoming disserta
tions by Anoush Terjanian (Johns Hopkins University) and Sunil Agnani (Colum
bia University) will shed further light on this rich and influential, yet still under- 
studied, text.

6. As Diderot writes, “The [commercial] exchanges should be free. If I want 
to seize by force what is refused me, or to use violence to have something which 
is not wanted forcibly accepted, then I could legitimately be either put in chains 
or driven away. If I get hold of the foreign commodity without offering the price 
for it, or I take it away by stealth, I am a thief who can be killed without re
morse.” (XIII, 1)

7. Diderot, “Droit Naturel”, in Political Writings, 10.
8. Thus, a “universal morality” is not simply “inherent in the nature of man, 

[but] is also inherent in the nature of societies” (XIX, 14).
9. A fine study of this turn in Diderot’s thought is Anthony Strugnell, Di

derot’s politics: A study of the evolution of Diderot’s political thought after the Ency- 
clopedie (The Hague: Nijhoff, 1973). See also the essays in Peter France and 
Anthony Strugnell, eds. Diderot, les dernieres annees, 1770-84: Colloque du bicen- 
tenaire, 2-5 Septembre 1984 a Edimbourg (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University 
Press, 1985).

^ 10. Rousseau criticizes the universal dimension of Diderot’s account of the
general will in what has come to be known as the “Geneva Manuscript”, an early 
draft of Du Contrat Social. See Rousseau, The Social Contract and other later 
political writings, 153-59. For an account of Diderot’s influence (both positive 
and negative) upon Rousseau’s theory of the general will, see Robert Wokler, 
“The influence of Diderot on the political theoiy of Rousseau: Two aspects of a 
friendship”. Studies on Voltaire and the Eighteenth Century, 132 (1975): 55-111. 
See also Jacques Proust, “La contribution de Diderot a I’Encylopedie et les theo
ries du droit naturel”, Annales Historiqes de la Revolution Franfaise (1963): 257- 
86. For a comprehensive history of the concept of the general will in modern 
French religious and political thought, see Patrick Riley, The General Will Before 
Rousseau (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1986).
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11. The Refutation suivie de l’ouvra£ie d’Helvetius intitule L’Homme (see Di
derot, Oeuvres Philosophiques, ed. P. Vemiere [Paris: Garnier, 19561) is a work 
that most clearly marks his spUt with materialist philosophy, which was further 
deepened by the increasing humanism in later works, including parts of the Sup
plement and especially his contributions to the Histoire. See D. C. Creighton, 
“Man and Mind in Diderot and Helvetius”, Publications of the Modem Lan^uapfe 
Association (1956): 705-24. Diderot’s heightened commitment to humanistic 
concepts and principles in his later thought may have aided the development not 
only of his anti-imperialist thought, but also of his increasingly tolerant and inclu
sive arguments about Jews. On the latter subject, see Leon Schwartz, Diderot and 
the Jews (Rutherford: Fairleigh Dickinson University Press, 1981).

12. Cf. Lester G. Crocker, “Diderot and the Idea of Progress”, Romanic Re
view {1938): 151-59.

13. On the idea of customary morahties in Diderot, see Arthur M. Wilson, 
“The concept of'moeurs’ in Diderot’s social and political thought” in The Apje of 
Enlightenment: Studies presented to Theodore Bestermann, ed. W. H. Barber (Edin
burgh: Oliver 8c Boyd, 1967), 188-199.

14. The European discourse about the relationship among travel, commerce, 
and the rights of hospitality can be traced to the pre-Socratics as well as to the 
classical epics; as Anthony Pagden has argued, the right to hospitality is tacitly 
invoked in Virgil’s Aeneid, and it reemerges crucially in the early modem theo
logical debates about communication and the interaction of peoples abroad in 
hght of the conquest of the New World. As 1 will show in chapter 5, Immanuel 
Kant subverted the traditionally imperiahst tendencies of such arguments by using 
the idea of cosmopolitan right (a right to hospitality) to attack European imperi- 
ahsm. See Anthony Pagden, “Stoicism, CosmopoUtanism, and the Legacy of Eu
ropean Imperialism”, Constellations, 7, no. 1 (March 2000), 3-22.

15. On this theme of travel and empire, see Pagden, European Encounters with 
the New World, 156-69.

16. Cf Book XI, chapter 1: “We have seen immense countries invaded and 
laid waste; their innocent and peaceful inhabitants either massacred or loaded 
with chains; a dreadful solitude established upon the mins of a numerous popula
tion; ferocious usurpers destroying one another, and heaping their dead bodies 
upon those of their victims.”

17. On the distinction between active and passive injustice, and between mis
fortune and injustice, see Judith N. Shklar, The Faces of Injustice (New Haven: 
Yale University Press, 1990), chapter 2.

18. See Boyd Stanley Schlenther, “ReUgious Faith and Commercial Empire” 
and Patrick K. O’Brien, “Inseparable Comiections: Trade, Economy, Fiscal State, 
and the Expansion of Empire, 1688—1815” in The Oxford History of the British 
Empire, vol. 2, The Eipjhteenth Century, ed. P. J. Marshall, respectively 128-50, 
53-77 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1998).

19. The classic smdy of modem intellectual history along these lines remains 
Albert Hirschman, The Passions and the Interests: Political Arguments for Capital
ism before Its Triumph (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1977), recently 
repubUshed in a twentieth anniversary edition with a foreword by Amartya Sen.

20. In German, such shades of meaning can be made expUcit, as with Verkehr
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and Wechselwirkunji, which are both generally translated into English as com
merce. Thus, as we will further see in chapter 5, Immanuel Kant moves between 
the two terms, sometimes using Verkehr (a term that he sometimes uses to denote 
contract, trade, or market-based interactions) and other times drawing upon the 
broader Wechselwirkunjf to indicate the communicative and interactive aspects of 
commerce. Politically, such nuances allowed Kant both to attack the injustices of 
imperialism as the horrid practices of “the commercial states of our part of the 
world”, while also celebrating the future potential of the “spirit of commerce” in 
fostering peace among nations, a spirit also more narrowly described by Kant at 
one point as “the power of money” (Immanuel Kant, Kants^esammelte Schriften, 
hemus^e£ieben von der Preussischen Akademie der Wissenschaften zu Berlin [Berlin: 
Walter de Gruyter, I902-], 8:358; 8:368). Kant’s use of the Latin commercium 
as well as its German offshoots is foreshadowed (and indeed may have been influ
enced) by Diderot’s varied understanding of the concept of conunerce in the 
Histoire.

21. Montesquieu, The Spirit of the Laws [1748], Book V, chapter 6, on the 
“spirit of commerce”. Montesquieu was well aware of many of the injustices of 
imperial rule, although he was not a thoroughgoing opponent of European impe
rialism in the manner of Diderot. It should also be noted that, in The Spirit of the 
Laws, Montesquieu could display a nuanced sense of both the benefits and the 
potential costs, sometimes quite severe, in terms of disorder and inequality, of 
commerce. Thus, while he is still primarily remembered along these lines as a 
celebrant of commerce, he may well be more accurately placed with thinkers such 
as Diderot, aware of both the promise and the perils of modem commerce, 
though perhaps without quite the same level of ambivalence that we find in the 
Histoire.

22. In Book VII, chapter 24, Diderot paraphrases Cassiodoras, the sixth-cen- 
tuiy historian and monk, to make a related argument: “To acquire gold by sacri
ficing men is a crime. To go in search of it across the perils of the sea is a folly. To 
amass it by corraption and vices is base. The only profits that are just and honest 
are those that are acquired without injury to any person; and we never can pos
sess, without remorse, what we have obtained at the expense of other men’s 
happiness.”

23. Cf. Immanuel Kant: “China and Japan {Nipon), which had given such 
guests a try, have therefore wisely [placed restrictions on them], the former allow
ing them access but not entry [den Zupanpf, aber nicht den Einpfanpf], the latter 
even allowing access to only a single European people, the Dutch, but excluding 
them, like prisoners, from community with the natives” (Kant, Kants^esammelte 
Schriften, 8:359).

24. Cf. Book XIX, chap. 15: “The insatiable thirst for gold has given birth to 
the most infamous and atrocious of all trades, that of slaves. People speak of 
crimes against nature and they do not cite slavery as the most horrific. The major
ity of European nations are soiled by it, and a vile self-interest has stifled in hu
man hearts all the feelings we owe to our fellow humans.”

25. See C.L.K James, The Black Jacobins: Toussaint L’Ouverture and the San 
Dominpro Revolution, 2nd rev. ed. ([1938] New York: Vintage, 1963), 24-25, 
171, 250. Diderot’s famous passage was a revision of an earlier contribution to
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the 1774 edition that had prophesied a “Black Spartacus”. Diderot’s contribution 
for the 1780 edition closely paraphrased an anti-imperiaUst passagl in Sebastien 
Mercier’s popular novel, L’An 2440, in which an eighteenth-centuiy Frenchman 
wakes up to find himself in the year 2440. In a Paris square, he sees a statue of a 
black ‘liberator’; the pedestal describes the figure as the man who Uberated the 
New World fi-om European oppression, at which the Frenchman cries in joy. See 
Yves Benot, Diderot: De I’atheisme d I’tmticolonmlisme (Paris: Francois Maspero, 
1970), 212-15.

26. For instance, later in Book XI, chap. 24, Diderot writes in the voice of a
slave who addresses slaveowners and the defenders of slavery: “Men or demons, 
whoever you are, do you dare to justify the attacks on my independence by the 
law of the strongest? What! The person who wants to make me a slave is not 
guilty, but is making use of his rights? What are these rights? Who has given them 
such a sacred character that they can silence my rights? By nature I have the right 
to defend myself; by nature you do not have the right to attack me. If you think 
that because you are stronger and more clever than me you have authority to 
oppress me, do not complain if my swift arm tears open your chest to find your 
heart. Do not complain when you feel, in your cut-up intestines, the taste of 
death, which I have stirred in with your food. I am stronger or more clever than 
you; it is your turn to be victim. Now expiate the crime of having been an 
oppressor.”

27. Anatole Feug^re, “La Doctrine Rcvolutionnaire de Raynal et de Diderot
d’apres VHistoire des Indef, Mercure de France (1913), 498-517.

Chapter Four
Humanity and Culture in Kant’s Politics

1. Citations from the Critique of Pure Reason refer to the standard ‘A’ and ‘B’
pagination, and the quotations are from Immanuel Kant, Critique of Pure Rea
son, trans. Werner S. Pluhar (Indianapolis: Hackett, 1996); I have also consulted 
Immanuel Kant, Critique of Pure Reason, ed. and trans. Allen W. Wood and Paul 
Guyer (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1998). Citations of Kant’s other 
writings in this and the following chapter are from the standard Prussian Acad
emy edition (volume followed by page number): Immanuel Kant, Kants jfesam- 
melte Schriften, heraus£ie£ieben von der Preussischen Akademie der Wissenschaften 
zu Berlin (Berhn: Walter de Grayter, 1902-). Quotations from the Idea for a 
Universal History, Conjectures on the Be£innin£ of Human History, and Kant’s 
reviews of Herder’s Ideas are from Immanuel Kant, Political Writings, 2nd ed., 
ed. Hans Reiss, trans. H. B. Nisbet (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
1991). Quotations from What is Enli^htenment>, the Groundwork, The Critique 
of Practical Reason, Theory and Practice, Toward Perpetual Peace, and The Meta
physics of Morals are from Immanuel Kant, Practical Philosophy, ed. and trans. 
Maty Gregor (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996). Quotations from 
Relipfion Within the Boundaries of Mere Reason and The End of All Things are 
from Immanuel Kant, Religion and Rational Theology (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1997), ed. and trans. Allen W. Wood and George Di Giovanni. 
Quotations from the Critique of Judgement are from Immanuel Kant,




